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Foreword – Considerations on the History of the I2CS
With the wide use of the Internet, it becomes more and more clear that an efficient global use of resources requires a joint discussion of problems of computer networks, contents and user behavior. This needs also the application of modern theoretical approaches
for analysis and synthesis of efficient service structures. In this context, researchers from
the universities of Ilmenau, Rostock and Leipzig started investigations under the title
"Context-based search in large decentralized networks" which finally resulted in a research project founded by the German Research Association (DFG). In June 2001, Thomas Böhme and Herwig Unger organized the very first international workshop on "Innovative Internet Computing Systems (IICS)", with this motivation, just as a small
meeting to present their ideas and the first research results within a bigger auditory in
Ilmenau (Thuringia). Consequently, the main topics were from the area of computer
networks, text processing and data mining as well as theoretical contributions – the main
research areas of the participating teams from these three locations.
After two more conferences had been organized in the frame of the project cooperation
in Germany namely in Kühlungsborn (2002) and Leipzig (2003), the year 2004 was a
milestone in the history of the I2CS conference because two major changes appeared.
Following a trend in research, the name of the conference was changed into "Innovative
Internet Community Systems" – just a slight change but representing the huge development in the Internet area, to consider the upcoming social networks and community
systems. In addition, this conference was the first one held abroad in Guadalajara (Mexico) to underline the international importance and world wide timelines of the topics
addressed. Due to a lot of colleagues which visit the I2CS regularly and volunteering for
this event, in 2005 to 2008 the conference was organized annually in Paris (France),
Neuchâtel (Switzerland), Munich (Germany) and Martinique (France).
Of course, the broad interest in the Internet and the World Wide Web generated a lot of
similar conferences within these years and it becomes more and more difficult to attract
new participants. Due to a lot of colleagues feeling a strong tie to our event, I2CS could
survive this difficult time. From now on, alternately an international and a German location will be selected by the steering committee to arrange the three-days event which has
reached the status of an international conference.
The Innovative Internet Community Systems conference in 2009 is quite another milestone: not only because of the conference returned to Germany once more. With the
engagement for our yearly event by Gerald Eichler, Christian Erfurth and Volkmar
Schau, traditionally in the 3rd week of June, a new era of I2CS has been started. In the
program of the 2009th conference you will find completely renewed topics, a commitment to a reliable publisher as well as many more people involved in the organization of
the event. All this was possible since the organizers started a new, not only financial
cooperation with the German Society of Informatics (GI) as well as with Deutsche Telekom Laboratories, Germany, which has been so successful that we hope for its consequent continuation within the next years.

However, with a limitation to about 50 participants and the continued hard peer review
selection of papers, I2CS stays a small conference where personal contacts are easily
possible in a quiet inspiring atmosphere, discussion and brainstorming meetings in small
groups are encouraged and significantly contribute to the success and special flair of the
conference. Of course, we hope to continue this tradition with our next, the 10th I2CS
conference, in Bangkok (Thailand) in 2010.
With kind regards on behalf of the whole I2CS steering committee
Herwig Unger, Fernuniversität Hagen, Germany
Thomas Böhme, Technische Universität Ilmenau, Germany

Preface – A Short Guide to I2CS 2009
"Tradition meets Innovation" – that is the promising motto of the 9th International Conference on Innovative Internet Community Systems (I2CS). Topics, beyond the state of the
art, are discussed in an atmosphere of grand tradition. In Jena, located in Thuringia – the
green heart of Germany – at the banks of the river Saale, Johann Wolfgang von Goethe,
Friedrich Schiller, Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel, and Johann Gottlieb Fichte left their
mark on intellectual life. Ernst Abbe, Carl Zeiss, and Otto Schott laid the foundations for
economic prosperity in the optical industries. Germany's "Science City 2008" with its
450 years old Friedrich Schiller University will provide an excellent venue for the I2CS's
conference and workshop topics.
In the context of the I2CS, we are seeking for innovation in the area of community systems. The rapid evolution of web technologies and rich mobile devices provide the
chance to enhance ICT support for communities on the next quality level. Trying to
achieve this, we provoke new research questions in a wide range of connected fields.
Besides emerging technologies, social aspects come into spotlight too for a more convenient daily life of communities. In search of innovative solutions, multi-disciplinary
collaboration among researchers and industry partners is essential. Hence, the goal of
this conference is to bring together researchers, experts, and practitioners from various
areas related to novel Internet Community Systems, enhancing the Web x.0 paradigms.
The selection of I2CS topics 2009 encompasses a wide range of aspects, bundled into the
areas: foundations, technology, applications as well as socializations.
Foundations – Theories, models, algorithms for communities
! Distributed algorithms and simulation models
! Game theory, graph theory and cost models
! Innovative communication protocols
! Self organization and self stabilization
! Security and privacy protection
! Interoperability and IT-governance
Technology – Distributed architectures and frameworks
! Service-oriented architectures for communities
! Peer-to-peer and grid architectures
! Distributed community middleware for Web x.0
! Software agents for community support
! Adaptive cooperative information systems
! Community management in ad-hoc environments
! Information retrieval and distributed ontologies

Applications and socialization – Communities on the move
! Mobile Internet applications' experiences
! Context and location awareness
! Personalization of components and tools
! Personal social networks and user behavior
! Social and business aspects of user generated content
! Expert profiles, collaborative filtering and matching
! Domain specific languages for semantic design
The conference track is composed of one keynote, two invited talks, one panel, a workshop, dedicated to mobile agent technologies and six presentation sessions. The sessions
are focusing on the following subjects:
!
!
!
!
!
!

Knowledge and Content Management (pp. 13)
Cooperative Information Systems (pp. 47)
Communities on the Move (pp. 83)
Web portals and Usability (pp. 121)
Graph Theory, Routing and Layering (pp. 147)
Semantic Web Technologies (pp. 181)

To ensure a high quality of contributions, all proposed papers were subject to two up to
four reviews by members of the program committee. Some originally weak papers experienced an intensive iterative improvement process. Only accepted papers are part of
these conference proceedings, following the order of the conference program. We would
like to thank the members of the program committee and additional reviewers for their
patient and flexible support.
We wish the conference a great success. For further details, please explore the conference web site at the URL http://i2cs.uni-jena.de/. Welcome to Jena. Enjoy your stay!
Yours I2CS 2009 organizing team
Gerald Eichler, Deutsche Telekom Laboratories, Darmstadt/Berlin, Germany
Christian Erfurth, Friedrich-Schiller-Universität Jena/GI e.V., Germany
Volkmar Schau, Friedrich-Schiller-Universität Jena, Germany
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Session 1

Knowledge and Content Management

Personal and Collective Knowledge Management in the
Web 2.0: Two Faces of Knowledge Management?
_;NqRpO _pRvqOtR1 l ^p;O; ];*PtRpN;ml EqptRR+ Z;8tNqj
1

&RptuRpvqk\vqpTTtRkCOp2tRQpN+ btO;l %tRP;O+
W;NqRpOhWpRvqOtRK5OpkYtO;hut
m
F3XtOq;rtO G5QpOtQQ \vq33Tl )tOP;RW
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j
#Z\(H)l &3ON;pOt8Tt;5l &R;Ovt
NqptRR+hO;8tNqKpOQt;uhtu5

Abstract: At8 mh4 q;Q RtpO2tONtu Nqt v3OvtXN 3s _O3.Tturt [;O;rtPtON
N3.;RuQ ; 2pQp3O ;pPpOr ;N s;vpTpN;NpOr pONtR;vNp3Ol v33XtR;Np3O ;Ou WO3.Tturt t-k
vq;Ort 3s pOup2pu5;TQl rR35XQ ;Ou v3PP5OpNptQh EqpQ ;RNpvTt NRptQ N3 ;OQ.tR N.3
V5tQNp3OQJ F;O At8 mh4 N33TQ 8t ;XXTptu s3R P;O;rpOr WO3.Tturt ;N Nqt pOup2pu5;T
;Ou v3TTtvNp2t Tt2tT' ;Ou $3. tsstvNp2t ;Rt At8 mh4 N33TQ s3R Q5XX3RNpOr atRQ3O;T
_O3.Tturt [;O;rtPtON' HsNtR pONR3u5vpOr Nqt v3OvtXN 3s atRQ3O;T _O3.Tturt
[;O;rtPtON 7a_[6l F3TTtvNp2t [;O;rtPtON 7F_[6 ;Ou At8 mh4 XqtO3PtO3Ol
NqpQ X;XtR Q5R2t+Q upsstRtON At8 mh4 N33TQ ;Ou v3PX;Rt NqtpR R3Tt s3R Q5XX3RNpOr
F_[ ;Ou a_[h Eqt v3OvT5Qp3O 3s NqpQ QN5u+ ;XXt;RQ N3 v3OspRP Nq;N Nqt
pOup2pu5;T ;Ou v3TTtvNp2t upPtOQp3O ;Rt O3N v3OsTpvNpOrl 85N 3O Nqt v3ONR;R+
RtXRtQtON N.3 upsstRtON s;vtNQ 3s v3PXTt- WO3.Tturt P;O;rtPtON XR3vtQQh
&5RNqtRP3Rt NqpQ QN5u+ pOupv;NtQ ; O5P8tR 3s XpNs;TTQ Q5vq ;QJ Nqt Tt2tT 3s
v3PXTt-pN+ ;Ou sR;rPtON;Np3O 3s NqtQt N33TQ P;WtQ Nqt 3XNpP;T 5Q;rt upsspv5TNl
3Rf;Ou Nqt XRp2;v+ RpQWQ Nq;N 3RprpO;NtQ sR3P Nqt upsspv5TN+ N3 QtX;R;Nt Nqt :XtRQ3O;T
QXqtRt: sR3P Nqt :v3TTtvNp2t QXqtRt:h
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1 Introduction
Eqt ;u2tON 3s Nqt At8 mh4 q;Q Rt2pN;Tp*tu Nqt sptTu 3s _O3.Tturt [;O;rtPtONl 8+ XR3k
2pupOr ; Ot. XtRQXtvNp2t ;Ou N33TQ 8;Qtu 3O Nqt put; Q5XX3RNpOr Xt3XTt v33XtR;Np3O ;Ou
X;RNpvpX;Np3Ol ;vWO3.TturpOr Nqt pPX3RN;Ovt 3s Nqt Q3vp;T XR3vtQQ pO Nqt .;+ Nq;N Nqt
WO3.Tturt pQ vRt;Ntu ;Ou P;O;rtu 9[vH4ewh #O Nqt At8 mh4 tR;l WO3.Tturt P;O;rtk
PtONl 3R _O3.Tturt [;O;rtPtON mh4 7_[ mh46 3R (ONtRXRpQt mh4 ;Q v3pOtu 8+ a;NRpvW
[vHstt 9[vH4ewl v;O 8t ;QQ3vp;Ntu .pNq ; QtN 3s XR3vtQQtQ ;Ou N33TQ ;pPpOr ;N vRt;NpOr
; >v3PP5OpN;Rp;O> tO2pR3OPtON pO .qpvq Xt3XTt Q3vp;Tp*tl v3TT;83R;Nt ;Ou Nq5Q v3TTtvNpk
2tT+ X;RNpvpX;Nt N3 Nqt vRt;Np3O ;Ou t-vq;Ort 3s WO3.Tturth [3Rt rtOtR;TT+l Nqt
P;O;rtPtON 3s WO3.Tturt q;Q t23T2tu sR3P Nqt pOpNp;T put; 3s t-NR;vNpOrl vR+QN;TTp*pOr
;Ou QN3RpOr WO3.Tturt pO u;N;8;QtQ pO ; s3RP Nq;N v;O 8t t;QpT+ t-XT3pNtu 8+
3Rr;Op*;Np3OQl N3 Nqt put; 3s vRt;NpOr Nqt v3OupNp3OQ Q5XX3RNpOr ;Ou ;5rPtONpOr Nqt
v;X;8pTpNptQ s3R Xt3XTt N3 pONtR;vN .pNq t;vq 3NqtRh E3u;+l Nqt XRpP;R+ R3Tt 3s WO3.Tturt
P;O;rtPtON pQ N3 vRt;Nt Nqt v3OupNp3OQ ;Ou vTpP;Nt pO .qpvq v3TTtvNp2t pONtTTprtOvt pQ
s3QNtRtuh
EqpQ XqtO3PtO3O q;Q Q3Ptq3. 38s5Qv;Ntu Nqt put; Nq;N WO3.Tturt ;TQ3 pOvT5utQ ;
XR3s35Ou pOup2pu5;T upPtOQp3Oh CTNpP;NtT+ WO3.Tturt pQ P;O;rtu 8+ Nqt pOup2pu5;TQ
.q3 vRt;Nt pNl XR3vtQQ pNl X5N pN pO ;XXTpv;Np3Ol 85N ;TQ3 t-vq;Ort .pNq Nqt 3NqtRQh Eqt
P;O;rtPtON 3s WO3.Tturt ;N Nqt pOup2pu5;T Tt2tT RtXRtQtONQ ; 2tR+ pPX3RN;ON pQQ5t s3R
Nqt WO3.Tturt .3RWtRQh #rO3RpOr NqpQ ;QXtvN pQ XR38;8T+ ;O pPX3RN;ON Rt;Q3O 3s Nqt
s;pT5Rt 3s ; spRQN rtOtR;Np3O WO3.Tturt P;O;rtPtON .qpvq .;Q t-XtvNpOr sR3P NqtpR
tPXT3+ttQ ;O ;TNR5pQNpv ;NNpN5utl ;Ou pO X;RNpv5T;R Nq;N Nqt+ .35Tu P;ut ;2;pT;8Tt N3 Nqt
.q3Tt 3Rr;Op*;Np3O Nqt :XRtvp35Q: XtRQ3O;T WO3.Tturt Nq;N Nqt+ q;u ;vv5P5T;Ntu ;Q X;RN
3s NqtpR u;pT+ ;vNp2pNptQ 9(u4jwh
F5Rp35QT+l NqpQ pOup2pu5;T XtRQXtvNp2t 3s WO3.Tturt P;O;rtPtONl .qpvq v;O 8t
;QQ3vp;Ntu N3 atRQ3O;T _O3.Tturt [;O;rtPtON 7a_[6l ;XXt;RQ N3 q;2t Rtvtp2tu
RtT;Np2tT+ TpNNTt ;NNtONp3Oh [3Rt QXtvpspv;TT+l ; Rt2pt. 3s Nqt TpNtR;N5Rt pOupv;NtQ Nq;N Nqt
NtRP “XtRQ3O;T WO3.Tturt P;O;rtPtON” pQ RtT;Np2tT+ Ot.l t2tO Nq35rq pNQ 3RprpO v;O 8t
NR;vtu pO ; .3RWpOr X;XtR sR3P &R;Ou ;Ou $p-3O 9&$LLwh Eqt 5OutRT+pOr put; 3s
Q5XX3RNpOr WO3.Tturt P;O;rtPtON ;N Nqt pOup2pu5;T Tt2tT pQ NqtRts3Rt RtvtON ;Ou O3N
2tR+ tT;83R;Ntuh H Rt2pt. 3s TpNtR;N5Rt ;TQ3 pOupv;NtQ Nq;N Nqt pOsT5tOvt ;Ou pPX;vN 3s
a_[ q;Q RtP;pOtu V5pNt TpPpNtuJ st. ;RNpvTtQ pO Nqt TpNtR;N5Rt ;XXt;R N3 v32tR XtRQ3O;T
WO3.Tturt P;O;rtPtONl ;vWO3.TturpOr ; TpNNTt pONtRtQN pO Nqt WO3.Tturt P;O;rtPtON
v3PP5OpN+h Eqt Rt;Q3OQ s3R NqpQ TpPpNtu pONtRtQN P;+ 3RprpO;Nt sR3P Nqt upsspv5TN+ N3
Q5XX3RN Xt3XTt P;O;rpOr NqtpR WO3.Tturt ;N Nqt pOup2pu5;T Tt2tTl 3R sR3P Nqt upsspv5TN+
3s 3Rr;Op*;Np3OQ N3 qtTX pOup2pu5;TQ pO NqpQ X;RNpv5T;R ;QXtvNh HO3NqtR ;OQ.tR .35Tu 8t
Nq;N pOup2pu5;T WO3.Tturt P;O;rtPtON pQ ;TRt;u+ T;RrtT+ XRtQtON ;Ou Q5XX3RNtu 8+ Nqt
O5PtR35Q pOup2pu5;T N33TQ Nq;N tPXT3+ttQ 5Qt 3O ; u;pT+ 8;QpQ Q5vq ;Q .3Ru XR3vtQQ3RQl
v;TtOu;RQl 3R 3NqtR atRQ3O;T #Os3RP;Np3O [;O;rtPtON 7a#[6 N33TQ 9bE4dwl 9HX4iwh
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At8 mh4 q;Q P;ut ;2;pT;8Tt ; 2;RptN+ 3s Ot. N33TQ Nq;N P;+ NR;OQs3RP NqpQ 2pQp3Oh &pRQNl
P;O+ 3s NqtQt X;RNpvpX;N3R+ N33TQ v;O ;TQ3 8t v3OQputRtu ;vv3RupOr N3 ;O pOup2pu5;T
XtRQXtvNp2th \tv3Ou 8tv;5Qt Nqt 5Q;rt 3s NqtQt N33TQ ;N Nqt v3TTtvNp2t Tt2tT q;Q Q3Pt
pPXTpv;Np3O s3R Nqt pOup2pu5;Th HsNtR ;TTl t2tO pO ; Q3vp;T v3ONt-Nl Nqt pOup2pu5;T
XtRQXtvNp2t pQ ;TQ3 XRtQtONl ;Ou s3R pOQN;Ovtl ;vv3RupOr N3 Nqt Q3vp;T t-vq;Ort Nqt3R+
9E_gLw Xt3XTt pONtR;vN .pNq 3NqtRQ 8tv;5Qt Nqt+ t-XtvN ; XtRQ3O;T 8tOtspNh [3Rt pONtRtQk
NpOrT+l .pNq Nqt Ot. N33TQl Nqt pOup2pu5;T ;Ou v3TTtvNp2t ;QXtvNQ 3s WO3.Tturt
P;O;rtPtON Qq35Tu O3N 8t v3OQputRtu ;Q N3N;TT+ QtX;R;Ntu 85N X;RN 3s ; Q;Pt rT38;T
XR3vtQQJ pO Nqt At8 mh4l Nqt pOup2pu5;T WO3.Tturt ;Ou Nqt v3TTtvNp2t WO3.Tturt ;Rt Nqt
Q;Pt WO3.Tturth &3R pOQN;Ovt pO Nqt v;Qt 3s Q3vp;T 833WP;RWpOrl ; 5QtR 833WP;RWQ ;
RtQ35Rvt pOpNp;TT+ s3R qpQ XtRQ3O;T 5Qtl 85N NqpQ 833WP;RWl pOup2pu5;T WO3.Tturtl pQ NqtO
;TQ3 ;5N3P;Npv;TT+ P;ut ;2;pT;8Tt N3 3NqtRQ ;Ou 8tv3Pt ;N Nqt Q;Pt NpPt v3TTtvNp2t
WO3.Tturth EqpQ v3TTtvNp2t WO3.Tturt .pTT T;NtR t23T2t 2p; Nqt v3PP5OpN+ XR3vtQQ v3Ok
NRp85NpOr N3 tORpvq 8;vW Nqt pOup2pu5;T WO3.Tturth
Eqt 38YtvNp2t 3s NqpQ X;XtR pQ N3 pO2tQNpr;Nt Nqt pPXTpv;Np3O 3s Nqt At8 mh4l ;TQ3 RtstRRtu
N3 ;Q Nqt \3vp;T At8l 3O a_[h &5RNqtRP3Rtl Nqt ;RNpvTt t-XT3RtQ Nqt RtT;Np3OQqpX
8tN.ttO F3TTtvNp2t _O3.Tturt [;O;rtPtON 7F_[6 ;Ou a_[ ;Ou pO X;RNpv5T;R Nqt R3Tt
3s a_[ 3O Nqt \3vp;T At8h EqpQ ;RNpvTt t-XT3RtQ .qtNqtR At8mh4 ;XXTpv;Np3OQ ;Rt
tsstvNp2t N33TQ s3R P;O;rpOr XtRQ3O;T WO3.Tturt ;Ou upQv5QQtQ Nqt v5RRtON R3;u8T3vWQ
;Ou 3XX3RN5OpNptQh #O 3RutR N3 v3Ou5vN NqtQt pO2tQNpr;Np3OQl ; Rt2pt. 3s Nqt upsstRtON At8
mh4 N33TQ pQ v3PXTtPtONtu .pNq ; TpNtR;N5Rt Rt2pt. 3s a_[ RtT;Ntu ;RNpvTtQh Eqt Qtv3Ou
X;RN 3s Nqt ;RNpvTt vT;QQpsptQ At8mh4 N33TQ ;vv3RupOr N3 NqtpR QXtvpspv R3Tt N3 Q5XX3RN a_[
;Ou upQv5QQtQ Nqt RtT;Np3OQqpX a_[ ;Ou F_[h

2 Personal and Collective Knowledge Management and Web 2.0
EqpQ QtvNp3O ;pPQ N3 XR32put ; 8;vWrR35Ou s3R 35R RtQt;Rvq QN5u+h #N spRQN Q5R2t+Q t-pQNpOr
.3RW pO Nqt sptTu 3s a_[l F_[ ;Ou At8 mh4 N33TQh
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2.1 Personal Knowledge Management (PKM)
_O3.Tturt pQ XtRQ3O;Th #N v3OQNpN5NtQ ;O pON;Orp8Tt ;QQtN s3R pOup2pu5;TQh _O3.Tturt pQ
utspOtu 8+ .q;N .t WO3.l pN v3OQpQNQ 3s NR5NqQl 8tTptsQl Y5urPtONQl ‘WO3. q3.’l PtNq3k
u3T3rptQl tNvh a3T;O+p 9a3Ldw tPXq;Qp*tQ Nq;N Nqt P3QN pPX3RN;ON N+Xt 3s WO3.Tturt pQ
XtRQ3O;T ;Ou q;Ru N3 ;RNpv5T;Nth _O3.Tturt pQ ;TQ3 XtRQ3O;T pO Nqt QtOQt Nq;N Xt3XTt q;2t
upsstRtON pONtRXRtN;Np3OQ ;Ou upsstRtON .;+Q 3s Rt;Q3OpOrh atRQ3O;T WO3.Tturt v;O
pOvT5ut WO3.Tturt r;pOtu sR3P PtP3RptQl Rt;upOrQ 833WQl O3NtQl u3v5PtONQl Xq3N3k
rR;XqQl pON5pNp3OQl XtRQ3O;T v3ON;vNQ ;Ou RtT;Np3OQqpXQl .q;N 3Ot q;Q Tt;ROtu sR3P
v3TTt;r5tQl ;Ou .q;N ; XtRQ3O WO3.Q ;835N t2tR+NqpOr pO Nqt .3RTu 9[;44wh
atRQ3O;T WO3.Tturt P;O;rtPtON 7a_[6 v3OQpQNQ pO ; v3TTtvNp3O 3s XR3vtQQtQ Nq;N ;O
pOup2pu5;T OttuQ N3 v;RR+ 35N pO 3RutR N3 r;NqtRl vT;QQps+l QN3Rtl Qt;Rvql ;Ou RtNRpt2t WO3.k
Tturt pO qpQfqtR u;pT+ ;vNp2pNptQ 9%R4dwh atRQ3O;T _[ q;Q 8ttO ;XXR3;vqtu sR3P 2tR+
upsstRtON XtRQXtvNp2tQI Q3Pt ;5Nq3RQ s3v5Q 3O QXtvp;T ;QXtvNQ 3s WO3.Tturt .3RW 3O q3.
N3 8tNNtR 5NpTp*t ; v3PX5NtR N3 qtTX Nqt WO3.Tturt .3RWtR N3 P;O;rt qpQfqtR WO3.Tturt
tsstvNp2tT+ 79\[\4mwl 9G\41wl 9);4gwl 9)H]4ewl 9$E41wl 9_341wl 9\vq4gw6l .qpTt
3NqtRQ s3v5Q 3O XR38TtPkQ3T2pOr QWpTTQ 3R X3QQp8pTpN+ 3s 3Rr;Op*pOr put;Q tsspvptONT+
79\[\4mwl 9HT4gwl 9H%4ewl 9)%4dwl 9D]\4ew6h )psstRtON sR;Pt.3RWQ ;Ou N33TQ q;2t
8ttO XR3X3Qtu N;WpOr pON3 ;vv35ON QXtvpspv vq;R;vNtRpQNpvQ 3s WO3.Tturt .3RW ;uuRtQk
QpOrJ Nqt pOs3RP;Np3O 32tRT3;u XR38TtP 79HE4jwl 9)(4gw6l XtRQ3O;Tp*;Np3Ol v3ONt-N5;Tpk
*;Np3O ;Ou v5QN3Pp*;Np3O ;QXtvNQ 79$E41wl 9]H4jwl 9];4gw6 3R sR;Pt.3RWQ 5OutRT+pOr
Nqt pPX3RN;Ovt 3s WO3.Tturt Qq;RpOr 79__4ewl 9]HZ4jw6h
2.2 Collective Knowledge Management (CKM)
AqtRt;Q XtRQ3O;T WO3.Tturt pQ v3OvtONR;Ntu 3O Nqt pOup2pu5;Tl v3TTtvNp2t WO3.Tturt
RtstRQ N3 WO3.Tturt Nq;N pQ v3PP3O N3 ;TT PtP8tRQ 3s ;O 3Rr;Op*;Np3O 9%RLewh G;5P;Ru
9G;LLw utspOtQ F_[ ;Q >WO3.Tturt 3s Nqt 5OQX3WtOl 3s Nqt pO2pQp8Tt QNR5vN5Rt>h
F3TTtvNp2t WO3.Tturt pQ utspOtu ;Q WO3.Tturt 3s ;O tO2pR3OPtON 3s tQN;8TpQqtu R5TtQl
T;.Q ;Ou Rtr5T;Np3OQ 9%RLewh

&pr5Rt 1J E+XtQ 3s _O3.Tturt 79G;LLwl Xhee6
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F_[ RtstRQ N3 ; QtN 3s N33TQ ;Ou XR3vtQQtQ Nq;N ;Rt 5Qtu N3 P;O;rt Nqt v3TTtvNp2t
WO3.Tturt 3s ;O 3Rr;Op*;Np3Oh F_[ q;Q RtXRtQtONtu Nqt P;pO QN5u+ Q58YtvN 3s
WO3.Tturt P;O;rtPtONl ;Ou pN pQ 5Q5;TT+ ;QQ3vp;Ntu .pNq NR;upNp3O;T WO3.Tturt
P;O;rtPtON 9H^41wh #N Qq35Tu 8t O3Ntu Nq;N NR;upNp3O;T WO3.Tturt P;O;rtPtON pOvT5ut
83Nq Nqt P;O;rtPtON 3s N;vpN ;Ou t-XTpvpN WO3.Tturtl 85N v3OQputRtu P;pOT+ ;vv3RupOr
N3 ; rT38;T XtRQXtvNp2t ;Q v;O 8t pTT5QNR;Ntu 8+ Nqt \(F# 7\3vp;Tp*;Np3Ol (-NtRO;Tp*;Np3Ol
F3P8pO;Np3Ol ;Ou #ONtRO;Tp*;Np3O6 P3utT 3s Z3O;W; ;Ou E;Wt5vqp 9ZELgwh EqpQ P3utT
XR3X3QtQ WO3.Tturt XR3vtQQtQ ;RNpv5T;NpOr ;Ou v3O2tRNpOr Nqt t-XTpvpN ;Ou N;vpN
WO3.Tturt v3O2tRQtT+h
2.3 Web 2.0 and KM 2.0
At8 mh4 9DRt4gw RtstRQ N3 ; Ot. 2pQp3O 3s Nqt At8 8;Qtu 3O Xt3XTt X;RNpvpX;Np3O ;Ou
pONtR;vNp3Ol pO v3ONR;QN .pNq Nqt s3RPtR 2pQp3O Nq;N v3OQputRtu Nqt At8 3OT+ ;Q ; q5rt
pOs3RP;Np3O QX;vth _[ mh4 3R (ONtRXRpQt mh4 79_;4dwl 9[vH4ewl 9\_4dw6 RtstRQ N3 Nqt
;u;XN;Np3O 3s NqpQ 2pQp3O N3 Nqt P;O;rtPtON 3s WO3.Tturt pO Nqt tONtRXRpQtl ;Ou s3v5QtQ
3O WO3.Tturt t-vq;OrtQ ;Ou v3TT;83R;Np3O ;P3OrQN Nqt tPXT3+ttQl Nqt WO3.Tturt .3Rk
WtRQ 3s Nqt 3Rr;Op*;Np3Oh EqpQ P3utT NRptQ N3 q;ROtQQ Nqt v3TTtvNp2t pONtTTprtOvt .qpTt ;N
Nqt Q;Pt NpPt ;vvtTtR;Nt Nqt vpRv5T;Np3O 3s WO3.Tturt ;P3OrQN Xt3XTth [3Rt QXtvpspk
v;TT+l pNQ RtTptQ 3O Nqt put; 3s qtTXpOr v3PX;OptQ N3 8tNNtR t-XT3pN Nqt pON;Orp8Tt WO3.k
Tturt ;QQtNQ Nq;N pQ XRtQtON pO Nqt Xt3XTt qt;u 8+ tPX3.tRpOr Nqt pOup2pu5;TQl 8+ P;WpOr
t;vq 3s NqtP ; s5TT v3ONRp85N3R ;Ou 8+ s;vpTpN;NpOr vpRv5T;Np3O 3s NqtpR WO3.Tturth
aR;vNpv;TT+l At8 mh4 ;Ou (ONtRXRpQt mh4l q;Q pONR3u5vtu ; 2;RptN+ 3s N33TQ N3 Q5XX3RN NqpQ
2pQp3O Q5vq ;Q 8T3rQl .pWpQl ;Ou Q3vp;T OtN.3RWQl ;Q .tTT ;Q ; O5P8tR 3s Ptvq;OpQPQ
PtNq3uQ ;Ou XRpOvpXTtQ N3 8t 5Qtu s3R Q5XX3RNpOr ;Ou tOv35R;rpOr v3TT;83R;Np3Oh EqtRt
q;Q 8ttO ; R;Xpu ;u3XNp3O 3s At8 mh4 N33TQ ;Ou ;XXTpv;Np3OQ ;vR3QQ 3Rr;Op*;Np3O 85N .pNq
upsstRtON ;u3XNp3O X;NNtROQ utXtOupOr 3s Nqt rt3rR;Xqpv;T T3v;Np3O 3R v5TN5R;T s;vN3RQ
9[v_4dwl s3R pOQN;Ovt Q3Pt v35ONRptQ Q5vq ;Q FqpO; 8tpOr P3Rt pONtRtQNtu pO Nqt 5Qt 3s
Q3vp;T OtN.3RWQ Nq;O 3NqtRQh

3 Web 2.0 Tools for Supporting PKM and CKM
#O Nqt s3TT3.pOr Q5R2t+l .t .pTT pO2tQNpr;Nt q3. At8 mh4 ;XXTpv;Np3OQ Q5vq ;Q 8T3rQl Q3k
vp;T OtN.3RWpOr N33TQ 3R .pWpQ v;O v3ONRp85Nt N3 Nqt P;O;rtPtON 3s XtRQ3O;T ;Ou
v3TTtvNp2t WO3.Tturth
3.1 A Survey of Web 2.0 Tools
Eqt RtQ5TN 3s NqpQ Q5R2t+ v3OQpQNQ pO ;O pO2tON3R+ 3s At8 mh4 N33TQl ;Ou NqtpR ;XXTpv;8pTpN+
s3R Nqt P;O;rtPtON 3s XtRQ3O;T ;Ou v3TTtvNp2t WO3.Tturth
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aR;vNpv;TT+ Nqt PtNq3u3T3r+ ;u3XNtu s3R v3Ou5vNpOr NqpQ Q5R2t+ q;Q QN;RNtu 8+ ; TpNtR;N5Rt
Rt2pt. 3s ;RNpvTtQ v3OQputRpOr Nqt 5Qt 3s At8 mh4 N33TQ pO ;O tONtRXRpQt v3ONt-Nl thrh
9DBG4ewh EqpQ spRQN Xq;Qt .;Q 5Qts5T N3 putONps+ Nqt upsstRtON v;Ntr3RptQ 3s At8 mh4 N33TQ
Q5vq ;Q 3s .pWpQ 3R 8T3rQ 9)t4dw Nq;N ;Rt 5Qtu N3 Q5XX3RN Nqt WO3.Tturt P;O;rtPtON
XR3vtQQ pO tONtRXRpQtQh At q;2t Qt;Rvqtu ;Ou vT;QQpsptu At8 mh4 N33TQ Nq;N v;O 8t 5Qtu
s3R a_[ ;Ou F_[h #O ; XRt2p35Q ;RNpvTt .t pONtR2pt.tu tPXT3+ttQ sR3P upsstRtON
v3PX;OptQ RtT;Ntu N3 Nqt 5Qt 3s At8 mh4 N33TQ pO 3Rr;Op*;Np3OQ ;Ou upQv5QQtu Ot. s3RPQ
3s pONtR;vNp3O ;Ou WO3.Tturt Qq;RpOr 9_]\4Mwh Eqt pO2tQNpr;Ntu v;Qt QN5uptQ .tRt
P;pOT+ #E 85QpOtQQtQ ;Ou P;ut 5Q uR;. Nqt XRtTpPpO;R+ v3OvT5Qp3O Nq;N Nqt t;RT+
;u3XNtRQ 3s _[ mh4 ;Rt P;pOT+ #E 85QpOtQQtQh
At q;2t ;O;T+*tu NqtQt N33TQ ;vv3RupOr N3 NqRtt P;pO upPtOQp3OQJ Nqt Q5XX3RN 3s
WO3.Tturt .3RWtRQ N;QWQl NqtpR P;pO s5OvNp3O;TpNptQ ;Ou NqtpR R3Tt pO Nqt v3ONt-N 3s a_[
;Ou F_[h E;8Tt 1 XR32putQ ; vT;QQpspv;Np3O 3s Nqt upsstRtON v;Ntr3RptQ 3s At8 mh4 N33TQl
;Ou utspOtQ NqtpR R3Tt pO Nqt v3ONt-N 3s a_[ ;Ou pO Nqt v3ONt-N 3s F_[h
Web 2.0
tools
category
AggregJ
atRQ3O;Tp*tu
.t8 X;rtQ
;Ou pOs3RP;k
Np3O
;rrRtr;N3RQ

Examples

Role in PKM
context

Role in CKM
context

ZtN2p8tQf%pOrtRJ
...hOtN2p8tQhv3Pl a;rt&T;WtJ
...hX;rtsT;WtQhv3Pl p%33rTtJ
...hr33rTthv3Pfprl [+=;q33@J
P+h+;q33hv3P

HrrRtr;Nt upsstk
RtON Q35RvtQ 3s
pOs3RP;Np3O
RtTt2;ON N3 Nqt
v3PP5OpN+ pO ;
QpOrTt XT;vt

PSearchJ
atRQ3O;Tp*tu
Qt;Rvq
X3RN;TQ
VComJ
atRQ3O;Tp*tu
Tp2t
upQv5QQp3O
s3R5PQ ;Ou
v3PP5OpNptQ
VWorldJ
BpRN5;T
.3RTuQ

\.pvWpJ ...hQ.pvWphv3P

HrrRtr;Nt upsstk
RtON Q35RvtQ 3s
pOs3RP;Np3O
RtTt2;ON N3 Nqt
pOup2pu5;T pO ;
QpOrTt XT;vt 7Rtk
u5vNp3O 3s v3Pk
XTt-pN+6
`5pvW XtRQ3O;Tpk
*tu Qt;Rvq s3R
N3XpvQ
FRt;Nt 3.O upQk
v5QQp3O s3R5PQl
v3TTtvN 3XpOp3OQl
;QQtQQ pOs3RP;k
Np3O 3O RtX5N;k
Np3O
DRr;Op*t ;Ou
2pQ5;Tp*t v3Ok
NtON

\q;Rt WO3.Ttuk
rt ;Ou 3XpOp3OQ
.pNq Nqt 3NqtRQ

BlogJ
At8T3rQ

GT3rrtRJ ...h8T3rrtRhv3Pl
A3RuaRtQQJ .3RuXRtQQhv3Pl
E+XtX;uJ ...hN+XtX;uhv3P

E;OrTtRJ ...hN;OrTtRhv3P

\tv3Ou ^pstJ Qtv3OuTpsthv3Pl
B;QNX;RWJ ...h2;QNX;RWhv3Pl
`.;VJ ...hV.;Vhv3P
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]tv3Ru XtRQ3O;T
t-XtRptOvtQ ;Ou
XR32put Nqt 3Xk
X3RN5OpN+ N3 s3Rk
P5T;Nt 3XpOp3OQ

\q;Rt WO3.Ttuk
rt .pNq Nqt
3NqtRQ

HTT3. N3 t-XtRpk
PtON ;Ou pONtRk
;vN .pNq Nqt
3NqtRQ
F3TTtvNl Qq;Rt
t-XtRptOvtQ ;Ou
3XpOp3OQ

Wiki

[tup;ApWpJ ApWpXtup;hv3Pl
[3pO[3pO ApWpJ P3pOP3hpOl
GR;pOWttXtRJ
...h8R;pOWttXtRhv3Pl
Eq35rqN&;RPtR J
...hNq35rqNs;RPtRhv3P

HTT3.Q N3 Rtk
v3Ru ;Ou 3Rr;Opk
*t XtRQ3O;T
WO3.Tturt

FRt;Nt ;Ou P;k
O;rt pOs3RP;k
Np3O v3TT;83R;Npk
2tT+ 5QpOr
q+XtRTpOWtu
QNR5vN5RtQ

Tag:
\3vp;T 833Wk
P;RWpOr

)tThpvp3h5QJ utTpvp35Qhv3Pl
F3TTtvNl
\N5P8TtCX3OJ
;OO3N;Nt
...hQN5P8Tt5X3Ohv3Pl )prrJ
RtstRtOvtQ
uprrhv3Pl FpNtC^pWtJ
...hvpNt5TpWth3Rr
^pOWtu#OJ ...hTpOWtupOhv3Pl
[;O;rt XtRQ3k
&;vt833WJ ...hs;vt833Whv3Pl
O;T ;Ou XR3stQk
ZpOrJ ...hOpOrhv3Pl sR;Ptk
Qp3O;T RtT;Np3Ok
.3RWQ Q5vq ;Q DXtO\3vp;T
QqpXQl P;Wt Nqt
v3uthr33rTthv3Pf;XpQf3XtOQ3vp;Tf 3.O t-XtRNpQt
&RptOu F3OOtvNJ
P3Rt 2pQp8Tt
...hr33rTthv3PfsRptOuv3OOtvN
7Q3vp;T v;XpN;T6
E;8Tt 1J D2tR2pt. 3s At8 mh4 a_[ N33T rR35XQ

F3TTtvN ;Ou
Qq;Rt RtstRtOvtQ
.pNq 3NqtRQ

OSNJ
DOTpOt
Q3vp;T
OtN.3RWpOr

F3OOtvN .pNq
3NqtR Xt3XTtl
ut2tT3X ;O 3Ok
TpOt putONpN+

#O 35R Q5R2t+ .t s35Ou ; 2;RptN+ 3s N33TQ Q5XX3RNpOr ; T;Rrt up2tRQpN+ 3s XR3vtQQtQ ;Ou
s5OvNp3O;TpNptQl ;Q utQvRp8tu pO E;8Tt 1h Z3 QpOrTt Q+QNtP v32tRQ Nqt .q3Tt R;Ort 3s
XtRQ3O;T WO3.Tturt P;O;rtPtON XR3vtQQtQh EqpQ QpN5;Np3O X;RNp;TT+ 3RprpO;NtQ sR3P Nqt
2tR+ P3u5T;R ;Ou upQNRp85Ntu O;N5Rt 3s NqtQt N33TQh AqtRt;Q Nqt R3Tt 3s Nqt N33TQ pO a_[
pQ 3O Nqt pOup2pu5;T Tt2tT 85N ;TQ3 Q5XX3RNQ v3TT;83R;Np3Ol NqtpR R3Tt pO F_[ pQ
v3OvtONR;Ntu 3O v3TT;83R;Np3Oh
3.2 Analyzing the Effectiveness of Web 2.0 Tools for Supporting PKM
E3 s5RNqtR v3PXTtNt 35R ;O;T+QpQl .t T33Wtu ;N .qpvq t-NtOu Nqt upsstRtON At8 mh4 N33TQ
Q5XX3RN Nqt upsstRtON a_[ XR3vtQQtQh At .35Tu TpWt N3 utP3OQNR;Nt qtRt Nq;N At8 mh4
>Q3vp;T> N33TQ v;O ;TQ3 8t ;XXTptu ;N Nqt pOup2pu5;T Tt2tTl ;Ou ;vN5;TT+ RtXRtQtON 2tR+
2;T5;8Tt a_[ N33TQh
At 8;Qtu 35R ;O;T+QpQ 3O Nqt .3RW 3s H2tR+ tNh;Th 9HG41w .qpvq utspOt Qt2tO XtRQ3O;T
_[ P;pO vq;R;vNtRpQNpvQ 3R QWpTTQ Nq;N ;Rt 5Qts5T s3R Q5XX3RNpOr XtRQ3O;T WO3.Tturt
P;O;rtPtONJ







]tNRpt2pOr 7Qt;RvqpOr ;Ou putONpspv;Np3O6
(2;T5;NpOr 7;QQtQQpOr Nqt V5;TpN+ ;Ou RtTt2;Ovt 3s pOs3RP;Np3O6
DRr;Op*pOr pOs3RP;Np3O
F3TT;83R;NpOr ;R35Ou pOs3RP;Np3O
HO;T+*pOr ;Ou P;WpOr QtOQt 3s pOs3RP;Np3O
aRtQtONpOr pOs3RP;Np3O
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\tv5RpOr pOs3RP;Np3O 73R PtP3Rp*pOr pOs3RP;Np3O6

[3Rt QXtvpspv;TT+l s3R t;vq v;Ntr3R+ 3s N33T .t NRptu N3 utNtRPpOt .qpvq XtRQ3O;T _[
vq;R;vNtRpQNpvQ .tRt Q5XX3RNtuh E;8Tt m Q5PP;Rp*tQ Nqt vq;R;vNtRpQNpvQ 3s t;vq v;Ntr3R+
3s N33TQ N;WpOr pON3 ;vv35ON Nqt H2tR+ vT;QQpspv;Np3O 9HG41wh 7? pOupv;NtQ ; vq;R;vNtRpQNpv
pQ QNR3OrT+ Q5XX3RNtul .qtRt;Q ;O - pOupv;NtQ ; vq;R;vNtRpQNpv pQ Q5XX3RNtu ;N ; vtRN;pO
Tt2tT 3OT+6h
PKM Skills

Aggreg

PSearch

]tNRpt2pOr
pOs3RP;Np3O

-

?

(2;T5;NpOr
pOs3RP;Np3O

vWorld

Blogs

Wiki

Tag

OSN

-

-

-

-

-

?

?

DRr;Op*pOr
pOs3RP;Np3O

?

F3TT;83R;k
NpOr

-

HO;T+*pOr
pOs3RP;Np3O
aRtQtONpOr
pOs3RP;Np3O

VCom

-

-

?

?

?

?

-

-

-

-

-

-

?

?

-

?

-

?

-

\tv5RpOr
pOs3RP;Np3O

?
?

?

E;8Tt 1J \5XX3RN 3s Nqt a_[ QWpTTQ 8+ Nqt upsstRtON v;Ntr3RptQ 3s At8 mh4 N33TQ

HTT NqtQt v;Ntr3RptQ 3s At8 mh4 N33TQ Q5XX3RN v3TT;83R;Np3O ;Ou ; vtRN;pO Q3vp;T
pONtR;vNp3O .pNq Xt3XTt .qpvq t-XT;pOQ .q+ At8 mh4 pQ 3sNtO RtstRRtu N3 ;Q Nqt \3vp;T
.t8h ApNq At8 mh4 XtRQ3O;T WO3.Tturt pQ RtNRpt2tul ;O;T+*tu ;Ou XRtQtONtu O3N 3OT+ s3R
;O pOup2pu5;T 5Qtl 85N pN pQ ;TQ3 ;2;pT;8Tt ;N Nqt v3PP5OpN+ Tt2tT s3R ; v3TTtvNp2t 5Qth Eqt
pOup2pu5;T WO3.Tturt v;O 8t ut2tT3Xtu s5RNqtR 8+ 3NqtR X;RNpvpX;ONQl pOvRt;QtQ Nqt
WO3.Tturt 3s Nqt pOup2pu5;T ;Ou Nqt v3PP5OpN+ ;Ou qtTXQ N3 85pTu ; v3TTtvNp2t
pONtTTprtOvth
$3.t2tR pN Qq35Tu 8t O3Ntu Nq;N Nqt O;N5Rt 3s Nqt pOs3RP;Np3O Nq;N pQ RtstRRtu N3 pQ 2tR+
upsstRtON sR3P ; v;Ntr3R+ 3s N33T N3 ;O3NqtRh &3R pOQN;Ovtl pO Nqt v;Qt 3s Nqt ApWp 3R E;r
NqpQ pOs3RP;Np3O v3OQpQNQ P;pOT+ pO u3v5PtONQl .qtRt;Q pO Nqt v;Qt 3s D\Zl NqpQ
pOs3RP;Np3O RtstRQ N3 Xt3XTt XR3spTt pOs3RP;Np3Oh
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At8 mh4 XT;+Q ; P5TNps;vtNtu R3Tt s3R v3PP5Opv;Np3Ol v3TT;83R;Np3Ol WO3.Tturt Qq;RpOr
;Ou WO3.Tturt P;O;rtPtONh At8 mh4 N33TQ tO;8Tt ; Ot. P3utT 3s XtRQ3O;T _[ Nq;N
q;ROtQQtQ Nqt v3TTtvNp2t WO3.Tturt NqR35rq s3RP;T ;Ou pOs3RP;T v3PP5Opv;Np3Ol v3TT;k
83R;Np3O ;Ou Q3vp;T OtN.3RWpOr N33TQh EqpQ Ot. XtRQ3O;T _[ s;vpTpN;NtQ pONtR;vNp3Ol
v3TT;83R;Np3O ;Ou WO3.Tturt t-vq;OrtQ 3O Nqt At8 ;Ou pO 3Rr;Op*;Np3OQh _[ 1h4 .;Q
tQQtONp;TT+ RtT+pOr 3O Nqt put; 3s t-NR;vNpOr WO3.Tturt sR3P Nqt Xt3XTt ;Ou P;WpOr pN
;2;pT;8Tt N3 Nqt rR35Xl ;Ou Nq5Q upQRtr;RupOr Nqt 2tR+ XtRQ3O;T O;N5Rt 3s WO3.Tturth Eqt
;5Nq3RQ 3s NqpQ ;RNpvTt 8tTpt2t Nq;N Nqt P;O;rtPtON 3s WO3.Tturt RtT+pOr At8 mh4
XRpOvpXTtQ s3TT3.Q ; R;upv;TT+ upsstRtON X;Nq Nq;N v;O X3NtONp;TT+ P;Wt Nqt P;O;rtPtON 3s
WO3.Tturt P3Rt tsspvptON 83Nq ;N pOup2pu5;T ;Ou ;N v3TTtvNp2t Tt2tTh #O X;RNpv5T;Rl NqpQ
X;XtR q;Q Qq3.O Nq;N Nqt P;O;rtPtON 3s XtRQ3O;T WO3.Tturt ;Ou a_[ ;Rt O3N pO
3XX3QpNp3O 3R prO3R;ON N3 Nqt Q3vp;T 2pQp3O 8R35rqN 8+ Nqt At8 mh4l 85N pQ ;8Tt N3 Q5XX3RN
pN P3Rt tsstvNp2tT+h
EqpQ X;XtR q;Q 32tR2pt.tu Nqt 5Qt 3s At8mh4 N33TQ s3R Nqt P;O;rtPtON 3s XtRQ3O;T
WO3.Tturt ;Ou v3TTtvNp2t WO3.Tturth #O X;RNpv5T;R .t q;2t ;O;T+*tu upsstRtON At8 mh4
;XXTpv;Np3OQ Q5vq ;Q GT3rQl \3vp;T ZtN.3RWQl ApWpQl tNvhl ;Ou .t q;2t vT;QQpsptu NqtP
8;Qtu 3O Nqt QXtvpspv R3Tt 3R s5OvNp3O;TpN+ Nqt+ Q5XX3RN ;Q RtXRtQtONtu pO E;8Tt1 ;Ou
E;8Tt mh At8 mh4 N33TQ tOv3PX;QQ ; 2;RptN+ 3s N33TQl t;vq v;Ntr3R+ v3ONRp85NtQ N3
Q5XX3RN ; X;RNpv5T;R ;QXtvN 3s Nqt XtRQ3O;T WO3.Tturt P;O;rtPtONh At8 mh4 N33TQ v32tR
.tTT Nqt upsstRtON s;vtNQ 3s a_[ ;Q pOupv;Ntu pO N;8Tt mh H 2;RptN+ 3s N33TQ P;+ 8t 5Qtu
N3 8tNNtR P;O;rt Nqt Q3vp;T v;XpN;T 7.pNq Q3vp;T OtN.3RWpOr Q+QNtPQ Q5vq ;Q ^pOWtu#O6l N3
qtTX N3 v3PP5Opv;Nt P3Rt tsstvNp2tT+ .pNq 3NqtRQ 7.pNq XtRQ3O;T 8T3rQl pOQN;ON
PtQQ;rpOr Q+QNtPQ6 ;Ouf3R N3 q;ROtQQ v3TTtvNp2t pONtTTprtOvt 7.pNq Q+QNtPQ Q5vq ;Q ApWpQ
;Ou Q3vp;T 833WP;RWpOr6h HTNq35rq At8 mh4 N33TQ q;2t 8ttO utQprOtu ;Ou ;Rt rtOtR;TT+
;QQ3vp;Ntu N3 Q5XX3RN F_[l Nqt+ v;O ;TQ3 8t tsstvNp2t ;N Q5XX3RNpOr a_[l ;Ou pO
X;RNpv5T;R Nqt P;O;rtPtON 3s WO3.Tturt ;N Nqt pOup2pu5;T Tt2tTh
$3.t2tR ;vN5;T At8mh4 N33TQ q;2t ; O5P8tR 3s TpPpN;Np3OQ ;Q .tTTh At8 mh4 N33TQ tOk
v3PX;QQ ; QtN 3s QtX;R;Ntu N33TQ utupv;Ntu N3 Q5XX3RN QXtvpspv s5OvNp3O;TpNptQl 85N Q3 s;R
O3 Q+QNtP pONtrR;NtQ ;TT putONpsptu s5OvNp3O;TpNptQh at3XTt q;2t N3 Tt;RO ; QXtvp;T Q+ON;7thrh pO ApWpQ6 3R q;2t N3 pOQN;TT Nqt Q3sN.;Rt s3R NqtpR 5Q;rt pO Nqt pONR;OtNh HOu 32tR
NpPtl pN pQ QNpTT ; XR38TtP N3 3Rr;Op*t ;Ou vT;QQps+ +35R 3.O v3ONRp85Np3OQ pO 3RutR N3 8t
;8Tt N3 RtNRpt2t NqtP s3R T;NtR 5Qth [;O+ 5QtRQ .q3 v3TTtvN ;Ou P;O;rt NqtpR WO3.Tturt
.pNq At8 mh4 N33TQ ;Rt 5O;.;Rt Nq;N NqpQ WO3.Tturt v35Tu 8t s5RNqtR 5Qtu 8+ 3NqtRQh
DNqtR Xt3XTt 3R tONtRXRpQtQ v35Tu Rt5Qt pNl PpQ5Qt pN 3R v3TTtvN pOs3RP;Np3O ;835N Nqt
5QtRQh &5N5Rt _[ Q+QNtP .pTT Q5XX3RN 83Nq Nqt pOup2pu5;T ;Ou Nqt v3TTtvNp2t upPtOQp3OQl
;Ou .pTT 8t ;8Tt N3 ;RNpv5T;Nt q;RP3Op35QT+ NqtQt N.3 upPtOQp3OQh
CQpOr N33TQ 83Nq s3R ;O pOup2pu5;T ;Ou ; v3TTtvNp2t 5Q;rt ;TQ3 R;pQtQ ;O pPX3RN;ON pQQ5t
RtT;Ntu N3 XRp2;v+h EqtRt pQ Nqt RpQW Nq;N WO3.Tturt Nq;N pQ 3RprpO;TT+ P;O;rtu ;N Nqt
pOup2pu5;T Tt2tT 3OT+l :Tt;WQ: sR3P Nqt XtRQ3O;T QXqtRt N3 Nqt v3TTtvNp2t QXqtRt ;Ou pQ
P;ut ;2;pT;8Tt N3 Nqt 3NqtRQ .pNq35N Nqt WO3.Tturt 3s Nqt XtRQ3Oh &3R pOQN;Ovt Qt2tR;T
QN3RptQ q;2t 8ttO RtX3RNtu 3s Xt3XTt q;2pOr T3QN NqtpR Y38 ;sNtR .RpNpOr 3O NqtpR :XtRQ3O;T
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8T3r: 9Bpo4gwl Nqt XtRQ3OQ q;2pOr s3Rr3NNtO Nq;N Nqt pOs3RP;Np3O X58TpQqtu pO NqtpR 8T3r
.;Q ;TQ3 ;vvtQQp8Tt 8+ NqtpR tPXT3+tRh DOTpOt Q3vp;T OtN.3RW ;Rt ;TQ3 XT;vtQ RtXRtQtONpOr
vtRN;pO RpQWQ N3 NqtpR 5QtRl RtT;Ntu N3 Nqt upQvT3Q5Rt 3s XtRQ3O;T pOs3RP;Np3O 9%R4gwh EqtRt
pQ O3 r5;R;ON+ Nq;N NqtpR 5NpTp*;Np3O pO ;O pONR;OtN pO Nqt v3ONt-N 3s ; v3RX3R;Nt WO3.Tturt
P;O;rtPtON pOsR;QNR5vN5Rt P;+ N3N;TT+ ;TTt2p;Nt NqpQ XR38TtPh &3R pOQN;Ovtl NqtRt ;Rt
Q3Pt RpQWQ Nq;N pOs3RP;Np3O ;835N Q3vp;T RtT;Np3OQqpXQ Nq;N ; XtRQ3O Rtv3RuQ s3R pNQ
XtRQ3O;T 5Q;rtl 3R s3R ; vT3Qtu v+vTt 3s sRptOuQl pQ P;ut ;2;pT;8Tt N3 ; T;RrtR ;5uptOvt
8tv;5Qt 3s Q3Pt pO;utV5;Nt v3Ospr5R;Np3O ;Ou f3R ; .R3Or sttTpOr 3s Qtv5RpN+h
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Abstract: User Generated Content (UGC) is one of the bases of Web2.0, its quality control a
critical issue. This paper describes the work done at T-Laboratories to specify and develop an
innovative adaptable Quality Management System for UGC leveraging ranking, priorization and
content exclusion of UGC. The Content Quality Assurance System (CQA System) is an
innovative modular combination of multimedia mining aiming to serve different types of content
platforms, especially those based on UGC (i.e. online communities). One of the pillar technologies
used in our system is Social Network Analysis (SNA). SNA methods to calculate KPI’S between
social connections and evaluated and rated content objects have been proved to provide a more
complete and valued insight for content compliance, community controlling, and identification of
valuable users and contents inside a community. SNA metrics propose qualitative user centered
analysis of the community life cycle versus traditional volume-based measures, enabling efficient
community gardening and community marketing with new innovative content management use
cases. Our combination of SNA methods with traditional content mining technologies proposes
enhanced identification of relevant users and content, focused intervention (incentivation), social
media relevance engines, multimedia content analysis overcoming the reality of immature
technologies for i.e. UGC-video. Next steps will enhance our CQA System for major communities
support, and extend the concept for other content management areas.
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1 Motivation
Web 2.0 enables websites with increased interaction, dynamics and personalization
[Ore05]. Users engage in forming virtual identities and increasingly establish social
properties like relationships or a community. Groups of people actively contribute to the
so called user-generated content (UGC). Because of this aspect the web2.0 is also
sometimes being referred to with slogans like “read-and-write-web” or “bring your own
content”. The combination of lasting communication artifacts and content results in
increased perception of the link between contents and authors [ErK00]. This also implies
that the authoring person moves into focus and can be recognized [TrB09].
UGC brings novel challenges for the provider of a website. Next to specific legal
aspects, like copyrights or conformity with ethical values, the content’s quality is
difficult to ensure in runtime. Another issue is to keep users motivated to produce new
interesting contents. This can be done via incentives that build up reputation or financial
benefits. Masses of rather unstructured contents are further harder to structure and
classify. The health of the user community is thus difficult to maintain.
Present solutions for social media quality assurance do propose incomplete, inadecuate
solutions for the traditional content management use cases like, compliance, community
monitoring, relevance of content, identification of power users. Most of the time manual
processes are proposed, or the usage of volume based measures without qualification or
follow up of the social media dynamics and life cycle. Usage of isolated technologies
cannot propose the required demands of Social media content management [VV07]
[Zo07].
Therefore a conceptual and developing effort was initiated at T-Laboratories in order to
propose a innovative, presently unique solution of a modular combination of multimedial mining aiming to serve different types of content platforms. Content providers
and business owners should be able to take advantage of such a system and use it for
example for a better marketing.

2 Working principle
To approach to above challenges of managing UGC websites, we propose the softwaresupported concept of UGC quality assurance – UGCQA. It is implemented as a software
server in the backend of the provider’s website or can be accessed via data transfer
services. The following sections will give a short overview about the software
implementation and its benefits.
The Content Quality Assurance System (CQA System) is a modular combination of
multi-medial mining aiming to serve different types of content platforms. It enhances
them with data modeling and reporting processes.
The CQA System consists of 5 basic building blocks:
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A second design principle is high modularity and adaptability of the software solution.
The system was designed to easily integrate multiple software components, e.g.
classifiers, without the need for large scale integration adoptions. This is especially
relevant for the media classifiers where multiple external vendors will be tested and easy
integration will be of key importance.

3 Social Network Analysis (SNA) method
In UGC websites, providers are not broadcasting information to isolated consumers, but
UGC users form a dense network of interrelationships, which gives them power through
feedback that in turn provides strong motivations to participate. UGC users are lobbying
and organizing around the providers contents. For quality assurance, this implies that
understanding these networks and their emergence and evolution is a key objective.
The appropriate method for such an environment is Social Network Analysis (SNA)
[Wik09] [SNA08]. SNA in UGC focuses on the analysis of organizational structures
between users and content objects. This augments the object oriented view of text
analysis and user profiling and provides the analyst with additional insight about the
health and prosperity of a community’s structural properties, i.e. the group formation,
users’ attention, or the motivation to produce content and to participate in commenting in
a virtual people network.
An online community in an environment of user generated content establishes the
following wide array of implicit and explicit relational links, which lend themselves to
analysis with SNA measures:

• Actors relate to their messages.
• Messages are referenced by other messages, e.g. comments, postings, or stories.
• Actors can confirm explicit friendship relationships with other actors.
• Actors can have relationships to other actors because they read and comment
each others’ texts.

• Actors can have relationships if they jointly produce or consume a content (e.g.
tagging a picture, writing a document, buying the same product).

• Actors can have relationships when both belong a defined group or participate
in an event.

• Actors further can have similarity based relationships, based on similar
properties (user groups).
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In the previous section we mentioned the component based structure of the UGCQA
software approach. For the measurement of social network metrics, a special adapted
derivative of Commetrix Social Network Intelligence software has been developed
[Tri08][TrB09].
The network intelligence software is connected to the central CQA System data model
and retrieves all necessary data about users, contents, and their links in order to produce
a series of network metrics. The metrics are then visualized in a monitoring cockpit. For
the domain of network analysis in the context of UGCQA, the three domains (1) user
related measures, (2) content object related measures, and (3) network level measures are
important. The first two domains of user and content related measures identify valuable
users and contents, leaders of groups and users, which are already heavily invested in the
community. The metrics rank these users and content objects and trace their importance
over time to satisfy the needs of the selected use cases, e.g. user retention and
community monitoring. The third domain provides measures for the complete network.
Examples are the size and growth of a network, the number of central actors versus
peripheral actors, the increase in the density of a network, or the connectedness and
clustering.
Some example measures to indicate the perspective of SNA are listed in the following
table.
Table 1: Examples for SNA measures in the context of UGCQA.
Content_Popularity (CP)

Content_Centrality (CC)

User_Centrality (UC)

Content Popularity indicates the attention that users in a
community dedicate to a content object by referencing, linking,
citing it in their contributions (i.e. number of votes, comments, etc.
linking, citing, referencing an article, posting, comment, media
element,…). CP shows how one contribution triggers discussion
activity and gets into the focus of the community.
Identifying valuable content. Content Centrality indicates the
number of users that reacted on a content object. Whereas CP is
showing the attention in terms of activity, CC is showing the
attention in terms of size of community that reacted to the content
object. CC hence identifies contents with prominence among many
users. Which contents that gathered the largest group of
referencing users?
Identifying valuable users and leaders of groups. User Centrality
indicates the attention a user receives from other users measured
by the number of other users citing or referencing the observed
user and thus forming a relationship. By such references the user
gets prominent in his community and many other users gather
around him and observe his doings. This measure is also
sometimes referred to as User Work Centrality to differentiate it
from a users social (friendship) centrality. Here, work refers to his
contribution of contents. Which users attracted the largest group of
other interested/related users?
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User-Social-Centrality
(USC)

User-Social
vs
Work
Centrality (USCUC)

Core-Periphery
Stabilization/Fluctuation
(CPSF)

Similar to UC (UC indicates the attention a user receives from
other users measured by the number of other users citing or
referencing the observed user and thus forming a relationship).
The difference is that USC is not measured by citing relationships
but by confirmed social contacts (number of friends)
Incentivation - Motivating Community Climate. This measure
computes the ratio of USC and UC to show if a user’s work
centrality is related to his social contacts. Further shows, if having
friends is generally rewarding for getting attention in the network
(as the average correlation of USC and UC). Is investment in
friendship leading to centrality status and thus is beneficial for a
user?
Incentivation - Motivating Community Climate. This measure
indicates the change in the members of the core group over time
by computing the top20% and bottom 20% central users via a
subsequent computation after user centrality (UC). Then the
percentage of change in these lists is calculated as an indicator for
fluctuation in the center and in the periphery of the network. Are
new members getting into the center? Is the core and periphery in
constant motion?

The following two figures help to introduce the network aspects of user generated
content in more detail. Figure 2 represents a user embedded in a larger network of many
users. This graph can be used to explain the concept of user centrality. A first simple
centrality measure is counting the relative share of contacts of one node. The most
central actor is simply the one with the most direct contacts. Another way to quantify the
centrality of a node is closeness. Here, the distance of a node to all other nodes in the
network is measured via average shortest path length. In a digital network this measure
indicates how fast or efficient an actor can access the network and how likely it is, that
information reaches him. A third common measure for centrality is betweenness. It
represents the number of shortest paths between pairs of nodes, which run through the
observed node. In an e-mail network this could be the person who forwards important
messages and thus is important for the information transfer between pairs of actors. This
can be an important network position but is also critical for information transfer in a
communication setting.

Figure 2: Network visualization of user centrality in a network.
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This concept of centrality can be applied to the UGC context. Central users are tightly
embedded in a network of other users and their contributions. These content nodes can
be seen as low risky. Future content related to these nodes could be published
automatically or could be higher rated. The automatically tagged impermissible text also
transfers a certain amount of this trust on other content nodes around it – other users,
other content. Every other content related to this can be tagged with the status “ominous”
to indicate the lack of a awarded priori trust.

Figure 3: Content reputation derived from user reputation.

4 Usage of SNA in the CQAS
The network analysis of community data logs is used to generate visual insights and
automated measures for structures of existing virtual communication networks. The
following Figure 4 gives an overview about SNA analysis options for UGCQA. Figure
4A shows a subnetwork where several actors reference each other and thereby form a
network. The shown network is an ego-network of one user. The observed ego is the
larger node located in the center. Edges represent his connection to other users in the
network. The network graph shows that various of ego’s contacts are densely connected
via direct links (upper right area). Others in turn are only connected via ego (bottom left
area). For the participating nodes a centrality measure is computed. Further, their activity
(amount of messages sent in the observed period) and popularity is analyzed and
measured. These measures can further be computed only for certain topic categories (B)
to see if actors have reputation in defined topics. Figure 4B shows that in one sample
topic, there are disconnected small networks of interaction, whereas in a second topical
category there is a densely connected discussion with the observed ego actor located
near the center. Finally, the evolvement of centrality etc. can be measured over several
time periods (C). This longitudinal analysis shows how the ego network of the observed
node evolved over time to become a dense graph of connected users.
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Figure 4: Overview about the SNA measurement visualizations for UGC QA.

5 Benefits and Conclusion
This paper introduced the concept of quality assurance for user generated content. We
focused on the role of social network analysis to study the reputation of users and the
quality of contents. It can be concluded that SNA algorithms provide an integrated view
of the relation among users and their content. Their metrics can be used as key
performance indicators (KPI) and can be combined with other content mining
methodologies to yield, for example, a more efficient report for ranking of newly
uploaded community problematic / non compliant content objects (media, images, text).
The usage of the enhanced users’ metadata can also allow analysis in some fields like
video on-line communities where at present immature video content analysis [IAI08]
still fails to produce satisfactory results. A complementary part of the concepts
introduced in this paper relates to other measures, e.g. text analysis to assess hot topics.
SNA can also provide alternative KPI’s to those traditionally used to measure and
monitor communities, like for example counting of page impressions or unique visitors
[WIK09]. SNA KPI’s introduce sociological concepts to community monitoring and
measures, hence creating a more user centric approach. SNA could therefore be used to
measure Social activity and qualify reactions to published content without the necessity
of coupling traditional volume metrics with sociological analysis done using online
questionnaires [AGO08].
Work done at T-Laboratories has specified a concept combining multiple existing
technologies in a new manner – for improved analysis and exploitation of UGC data:
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Generic database structure with a set of tables to store SNA (Social Network
Analysis) calculated data
KPI’S (Key Performance Indicators) based on content analysis (media, text)
Database import and therefore clear separation between CQAS and customer
Network analysis – to calculate KPI’S between social connections and evaluated
and rated content objects (media analysis, text analysis, near to suspect content
providers etc).

Next steps of the on-going work is to enhance and scale our already developed prototype
to support major communities, to extend the existing use cases towards other content
management issues like relevance or recommendation content engines.
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Abstract: User generated content is a valuable resource voluntarily provided by a
growing number of users. As online and traditional businesses increasingly harness
this resource the need for a strategic way to manage users has become apparent.
In this paper, we seek to establish a model that applies prior research insights
regarding user behaviour to user generated content. Therefore, we develop a
strategic segmentation of users who contribute content. Using a biaxial model put
forward by Kozinets for the segmentation of consumers and an ordinal scale model
by Li and Bernoff, we propose a model to grasp both the degree of social
involvement and the intensity of content contribution by users.

1 Introduction
Since the inception of the Internet, its use has largely been limited to the passive
reception of available content until the advent of prominent, participatory platforms like
Wikipedia, YouTube, and Facebook, which have allowed online users to build content
resources collectively. A substantial number of websites and services are emerging that
draw considerable value from user generated content. They are becoming an economic
phenomenon greatly affecting the design of contemporary business models and the
online media landscape as a whole, as well as traditional media and marketing [WV07].
Given the astounding growth of user generated content, businesses have begun exploring
how to best benefit from their development and ways to exploit possible competitive
advantages. In spite of these efforts, the dynamics of user content are still poorly
understood, which has deterred businesses from taking advantage of its potential
economic possibilities.
For those businesses that already engage active online users, they find themselves in a
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race to secure their users’ patronage before the competition. For instance, there are
several online movie review communities in the United States, where users make
contributions ranging broadly in nature and quality [Oz01]. The economically successful
movie community is one that best caters to the demands of its users through the products
and services it provides.
Furthermore, traditional businesses are discovering the value of users who do not
necessarily file formal complaints but actively introduce new ideas through online
formats, as can be seen in the case of the online community myStarbucksIdea. To the
same end, less well-known businesses like the airline JetBlue have started comparable
programs. It is foreseeable in the near future that both Starbucks and JetBlue will face
competitors to the online idea platform and have to formalize their commitment from
their online users. Therefore we need to develop diversified strategies to attract and deal
with the participating online users.
Practitioners and researchers are now trying to understand the broader implications of
user generated media content and how to facilitate the contribution of user content. In
response to these concerns, this paper will put forward a segmentation model of users
who contribute content to online communities.
Our analysis is structured as follows: First, we examine existing user segmentations for
online communities. Next, we identify the most useful segmentation models and update
them in order to apply them for user generated content. In conclusion, we consider the
implications of our segmentation model for theory and management.

2 Theoretical background
We define online communities as a group of users who communicate, interact and
develop relationships in a technology-supported environment [LVL02].
User generated content (UGC) is defined by the OECD through three criteria [WV07]:
First, the work has to be made accessible to a group of users (e.g. an online community).
Secondly, the editor has to make a creative effort to produce the work or make
adaptations from existing material. Finally, the development of UGC has to take place
predominantly outside of the creator’s professional realm.
Online communities do not necessarily automatically imply the creation of UGC; such is
the case with instant messaging communities. Nonetheless, UGC is central to the
structure of most online communities, as previously established definitions propose
[HA99]: “Virtual communities are computer-mediated spaces where there is a potential
for an integration of content and communication with an emphasis on member-generated
content.” We therefore define communities of UGC as online communities in which
UGC plays a significant role. The importance of online communities of UGC is
exemplified by data. The sites that fall into this category (Wikipedia, MySpace, Piczo,
YouTube and Bebo) exhibit a considerably higher frequency of general usage and repeat
visits than other sites ranked in the top 50 sites in the United Kingdom [WV07].
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2.1 User segmentation as a utility
Innovation management proposes a well-researched user segmentation for the
integration of a segment of so called “lead users” into the development of new services
and products [Hi86]. As lead users nowadays also contribute information to online
communities, they can be identified and more easily integrated into the innovation
processes [BB08].
Innovation management is mainly interested in the expectations and ideas of certain
users. A growing number of online repositories of lexical articles, product reviews and
bookmarks rely heavily on the quality of UGC. Therefore, numerous researchers have
analyzed the characteristics and differences of the contributions made by various user
groups. For example, Stein and Hess have examined high quality, featured articles in the
German language section of the online encyclopaedia Wikipedia. They created a system
to gauge the quality of an editor’s work and then assessed the relationship between the
editor of the article and the article’s proficiency [SH07].
The abovementioned segmentation analyses user groups after user contributions. In
order to sufficiently address user groups and in advance of the long-term establishment
of a given online community we need to find a suitable user segmentation that will
facilitate the design of online-communities.
2.2 Early segmentations: Goal-directed and experimental or Passionates,
Pragmatics, and Phobics
An early approach in categorizing user types was put forward by Hoffmann and Novak.
They distinguished two kinds of user motivation: goal-directed and experiential [HN96].
The dichotomous model is based upon an opposing conceptualisation of extrinsic and
intrinsic user motivation. According to this model, intrinsically motivated users find
reward for their online action in experiential usage like diversion and relaxation.
Whereas extrinsically motivated users make use of the Internet with a specific goal in
mind such as gathering information. This model has been disputed on the basis that users
are usually compelled by both experiential and goal-directed motives [KW99].
Subsequently, Rodgers and Cannon further scrutinized these motivations (as well as the
actual usage of online media), concluding that there are three clusters of web users:
“Passionates”, who are motivated by experiential motives, “Pragmatics”, who are goaldirected, as seen in the above model and “Phobics”, who rarely use online
communication and, if so, strictly for goal-directed purposes [Sh02].
2.3 Two factor model by Kozinets
For the specific purpose of online communities of consumption, Kozinets has defined a
typology of user groups. Kozinets defines communities of consumption as: “groupings
[that] are implicitly and explicitly structured around consumption and marketing
interests” [Ko99]. For this purpose, Kozinets describes two central measures that affect
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the “formation of lasting identification” with the community: the intensity of relationship
within community and the centrality of consumption to the user.
When an Internet user first visits an online community he or she will predominantly
browse for information and will be unlikely to have affiliations with many other users.
However, as the user visits the community more frequently and becomes acquainted
with how it works, he or she will potentially begin to engage in discussion topics and
eventually develop stronger ties within the community. Depending on one’s status within
the community, users make use of different communication tools. Thus, Kozinets defines
the social ties within the community as a factor of primary importance [Ko99]. The
second significant factor in the case of consumption communities is how high of a
priority the consumption activity is to the user. The more central the consumption
activity is to the user’s self-image, the more he or she will value the community. The
self-centrality of consumption is not independent of one’s social ties.

Illustration 1: User typology for communities of consumption [Ko99]
Illustration 1 shows four segments of users on two axes. The intensity of relationship is
represented by the horizontal axis and the centrality of consumption is represented by the
vertical axis.
Kozinets typology has been studied in various research projects. The main advantage of
such a simplified model is that it can be applied to several cases and researchers are able
to develop a body of in depth knowledge about the properties of the user segments. For
instance, researchers in the field of customer integration have adopted this Kozinets
scheme to identify lead users for product development in several cases [FK06, Fu04].
The abovementioned segmentation is especially useful in the field of customer
integration because it specifically targets communities of consumption. However, for our
interest in user action within online communities, we propose an adaptation of this
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Kozinets model, altering its focus on consumption to the generation of user content.

Illustration 2: User typology for UGC [LB08]

Li and Bernoff classify users according to their involvement in content generation on a
profile ladder. "Each step on the ladder represents a group of consumers more involved
[...] than the previous step." [LB08]. The top rung of the ladder is occupied by the group
called the Creators, who publish blogs, have their own websites, upload self-created
videos and audio or write articles and stories. Below the Creator is the Critic, who posts
ratings and reviews of products or services, comments on blog posts, contributes to or
edits online forums and Wikipedia articles. The user group third from the top is
comprised of Collectors, who use RSS feeds, add tags to websites or photo collections or
vote for websites. The Joiners maintain a profile on a social networking site and also
visit these sites. The Spectators are passive contributors who read blogs, watch videos
from other users, listen to podcasts, and read forums and online ratings. Lastly, the
Inactives do not take part in any of the activities mentioned above [LB08]. For each user
segment, Li and Bernoff developed strategies to build and maintain appropriate
relationships according to a given organisation’s objectives.
It is reasonable to assume that social affiliations grow along with the general online
activity level of a user, though there is not necessarily an increase in content generation
commensurate with an increase in user’s social affiliations. [SGV04]. Additionally, users
may write many articles or reviews without maintaining a close network or, inversely,
may have many affiliations without contributing content.

3 User group model for content generation
As we endeavour to adapt a proven model of segmentation for communities of content
generation, we have chosen the above biaxial model by Kozinets, which has been used
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by many other research projects with successful results, although we update the
consumption activity in Kozinets’ model to suit our needs.
The first factor in Kozinets’ model is the centrality of consumption activity. Since our
work is focused on the generation of user content, we propose the accordant measure for
consumption activity as: content generation. We have seen that the distribution of
content generation is not even among the users of online communities [LB08]. A number
of studies identify ample differences among the users who show different levels of
content contribution. The measurement of UGC can be complicated, since the same
content may be featured on multiple sites, registered users may be inactive or have
duplicate accounts and the distinction between user-created and other content is difficult
to discern [WV07]. However, researchers mainly employ straightforward methods of
measurement such as the number of edits on articles [SH07], number of bookmarks
[BK08] or number of ideas contributed to a given competition.
The second factor presented by Kozinets is the intensity of social relationships that a
user has. This measure is analogous to the relational capital as conveyed by research on
social capital. Because the research on social capital has informed much of the
understanding of online communities, the intensity of social relationships should be
understood as forming a part of the notion of social capital. Social capital is generally
defined as a non monetary form of capital that provides an individual access to valuable
resources like jobs or information [Pu95]. For this reason, social capital can foster the
development of new knowledge [NG98]. Social capital is also represented structurally
and facilitates the agency of actors within this structure.
Social capital has three dimensions that can be clearly distinguished. The structural
dimension of social capital can be described as the ties that connect actors within a given
network. Here, we can examine more closely the configuration, hierarchy, and density of
the network. Also, there is the relational dimension or “relational embeddedness”
[NG98], which refers to the nature of the relation between one actor and another, within
a given network. It can describe how much influence users have upon others, if they
share a friendship or mutual respect for one another and what history binds them
together. Lastly, the cognitive dimension points to shared cognitive resources used in
deriving meaning and making interpretations among the group.
Researchers often utilize simplified models of social capital whereas an affiliation
between users is defined by a documented action (e.g. having reciprocal email
communication) on a dichotomous scale (connected / not connected). Even these models
allow for the calculation of social capital and measures like centrality and their linkage
to other attributes like knowledge contribution [WF05].
User generated content is defined by the fact that multiple users work on content
together [WV07]. Research in the field of social capital demonstrates that people who
possess many ties to others also have access to more sources of information, more ideas
and more help in general [Pu95]. Therefore, UGC that springs forth from an
environment of a broader network of communication can be of significantly higher
quality than work derived from scarce communication sources [TW03]. Exemplifying
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this notion are the frequently edited featured articles on Wikipedia and, or ideas for
innovations that are improved by collective effort in online communities.
Now shifting focus from communities of consumption towards communities of content
generation such as Wikipedia, Amazon and Threadless, we combine both models,
identifying content generation as the principal factor, which is equivalent to the
centrality of consumption activity from Illustration 1. Illustration 3 shows the user
typology for communities of UGC.

High
Collectors

Critics,
Creators

Inactives,
Spectators

Joiners

Content
generation

Low
Low

Social capital

High

Illustration 3: Proposed adopted user typology for communities of UGC

Li and Bernoff make a distinction between Inactives and Spectators with regards to
content generation. Yet, both groups are described as not actively contributing content to
online communities or exhibiting social ties in online communities. Therefore, we argue
that from the perspective of content generation and social capital, the two categories can
be seen in a single, shared group. The Joiner profile is described as visiting social
communities and only maintaining a profile there. However the OECD definition calls
for a combined effort to create UGC. So, we find considerable social capital and low
content generation for the Joiners, characterising them as being of high social capital and
weak contributors of content.
Collectors contribute to content repositories through voting and tagging and thereby
generating value in online communities. They do not explicitly maintain social
affiliations online and can be seen as active contributors of content while still having low
social capital. Finally, Li and Bernoff differentiate between Critics and Creators, but the
less active group, the Critics, still contributes regularly to online forums and wikis. Both
groups hold high social capital through their active role in online communities and
because of this, we combine the two groups in the field of high content generation and
social capital.
For our purposes, this combined model is an improvement upon Kozinets’ model as it
has been adapted to the field of UGC, offering more clarity by indicating the implicit
components of social capital that Li and Bernoff included in their mono-axial model of
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content generation.

4 Towards operationalisation
Future research will have to operationalise this model in order to properly situate authors
on the matrix. However, the operationalisation of social capital on a single scale poses a
challenge because it is understood to consist of multiple dimensions [NG98] and lacks a
commonly agreed upon definition (Glaeser 2002). Nevertheless, current research has
established a system of measuring social capital [DS05].
In this paper, we propose three dimensions of social capital for consideration. Firstly,
structural capital describes the position of an actor within a given network. To determine
the networks configuration, the corresponding network tie between two actors must be
defined. For instance, we can assume the existence of a connection between two actors
when they have demonstrated reciprocal communication in the past (e.g. question and
answer) via comments or email. In this case, the necessary data could be derived from
logfile analysis. Additionally, graph theory offers several means of measuring structural
capital, such as centrality, betweenness, closeness or eigenvector centrality. Wasko and
Faraj equate structural capital with the degree of centrality of individuals in a network
[WF05].
Secondly, relational capital describes the intensity of relations between various actors.
This intensity can be seen in things such as mutually shared values, trust, and perceived
reciprocity; all of which are underlying measures that can be assessed by Likert scale
questionnaires. Lastly, cognitive capital is determined at an individual level and can be
equated with an individual’s level of expertise in regards to the online community that
they are member of. Depending on the scope of application, expertise can be self-rated
or assumed to correlate with the period of membership within an online community.
An assessment of the different measures of social capital and the combination of
structural, relational and cognitive dimensions is beyond the scope of this paper. Many
authors argue that social capital should not be subsumed under a single form of
measurement because this would undermine the explanatory power of the underlying
constructs [FKS07]. Still, Mathwick, Wiertz et al. successfully combine three
comparable measures (voluntarism, reciprocity, and social trust) into a latent social
capital construct by building the linear sum of their three constituents [MWD08]. This
approach could serve as a preliminary step towards operationalisation of the social
capital measure.
In contrast, content contribution can be measured by defining a criterion for content and
tallying the corresponding contributions. In the case of messages on bulletin boards, for
example, each message must be sorted into categories to distinguish between knowledge
contributions and questions or a simple expression of gratitude such as: “Thanks!” If
certain content types such as vote or idea are predefined, their total numbers can be made
use of.
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5 Conclusion
The ever-increasing flow of information on the Internet poses an enormous challenge to
researchers trying to identify and apply super ordinate structures to understand online
communication. In this paper we introduced a preliminary model of user segments that is
applicable to various communities of UGC.
Concerning theory, there is, at present, no unifying model that depicts the core
differences of user groups in respect to UGC. From a theoretical perspective, our model
serves as a point of departure for further research and improved comparison between
new insights that are gained. For instance, research on the motivation of users in the case
of Amazon.com reviews has shown that extrinsically motivated users write significantly
more reviews than others. Yet, the reviews of these users are generally rated as less
helpful. According to our model these users should display lower levels of social capital,
which remains to be proven.
With regard to managerial application, the segmentation of user groups has been a
subject of concern since long before the emergence of online communities. Our user
model provides a first step in the development of a managerial tool for online
communities in order to enhance the amount of UGC by allocating services to user
groups.
We focused on a basic model with two factors. This constraint allowed us to apply the
model to a broad range of online communities and helped to narrow the focus of our
analysis. Admittedly, we had to exclude important criteria such as motivation and
demographic attributes, which are too multifaceted and complex for a two dimensional
model.
In future research we will operationalise the factors of content generation and social
capital and examine the depicted user groups for motivational sources and attitudes. At
that time we can begin to develop strategies to directly address the motivation of each
user group in an effective manner.
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Abstract: At Deutsche Telekom Laboratories we are investigating how group
communication can be enhanced with contextual information such as reachability.
We demonstrate these methods using a group communication scenario which is of
interest to us from a user and telco perspective. The scenario includes features such
as messaging, presence and “click-to” style communication, including
conferencing between friends and persons with common interests. We summarize
our analysis of two types of approaches to the next generation IMS platform
capabilities, modular and layered approaches. We include lessons learned from our
prototypes efforts, which made use of IMS capabilities. We point out some of the
technical challenges that were confronted while realizing a showcase of use cases
involving groups communication involving users using mobile devices and as well
as users connected by web on their home PCs.

1 Introduction
Social network activities1 involve a combination of ad-hoc as well as planned
communication among community members. To support this set of communication
requirements – the underlying architecture must be fairly robust. The community
services architecture being developed by Deutsche Telekom Laboratories is based on
IMS (IP Multimedia Subsystem [3GPP]) since it offers a fully-functional community
infrastructure. The full-fledged community infrastructure and all community end-user
facing components that was developed is called CoSIMS (Community-based services on
IP Multimedia Subsystem) and consists of middleware including a CoSIMS application
enabler. This system was developed internally, and has been evaluated within a number
of user trials, and has been further refined in terms of the results of these evaluations.
The basic capabilities of this service include the ability for community end-users to
create and manage friendship circles within the community, and to communicate with
one another, one-to-one or by group, both over the web or over mobile [DO07, DO08].
The core middleware components which are used in current prototype efforts is called
GEMS (GEneric IMS community Service). Figure 1 shows the integrated view of
CoSIMS across web, mobile and PC.

1

The market of mobile social communities will grow until 2012 [VI08].
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Figure 1: Integrated community service environment

Ingredients of the next-generation communication scenarios which are held in our
current community service design are described bellow. Each of these is supported to
various degress by the core APIs available from the GEMS infrastrucre.
•
•
•
•
•

Managed identity – Access to multiple social networks or communities. The user
is able to use these services without logging in and out multiple times.
Personal communication context – Users should be able to maintain their own
personal blog, and socially-oriented message inbox. Additionally they can create
their own personal profile and configure their privacy settings and preferences.
Community-based communication context – Supporting 1-to-many or many-tomany communication among group members which encourages group
interaction..
Social and spatial awareness – With the location information, the users are able
to view the position of their friends. Additionally, they can monitor the activities
of the group and get their status information in the group blog.
Shared community-based content spaces – A group is associated with a blog. The
blog is accessible to group members. Members can follow group activities
through the group blog which is especially relevant when they are not able to
participate in direct communication.

2 Establishing a communication context within online communities
The focus of our current research is on presence and reachability and more specifically
we have focused on identifying means within the service to help users establish a sense
of context within community communication scenarios. Since communities are assumed
to be mobile, establishing context is especially complex. Our assumption is that when
the context for communication is clear it helps to maintain reachability and keep users in
touch with each other. When users communicate with others within their social network,
the context is even more complex, and social reachability is a challenging but our service
attempts to expose a number of resources to community groups members to increase
reachability. The context of communication includes not just the type of device or the
device environment of users, but also the current user’s presence status, their location,
and as well as an indication of the activities within social communities that users are
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engaged in. Knowing these aspects related to the communication helps to encourage
further communication with community members. The following figure (cf. Figure 2)
shows the various influences on presence that our service design will include.

Figure 2: Presence sources and reachability

3 Social entities and related presence sources
We identify several kinds of social entities for handling our group communication
scenarios. Service users are able to create contacts, which are required for participatory
communication. Contacts may be imported from various social networks. If a user wants
to have a fully synchronized access to a contact that they introduce into the service
through an import or data entry process, the contact needs to be made into a registered
service user, which can be done on both the mobile and web though messaging
containing active links. All users have access to a contact list of user entries which can
include private, managed and open groups. Groups are collections of service users, and
each user can belong to multiple groups. Groups are maintained and used by other
service enablers related to presence management, group messaging, calendaring. Group
management functionality is made available to the other services via an XDM enabler
(cf. section 5).
Each social entity type is associated with a number of presence aspects (status, location,
reachability, blogging, and search) as well as various levels of exposure to recipient
social entities. Table bellow (cf. Table 1) shows the kinds of functionality available to an
end-user with respect to other community social entities.
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Status

Location

Reachability

+Self

R/W

R/W

R/W

+Trusted
Other

R

R

R

+Member of
Private Group

W

R/W

R

+Member of
Managed
Group

W

R/W

R/W

+Contact List

Call log

-

Call log

Blog

Search

On status,
location,
reachability

By status, time

By status, time,
membership
By status, time,
On status
location or
reachability
By status, time,
On status,
location or
Location,
reachability
Reachability
By membership,
Call Log History
location or
reachability
On status

Table 1: Presence related functionality related to social entities

In the table above R (Read) indicated the ability to view a presence aspect, and W
(Write) means the ability to actually modify a presence aspect. Contacts that are not
members of a social group are associated with the base case presence aspects which
include their communication history, which includes their IM (Instant Messaging), SMS
and voice call activity. For instance, a user can publish a new status and make it
available to other groups or individuals. They can also make their current location
available to others, given that privacy agreements are exchanged between them to allow
the release of location. If the users browse their community, they can view the
aggregated form of this information from within a customized community application
interface available on their mobiles and over their web. An extra interface is required to
set up, configure and enter their status and reachability information. Another interface is
associated with viewing this information from a personal or group perspective. We have
designed the service to make it complementary to social networking applications, but to
differentiate from them by emphasizing reachability and personal productivity.
Managed groups are created by specific community members, who send out invitations
to specific contacts to become members of the group. Open groups are created by a
community members, and the group is then listed as a part of an open group directory,
and other community members can then elect to join any of the open groups. Private
groups function like buddy lists, in that members have no awareness of being in the same
group.

4 Walkthrough of a social reachability scenario
In this section a social reachability scenario which was introduced in the beginning of
this paper will be described in more detail. We include all the features which are the
target of our community service, based on GEM, plus extensions, which runs on both the
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web and mobile. We support in this example managed groups, the ability to establish
communication with group members, basic presence and reachability and group blogs.
Let us follow through with an example of the scenario in action:
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

Two friends, Harry and Hermione, still are deciding what to do on Friday night,
and start getting in contact with their friends. Harry has confirmed himself as
Hermione’s friend and granted her permission to be on his friends list, and visa
versa. Harry enters his current presence status, which also includes additional
information about a meeting he is currently attending, and the best way to reach
him, which is by IM on his notebook.
Hermione checks Harry’s presence status on her mobile phone and goes home
and her status is automatically updated to include the fact that she is at home and
available over IM.
Another friend, Arnold has posted an item on the managed group presence blog,
using his online community interface related to an event taking place on the
weekend. There are pictures included in the group blog related directly to this
event suggestion and a link to an event in the group calendar corresponding to the
actual event.
Hermione responds with an IM alert directly to Arnold’s presence posting.
Hermione enters her support for Arnold’s suggestion by voting for it so that other
users can see that this is something that others are interested.
Later, Harry checks the group blog and finds out about the event that is being
considered for that evening, and sees that others have communicated their
support for the event. Harry makes a group conference call over his mobile with
Arnold and Hermione, to see who will be able to take Hermione to the event, and
based on this picks up Hermione and together they visit the selected event
location. He updates the group blog to indicate they are now there.
The event sponsor, a dance hall, publishes a coupon that Harry retrieves on his
mobile as soon as he gets close to the event location. He is offered a discounted
ticket for all of his friends. Harry publishes this coupon on the friend feed.
As the party is so much fun, Harry and Hermione both leave a couple of
comments later on, on their personal blogs to encourage others to join them next
time.

These phases within this scenario may take place among many overlapping groups of
friends at the same time. In the initial phase friends propose interest in the idea of
participating in events. Next events are proposed for the evening agenda to friends.
Friends can respond with alternative proposals. Comments to proposals can be made in
the form of any group based communication modality including email, conferencing, or
chat. The influence of an event increases when new circles of friends are involved. Next
comes a phase where communication regarding alternative ideas or proposals take place.
User content, such as a picture is shared with members of the group. In this phase
contact with members of alternative friendship circles or groups may also take place.
Shared experiences and memories of the event can be entered within the community
service, and shared among friends, with easy access to all related information and
content, to anyone who has rights to view the content.
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In order to support the scenario mentioned above, a detailed description about the
underlying technical infrastructure, the layered architecture and the enabler is given in
the following section. The service is based on GEMS, which includes core elements of
the CoSIMS middleware architecture which supports primarily group communication
and group management.

5 Technical solutions
5.1 Technical overview
A variety of implementation prototypes of the underlying community service
infrastructure have been implemented. For instance, in one prototype and existing online
service was implemented with our CoSIMS prototype. This meant integration of
identities from both services. The advantage to the users of the existing online service is
that its users were able to engage in group based communication. The extended
capabilities of the new service included conferencing and some limited participation of
site activities over a mobile. The community service was also implemented as a standalone web-based prototype, with a Web 2.0 look and feel with easy click-through
functionality. Furthermore, several custom flash interfaces were built which
communicate the core of CoSIMS.
The level of integration with legacy web sites depends on the commercial partners’
requirements. The integration can be rather deep, or it can function like a completely
independent but cooperative 3rd party relationship. The GUI can be customized and
branded as required by the service provider.
CoSIMS features are included in the initial prototypes [DO07, DO08] and were
internally evaluated within a user trial. This trial consisted of university students, which
performed a number of predefined communitiy-related activities on their mobile devices.
We also examined usage logs, questionnaires, and direct observations about how the trial
users integrated group communication into their day to day social lives. We gained
insight into the design of our service, which was followed up with some redesign efforts
of our software solution. Certain aspects of group communication worked well, while
others like group mobile conferencing needed further investigation.
Our user surveys also revealed the fact that requirements of older, established users were
rather different from younger IP generation users. The former demanded simpler
interfaces and requirements and the latter demanded the latest features related to
presence and location-based services, and standard community features are expected. So
as expected the service provider has to have a good idea of which user population they
are targeting.
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5.2 Layered architecture
Figure 3 shows the essential components that are a part of the architecture of the existing
prototype.
Control & transport layer. There are additional key functionalities that mark the IP
Multimedia Subsystem as the future technology in a comprehensive service and
application oriented network. The IMS provides easy and efficient ways to integrate
different services, even from third parties. Interactions between different value-added
services are anticipated.
The particular techniques and methodologies that are required to gain these key
functionalities are not new, but the IMS provides the first major integration and the
interaction of all key functionalities. By defining logical entities that are connected to
each other through standardized protocols, a plug-and-play architecture has been created
that offers the possibility to physically place each function at different locations and to
assemble an IMS with functions from different vendors.

Figure 3: CoSIMS layered architecture
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5.3 Enabler layer
The IP Multimedia Subsystem [VW06, FO08] is defined from 3GPP Release 5
specifications as overlay architecture on top of the 3GPP Packet Switched (PS) Core
Network for the provision of real time multi-media services. IMS can be used for any
mobile access network technology, and it can also be used for handling fixed line access
technology. This capability is specified in the Next Generation Network reference
architecture definition being promoted by the European Telecommunications Standards
Institute (ETSI) Telecoms & Internet converged Services & Protocols for Advanced
Networks (TISPAN). The central session control protocols are the Session Initiation
Protocol (SIP) [SC02] and Diameter [CA05].
Service Enabler Layer. The Service Enabler layer allows services to make use of
telecommunications resources. For instance a Push-to-talk over Cellular (PoC)-server
[OP07] can be seen as an enabler that allows services to set up PoC-Sessions without
having knowledge about how PoC really works. They are bound to the specific network
technologies that they use to provide their functionality and thus do not offer
independence from the control layer but offer a higher abstraction so that services do not
need to directly address the networks but rather may use specific enabler interfaces. For
these reasons, the Web-services can be considered as a middleware technology between
this layer and the application-enabler layer. Enablers include presence, location,
multimedia conference, multimedia messaging, community service enabler and PoC.
Most of these enablers sit on the top of the IMS interfaces and thus utilize all IMS
offered control and management functions. On the other hand, service enablers such as
multimedia messaging may make use of the SMS-C [EM06, SM03] and MMS-C [EN06,
PP06] to send multimedia message to users on the legacy networks (GSM).
Application Enabler Layer. The Application Enabler handles the support for user access,
for user contacts, for shared content, location information, and communication options
for users. This layer encapsulates service enabler functionalities and mediates the access
to services. The Application Enabler is capable of exploiting IMS capabilities that can
help to carry out the demands of the community service [CA05, E146, E136]. The
enabler deploys a web service which provides direct access to the IMS enabling
technology layer [PM08].

6 Providing functionality to service providers
We consider the business scenario whereby commercial applications need to enhance
their existing functionality with more group-based communication functionality. In this
case the functionality of our extended IMS-based presence enabler can be provided
within a toolkit, accessible via a web-services API. The value-add to the application
provider is achieved through their ability to tap into the IMS enabled multimedia
communication capabilities available through a web browser running on a desktop or
mobile client.
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Our current approach is based on a distributed service infrastructure where user
information is stored in many systems. There must be a means to federate these user
identities to allow the service to take advantage of the CoSIMS Toolkit. In the first step
CoSIMS introduces a simple federation mechanism by exchanging a unique service
specific user ID. In this way a user may be identified to by a service and in CoSIMS.
This service ID is an anonymous ID, which carries no user specific data. The user
himself has full control over data that might be transmitted from the service to CoSIMS
such as contact data. Services have no knowledge about a user’s federation status.
The Community Enabler Layer contains the controls which communicate with the
platform – provided mainly as a library of JavaScript objects. The controls will be
downloaded to clients and provide the communication with the CoSIMS platform in a
way that the CoSIMS features can be provided. Controls include those related to user
access, personal settings, contact presence, user presence, group management, group
communication, group invitations, as well as email, messaging and inbox controls.
The Community Application consists of all provider-specific application level pieces of a
service – but in our showcase remains CoSIMS branded. A community application
includes a registration view, the service portal view and an exemplary community page
view which is the core community-based part of the service. Each application within this
layer implements a community service, with a specific goal and scope. These community
applications use the enablers from application enabler layer to trigger actions in the
telecommunication networks. They should not communicate directly with layer 2 or 1 in
order to be independent of any specific network technology.

7 Community convergence – integrating mobile devices
Communities have traditionally been split into 2 different segments – the mobile and the
online communities. Since the backend of our initial community service offerings is
based on an IMS infrastructure we decided in our first client approach to provide access
to the community infrastructure via a pure IMS client. This community client was the
basis for a extensive usability evaluation, as well as for analysis of technical problems of
IMS-based clients. Key findings here were limited processing power and battery lifetime
of the chosen Windows CE / Windows Mobile platform.
A second client approach was also pursued – to solve both the battery lifetime challenge
and the requirement to support multiple mobile platforms. The mobile client became
proprietary, exchanging presence and notification information only when necessary and
bound to the IMS infrastructure via a server side IMS proxy to exchange buddy list,
presence information, messages and IMS notifications.
Next we investigated the newest IMS frameworks together with upcoming user interface
packages. For the Symbian Series S60 mobile we used Sun’s LWUIT2 – for user

2

See URL https://lwuit.dev.java.net/tutorial/index.html
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interface support. The result leads to a rapidly developed and lightweight IMS-client
which provided a broad base of deployable mobile platforms, nearly like the proprietary
client approach above. The prototypes also showed the increasing power and
professionalism of newly available toolkits and libraries.
The world of mobiles is changing rapidly and their capabilities are improving
continuously [BI08, CA07]. This is particularly the case for web browsers. Therefore we
also considered accessing the web user interface directly. Although there are various
toolkits available for web code development, the javascript compatibility tests showed
increasingly good results. After user interface modifications the web solution could also
be shown on mobile browsers. The usability from a user perspective could of course not
compete with the above mentioned mobile applications, because of limited browser
speed and the need to adapt the web UI especially for mobiles. One technique for
improving the usability for the users is to reduce the number of buttons and information
available on any single screen.

8 Outlook
Providing end-users with direct communication over the web to members of their social
networks can give providers of traditional services an advantage. Their offerings can be
made more compelling by being able to “plug-in” more functionality to their customers.
Their customers are increasingly members of various social networks, can be attracted to
services which provide live communication functionality. These enhancements can also
extend the lifetime of the traditional online offerings, as well as the scope of their
existing content [VI08], and offer a natural community-driven feedback pipe to their
service offering. Various projects at Deutsche Telekom have looked at group
communication, using IMS and follow up projects now look more closely at improving
communication by looking at aspects of reachability and presence.
Community based services can be expanded to include a unique combination of features,
if the right set of enablers support the middleware [ER05, OS07, OP07, IM06, OX07].
We have created a number of clients which are able to respond to various service
requirements, coming from the mobile and online web-based service areas [DO08,
RE07]. We have implemented and evaluated a number of mobile solutions which access
a network-based community platform in various ways. In the market place, however,
community providers are often forced to react very quickly towards new emerging
standards and technologies such as the BONDI3 initiative – and hypes around newly
launched devices such as the Google Android G1 phone or the Apple iPhone - as well as
the responses of the developer community. Community providers are certainly not able
to follow all the solution trends at every point, but rather should show flexibility in
responding to market trends and should not loose contact to successful competitive
solutions.

3

See URL http://bondi.omtp.org/default.aspx
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Abstract: The EU project NEXES introduces IT support for integrated healthcare,
and attempts to prove through clinical trials how new technology can help improve
healthcare. The web-based approach used in the Norwegian clinical trial on
wellbeing for chronically ill patients can be seen as a very small health care
community for the patients. After introducing the NEXES project, the technical
platform used for the wellbeing case, and the collaboration notation in BPMN, a
specific case is described in detail and related to how the collaboration between the
patient and health care stakeholders can be seen as a small group. Finally
reflections are given on how the clinical trial could be extended by adding a
‘competition’ element using online communities in order to motivate the patients
to do their rehabilitation exercises, and which technology standard could be used
for this approach.

1 Introduction
Integrated care has been pinpointed as a major goal for many European projects,
including the project NEXES1 that we will report on in this paper. What characterizes
integrated care is the need to put the patients’ needs in focus in the face of multiple care
providing organizations. This is however a challenge because collaboration among
primary care, specialists, social caregivers, etc. often introduces an overhead into the
care process that in the worst case can leave the patient and his/her needs out of the loop.

1

http://nexeshealth.eu/
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This is in particular the case for chronically ill patients who often move from one
institution to another, often frequently. In addition, halting collaboration between
caregivers is costly as it results in suboptimal disease follow-up in the primary care
services and hence increases the risk of costly hospital readmissions. The overall
objective of NEXES is to improve quality of care and reduce costs by improving
collaboration and optimizing the work-share between primary and secondary care
services.
In the NEXES project we address 4 different programmes, one of which is entitled “Well
being and rehabilitation”. This specific programme promotes early diagnosis and healthy
life-styles of clinically stable chronic patients, enhancing their self-management and
improving compliance with prescribed treatments. The principal components are
physical activity and cognitive aspects.
In short, the wellbeing program includes:
•

Instruction/tutorials on disease management and physical exercises.

•

Physical “work-out” /exercise sessions in groups twice a week

•

Physical “work-out”/exercise program to be carried out on his own, twice a
week.

In Norway patients have the legal right to a (paper-based) personal plan for long term
follow-up by coordinated (public) health services, this is called “individuell plan”, an
individual plan. The plan contains an overview of the contact information of key
stakeholders, the actions to take and the plan-owner’s evaluation of these actions. In
NEXES we investigate how this individual plan can be supported by IT tools and how
these open the potential to become Collaborative Care Plans (CCP).
In the next section we describe how an online tool helps the patient to better cope with
the disease by creating and following an individual plan. The section after that gives a
general introduction to how Business Process Modeling Notation2 (BPMN) is used to
describe the care process in order to identify collaboration between different professional
stakeholders and the patient. This is followed by a case description and then an
impression on how a competitive –health enhancing- element can be obtained when
sharing information online with people that are undergoing similar treatment.

2

http://www.bpmn.org/
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2 Technical platform
In NEXES, we use the IT tool SamPro, developed by Visma Unique AS, to contain the
CCP mentioned in the introduction. In [Wa05], a case description is provided on how the
architectural description framework MAFIIA (Model-based Architecture description
Framework for Information Integration Abstraction) is applied to SamPro. Other than
this publication, not much scientific information is available on SamPro due to the
specialised nature of the tool. Below we describe the main points of the tool, relevant to
the case described in section 3.
SamPro is a web-based program, giving the plan-owner (the patient) full control over his
own plan. On the other side, municipal health services can follow multiple plans
simultaneously, of course, given that the patient has assigned access rights to them as
there are very strict regulations as to who is allowed to view the plan.
The CCP is the plan-owner’s personal tool for following up his own treatment. In cooperation with his coordinator stakeholders and actions related to the plan can be
registered by the user himself. Each action can be evaluated by the user. It is up to the
user of the CCP to register and invite stakeholders, which leads to a more active
participation in his own situation and plan for follow-up.
The plan-owner can also include a personal social network in the follow-up plan, for
example by introducing next of kin which then can express their support both online and
by visiting the patient more regularly.
To comply with Norwegian legislation and regulation, the clients are the owners of the
content and manage the access to their own client information. The client are also users
and take part in the discussion upon own health situation.
Each plan involves at the minimum one service recipient and one coordinator, due to the
law-regulation. Coordinators are most often nurses or physiotherapists, rarely
psychologists or doctors. Coordinators belong mainly to primary health care services.
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The SamPro platform provides the following services:
•

CCP including mapping, action, goals and evaluation functionality is the most
central service. Important information in relation to the CCP is the objectives of
the plan and evaluation of the client at different stages.

•

CSCW – supporting sharing of information, messaging (internal e-mail), instant
messaging and discussion board/blog functionality available in next version.
Messages may be alerted by mobile phone SMS functionality

•

Agenda – planning of client.

•

Profile management – management of users is based on a roles and access
rights related to the roles. Caregivers can have different roles related to different
clients.

•

Patient management module – it supports simple management of the client
profile. (The patient management module is not connected to the electronic
patient records at the hospital or in municipalities.)

•

Statistics: Statistical data can be extracted, such as amount of plans operative or
not in the municipality/organization, level of use, etc.

•

Logging: Available for all participants to see changes in planning activities
done by whom and when, visitors to the plan (no changes made, but
information received).

2.1 Mapping the interactions
As indicated in the introduction, many interactions between the patient and the different
stakeholders take place. In order to understand and externalize existing chronic care
processes we have employed BPMN. Please refer to [FS09] for details on why this
standard was chosen and the lessons learned while creating care process diagrams in
BPMN. An example of the Norwegian wellbeing care process described according to the
BPMN notation is found in figure 1. In short, it shows that the patient is checked for
participation qualification in the clinical trial, and in case the patient is found to be
suitable, the process is described from the patients and care givers view. The following
section gives an overview over how the patient and care services collaborate in more
detail (the case is based on the interactions described in figure 1) and how this is
supported by the SamPro tool introduced in the previous section.
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Figure 1: Example of the wellbeing process represented in BPMN.
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3 Well being and rehabilitation programme – a case
In this section, a case from the well being and rehabilitation programme is presented as a
storyboard. The intention of storyboards in NEXES is to present as much as possible of
the interaction between the different stakeholders and how technology can support these
interactions. The storyboard below describes the enrolment of a patient called Rolf to the
wellbeing programme; it starts at the General Practitioners (GP) office:
The patient, Rolf, is given a blood pressure monitor for home measurements and a pulse
oximeter and instructed on how to use it. He is also asked to weigh himself regularly. Dr.
Olsen then asks Rolf whether he has a PC with a broadband connection and is familiar
with using it. As Rolf confirms this, Rolf is told that Dr. Olsen wants to follow up on
Rolf on-line via the web-based collaboration tool SamPro, and that he will contact him
approximately every 2 or 3 weeks to check on his progress. He will receive detailed
training on how to use the tool from the NEXES program manager in the next few days.
A few days after the visit to the GP, Rolf is contacted by the NEXES program manager
for detailed instructions on the exercise program and the follow-up he will receive. She
teaches him how to use the Collaborative Care Plan (CCP) she has created for him with
SamPro. The CCP will be Rolfs own tool for writing a daily journal, bi-weekly
registration of the physiological data measurements, and bi-weekly answers to a
checklist regarding his health and well-being. The registrations will help Rolf himself
assess his own health and help his progress, but it will also help the GP to provide
specialist advice regarding his disease, and the exercise team leader to adjust his training
program. In essence, the CCP will function as a communication tool for all the persons
that are involved in the care program for Rolf; the GP, the NEXES program manager and
the exercise team leader. A very tiny private internet community indeed, though Rolf is
instructed however, that he has full control on who is allowed to access the different
parts of the plan, and see his personal data. This also means that Rolf can invite relatives
into the programme.
In addition to communication via the CCP, Rolf will receive weekly SMS’es with hints,
tips and reminders regarding his exercise plan and overall disease management. The
reminders are generated automatically, while more detailed information such as the hints
and tips are created by one of the health care stakeholders following Rolf’s progress.
Three weeks into the program Rolf’s attitude to the program is positive, but a bit
ambiguous. He likes the group exercises, and he finds the weekly educational session
very motivating and useful. He is taught about how to cope with the disease, the purpose
and role of physical exercise and instructions on exercises he can carry out on his own.
However he has no motivation whatsoever to exercise on his own. The SMS’es he
receives every week sometimes helps him “remember” to do the exercises, but not
always. Still, he duly follows up and answers the questionnaires, and carries out the
measurements. After three weeks, the GP sends him a message via the CCP, telling him
that he thinks he is doing fine, and encouraging him to keep up the good work.
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The exercise team leader also checks Rolf’s data. She logs on to the CCP from her office
and gets an overview over all the patients care plans that she is in charge of. Her weekly
routine is to scan through the registered data for each one, and if she finds deviations
from expected values, she will call the person by phone, or she will leave a message in
the CCP, for example with a follow-up question. Seeing that Rolf is having trouble in
doing his own exercises, she decides to call him the next morning.
The case described above is an actual care programme description of the NEXES
project. This specific case will run on a target group and a control group, starting
September 2009. In the next section, we discuss additional technology that can enhance
this programme, though note that it is not part of the actual NEXES programme.

4 Towards internet communities to help improve the wellbeing and
rehabilitation of clinically stable chronic patients
In the case above, an awareness aspect is very apparent. Knowing what information to
provide to whom and which information to receive enables the patient to be motivated to
do the exercises and therewith improve the rehabilitation. In a sense, this type of
awareness is similar to what is being described in [SR07], where software development
teams were followed in order to identify the awareness networks. In our case, to a large
extent, the awareness network is defined by the patient following the CCP, specialised
care giving group. Though, the patient can include others than just the stakeholders
defined in the CCP, in principle it is completely up to the patient whom to include,
though, as the SamPro tool is not very open (due to legislation), some patients might find
it useful to alternatives. By expanding the awareness network with others than the given
stakeholders, the patient is able to create his own care community.
In [Ey08] we see that new web technology enables and facilitates 1) social networking,
2) participation, 3) apomediation, 4) openness, and 5) collaboration, within and between
these user groups. Personal health records (PHR) such as Google Health3 or Microsoft's
HealthVault4 are two alternatives [to SamPro] where the patient can register and publish
his PHR. The paper [Go08] introduces both systems and how Google and Microsoft
implement security and privacy systems in order to gain the trust of the user.

3

https://www.google.com/health; “With Google Health, you can store and manage all your health information
in one place. In Google Health, you can also chose to share your medical records with family members,
friends, doctors or anyone else in your care network in order to coordinate your care. By creating and opening
up an account, you have the possibility to let other patients find you and create a private care network.”
4
http://www.healthvault.com/; “HealthVault offers you a way to store health information from many sources
in one location, so that it’s always organized and available to you online. HealthVault is working with doctors,
hospitals, employers, pharmacies, insurance providers and manufacturers of health devices – blood pressure
monitors, heart rate monitors and more – to make it easy for you to add information electronically to your
HealthVault record. With a more complete picture of your family’s health, you can work with your healthcare
professionals, and with all the Web sites that connect with HealthVault, to make more informed decisions.”
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Both systems can be used to enter information relevant for the wellbeing programme.
When other patients with a similar programme are registered, they can share their
experiences, exchange ideas, motivate each other and even ‘compete’ in their
rehabilitation process. We suggest that the dropping motivation to exercise on their own
–as described in case in the previous section- can be triggered by introducing some sort
of ‘competition’ element. The type of competition element enabled by online
communities is well shown by Nike’s Men vs. Woman running challenge5. Even though
this running competition is not a scientifically proven method for verifying anything, it
does show that it can trigger people to a healthier lifestyle by introducing an element of
competition.
The Continua Health Alliance (CHA) has proposed a reference architecture [Ca07] (see
figure 2) for a full end-to-end approach to technology support for healthcare. The
reference architecture itself is rather generic, though the focus of the CHA is to provide
interoperable wireless interfaces [Sc07] between health-related devices. The data
emerging from these can cater for the healthcare ecosystem as described in the paper.

Figure 2: The Continua End-to-End reference architecture (copied from [Ca07])

5

www.nikeplus.com
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In our wellbeing case, most information is to be plotted into SamPro by hand, which in
itself could be demotivating. In order to ease the proposed competition element (at least
in a technical sense), we agree with CHA that standardized wireless transfer of data
helps to enable this as the user does not need to worry about cables or interoperability.
Workout data is uploaded automatically and the results can (ultimately) be automatically
compared, giving back the motivation to actually do the exercises also when being on
their own.

5 Conclusion and further work
In this paper we have shown the NEXES approach to a wellbeing and rehabilitation case
and we have proposed ideas which can help enable a better programme once technology
is mature enough.
The actual wellbeing and rehabilitation case will be one of the randomized clinical trials
within the project, and will be started in September. The trial will run for 9 months and
after this the use of the tool will be evaluated. The competition concept in order to
prevent demotivation while patients are working out on themselves in their homes can
not be part of this study as technology is not yet mature enough.
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Abstract: This article describes the use of a service-oriented architecture to bridge the
gap between different eLearning types and tools. The basic concept is a bi-directional
distribution of web services provided by different eLearning environments. This is
exemplarily veriﬁed by a combination of lectures that are held in a modern media supported lecture room with tools of the computer-aided face-to-face learning paradigm
and within a virtual learning environment (Second Life). The new service-based approach allows a ﬂexible and systematic coupling of virtual and face-to-face teaching
and learning to a cross-technology learning community.

1

eLearning Scenarios and Approaches for their Integration

Today, computer-aided face-to-face learning is the most popular teaching and learning
type. This includes the replacement as well as the extension of spoken and written content
by digital media (like powerpoint slides, simulations, demonstrations, etc.). These media
can than easily be made available to learners in order to support their wrap-up phase.
Therefor, the lecturer is mostly required to upload his slideshow and lecture notes manually
into a web-based eLearning platform in an asynchronous manner.
As another example, online or virtual learning simulates real-life educational processes
and enriches them with speciﬁc communication and collaboration elements where applicable (e.g. chats, forums, or shared whiteboards). eLearning platforms are often used
to implement these processes, for instance for teleacademies. In this context, 3D virtual
worlds hold a signiﬁcant innovation potential for eLearning as they simulate the perceived
social presence of a lecturer and learners [COT07]. The commmunication mechanisms of
the platform are synchronous and the individual learning processes take place at the same
time. However, these environments are decoupled from real-life scenarios.
In particular in virtual 3D worlds, virtual learning is a comparative emerging paradigm.
Nevertheless, the number of education activities is increasing. For instance, the virtual
world Second Life [Lin09b] has around 50 registered education events per day. The reasons for the success are the advantages over other solutions like chats, instant messaging
and classical learning platforms in terms of communication and felt presence. For instance,
IBM’s conference space [Lin09a] shows that virtual worlds really encourage people to socialize with each other. The virtual event participants truly felt as if they had attended
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real-time events, interacting with others and carrying home practical information. This
comes at one ﬁfth the cost of a traditional conference and without a single case of jet lag.
Blended learning is a didactical approach to link between virtual and face-to-face learning.
The learning process is pre-divided into phases, each with its own organization. Faceto-face learning phases are basically used for a guided lecture preparation and wrap-up.
These phases are mixed with intensive eLearning phases for more informal scenarios.
The given division into synchronous and asynchronous processes makes a compromise
between technical possibilities and pedagogical needs.
However, a methodical approach for a seamless linking between tools for virtual and faceto-face learning is desirable for learners and feasible from a technical point of view. The
users in this approach (lecturer and learner) can decide on speciﬁc modalities in an ad-hoc
manner. This allows for instance a seamless combination of synchronous scenarios during
the lecture (for the interaction between lecturer and learner) and asynchronous scenarios
before and after (individual or collaborative preparation and wrap-up). The prerequisite
is a ﬂexible combination of used tools, platforms, and the corresponding processes. Furthermore, the approach should be applicable for scenarios involving different educational
providers. This enhances the learning comfort, increases the scope and quality of a lecture,
and advances mobility and equality of opportunities for learners and lecturers.
Along with the current evolution of the Web there is another issue to concern. Learners
are members of many different communities [Gru07]. This includes learning communities (built by different eLearning platforms) as well as social communities (e.g. Flickr,
YouTube, and Facebook). It is to be assumed that learners prefer learning material that is
provided in their familiar communities/platforms. Thus, the required familiarization effort
is lower than with dedicated new systems. Hence, the content provided on the basis of
a given methodical approach (e.g. recorded lectures, slideshows, and relevant literature)
should be applicable for the integration in different platforms and environments.
The goal of our work was to systematically interconnect classroom and virtual learning
in order to provide a higher level of individuality and ﬂexibility to the user – not only in
terms of a “3D remote control”, but as a generalized architecture for ﬂexible, bi-directional
interchange of media between different environments (like classroom, media lab, learning
platform, virtual world). The systematic use of the bi-directional combination is promising
a huge beneﬁt for electronic learning and enriches the experiences of learners and probably
also those of teachers.

2

Related Work

Computer-aided face-to-face learning as well as virtual learning have already been performed by many educational institutions. In particular from virtual worlds a wide spectrum of innovative learning scenarios [COT07][Gol07][RH08] recently emerged. However, there’s just few work on the systematic, seamless fusion of face-to-face and virtual
learning.
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Some approaches, for instance the QuickWorlds Project [JMLL00], deal with virtual learning material (e.g. virtual 3D models), that have been integrated into face-to-face lectures
through special equipment. Unfortunately, all these approaches are unidirectional, because
the material comes always from the virtual world while learners interact from real classrooms. An input of face-to-face learning material to enrich virtual lectures has not been
taken into account.
Another interesting project is Sloodle [KL06]. Sloodle integrates multi-user virtual environments such as Second Life with eLearning platforms such as Moodle. However, this
project provides just an interface for one virtual environment to control another virtual environment. Sloodle does not consider face-to-face lectures, but these are essential components in our understanding of immersive learning. The required integration of face-to-face
lectures goes beyond the simple use of an interface like the Second Life client. virtual
participants should be able to consume more face-to-face content than just the voice of the
lecturer. Therefore, immersive learning requires a systematic architecture that integrates
additional media sources as the live lecture slides and a video stream of the lecturer (for
instance to watch live experiments). In particular this direction (face-to-face to virtuality)
is where related works lack.

3

Using the Service Oriented Architecture for eLearning

In principle, different basic architectural models (e.g. Client/Server) can be used to connect different learning instances. An assessment on these architectures leds to the broker
architecture (the fundamental model behind the popular Service-Oriented Architecture,
SOA) as best suitable for the proposed fusion. It has the best scalability, fault tolerance,
and performance, as few bottle necks as possible, and avoids a priori knowledge on any
eLearning instance. As ﬁgure 1 illustrates, the broker architecture separates between instances by introduction of a broker, which dynamically determines the service of a respective provider (e.g. a lecture hall) that is best suited to fullﬁl the request of a consumer
(e.g. a virtual world) on the basis of service descriptions (e.g. video streaming of a given
lecture) registered by the provider.
In an educational application scenario there are some additional points that allow or even
require the use of SOA. First of all, there is a number of established network addresses
that are known to all clients and servers (like learning platforms); they can be used as brokers. Moreover, the content of a lecture typically is not security-relevant, which simpliﬁes
the implementation and practical use of a prototype. (Nevertheless, a cross-institutional
scenario requires basic services for authentication and accounting.) Another aspect is the
large number of potential users and services that demands a scalability and agility impossibly provided by conventional models (like point-to-point connection of clients and
servers). Finally, a strong condition in educational scenarios is the acceptance and effective learning outcome by the users; not only those with a less technical background. This
requires a transparent and easy-to-handle system architecture as well as an intuitive and
satisfying client-side interface. The prototypical implementation of our system will be
described in the following.
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Figure 1: A service-oriented architecture can be used for the realization of a combined face-to-face
and virtual lecture

4

System Architecture and Prototypical Implementation

4.1 Typical Application Scenario
Advanced eLearning settings often use dedicated environments with special equipment
as for instance the media lab shown in Figure 2. These provide a lot of features besides
the conventional presentation of slides. The available devices provide functions as for
instance:
• Input and output of audio and video data (e.g. provided by cameras, projectors,
microphones, speakers, personal computers, and laptops)
• Signal distribution control (by a crossbar switch and a wireless media control panel)
• Taping and playback of audio and video data
• Setup of a video conference session
• Access to the network of the university or the internet
The usage of such a media lab or equivalent rooms obviously leads to an enrichment
of teaching and learning. Furthermore, the utilization of video streams or video conference systems gives lecturers and learners the possibility to participate remotely. However,
conventional video streams normally have no real-time feedback channel. This prevents
listeners of a live lecture from an active participation in terms of questions and discussions
(audio and video). Video conference systems have an audio and video feedback channel
but they are mostly complex and expensive systems. The integration of participants that
are geographically spreaded is characteristic for virtual learning scenarios. Therefor, it is
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Figure 2: Scenario and technical equipment for computer-aided face-to-face learning in a media lab

a promising approach to combine virtual environments with platforms used for face-toface learning to achieve a ﬂexible extension of the learning space on the one hand and
to achieve close application to the real world for virtual learners on the other hand. The
combined environments form a cross-technology learning community.
A prototypical system to implement a cross-technology learning community is presented
below. The prototype interconnects a media lab with the virtual 3D world Second Life
[?] and the eLearning platform Stud.IP [dat09]. It makes possible the synchronous participation of remote listeners in the talk (passive handling) as well as in the discussion
(interactive handling). Attendees may follow the live lecture on video from different angels of view, in case multiple audio/video services exist. At runtime, the virtual audience
may choose their favorite angle of view (active handling). However, recorded lectures can
just be seen in a passive and asynchronous manner. Compared to a live lecture, the video
and audio sources of a recorded lecture are limited to the recorded sources.

4.2

Architecture of the Prototype

The prototype consists of different components, shown in Figure 3 together with their
interconnections. They can be categorized and assigned to the following three layers:
• SOA connection of the media control:
The proprietary mechanisms of the media control component have to be extended
by an interface for use within the service network.
• Service Network:
This layer represents the core of the service-based approach. A broker as central
SOA instance is made available besides the services themselves (e.g. input and
output of audio and video signals, control services).
• SOA connection of virtual learning environments:
The platforms can be directly connected to the service network (with platform internal modiﬁcations) or indirectly via a surrogate.
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Figure 3: The basic architecture of the prototype

The architecture outline demonstrates clearly that almost any service type, provider, or
consumer can be integrated into the system easily without structural system modiﬁcations,
because of the abstraction in terms of the service interfaces respective the surrogate component.
The implementation of the overall system took around a half year and isn’t ﬁnished as yet.
The speciﬁc solutions for every layer will be explained in the following three sections.

4.3

Integration of the Media Controller

Typically, the device services of the media lab are provided, used, and managed for faceto-face lectures without the use of a SOA. A central media controller allocates the speciﬁc
data streams. This is the standard practice in such environments. For instance, the media
control directs the video output stream from the laptop to the input of the projectors, and
the audio output stream from the microphones to the input of the speakers. In our media
lab a NI-3100 Integrated Controller [AMX06] is utilized as media controller. The controller routes media lab internal data transmissions (e.g. from camera to streaming server).
The functions of this controller have been ported to the platform independent Java technology. The link between Java and the NI-3100 does not measurable limit the NI-3100s
performance. The resulting Java interface has been used to implement one control service
using the Web Service technology [WCL05].
Furthermore, the system architecture illustrated in Figure 3 includes an exemplary streaming service which preprocesses audio and video content (e.g. from camera or microphone)
into streams, provided for external retrieval. In addition to live streams, the service provides access to archived lecture recordings. The technical implementation of this differentiation is transparent for service consumers.
The next section describes the SOA realization. It focuses mainly on the service provision
in the media lab as well as the external consumption.
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4.4

Propagation as a Network of Services

The service broker depicted above is the central component of the SOA. Even though
services themseleves are also available for external use without a broker, it increases the
ﬂexbility of service discovery dramatically. The consumers do not need a priori knowledge to address each available service, they only need to know the required service type
and a broker address. In educational settings there is usually a dedicated central server
given and known to the clients, so it can be used as broker. Furthermore, the service description on the broker may contain additional information that helps to decide if a service
is appropriate to an intended purpose or not (e.g. resolution of the video stream).
In the presented prototype the services are registered at a WS Inspection-based broker
[BBM+ 01]. This broker is the central contact point for the external consumers that explore services in the media lab. WS-Inspect saves the services information as XML-based
list that can easily be accessed via Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP). Hence, an easy
integration of broker requests into a wide range of consumer systems is possible.
The mechanisms used to invoke a service are speciﬁc for each service. For instance, the
streaming service uses the Real-Time Streaming Protocol (RTSP), a popular protocol to
control video streams. RTSP-based video streams can, for instance, be used in Second
Life and many video players. The service speciﬁc invocation is an important aspect that
has to be considered for the integration of consumer systems into the service network. The
following section describes one consumer system, the virtual world Second Life, in detail.

4.5

Integration of a Virtual World

The 3D virtual environment Second Life is hosted by Linden Labs on a server farm named
The Grid. Currently there are over 3.000 simulation servers that manage over 11.000
regions (65.535 vitual qm per region), and their database servers store approximately 50
Terabyte. The physic engine Havok Physics is applied to simulate realistic behavior for
animations, object moves and other physical effects. The free client software presents the
data received from simulation servers as a 3D environment to the user. Furthermore, it
allows users to interact with the virtual world as well as other users (acting through their
avatars). In comparison to conventional telepresence scenarios [TIM+ 04] Second Life
affords a higher immersion and is accessible for everybody with the free client software.
The added value a virtual world provides in contrast to conventional face-to-face teaching
is not only to offer a copy of a classroom or lab setting, and to broadcast a lecture in the
Web. Of course, this scenario is important especially for unexperienced users – teachers
as well as students – in order to orientate oneself. A big advantage is the almost unlimited changeability of the environment. From an educational point of view, this prevents the
teacher from circumstantially explaining unknown situations (e.g. for learning foreign languages) or tedious theory (e.g. trafﬁc rules for a driving license) – an appropriate scenario
can be simply created for the students.
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Figure 4: A virtual version of historic lighthouse and Teepott serves as virtual learning and teaching
environment.

We decided in favour of two famous landmarks of Rostock Warnemuende: The historic
lighthouse and the Teepott as illustrated in ﬁgure 4. As the interior of the buildings should
reﬂect the purpose of buildings and elements, and encourage an (inter)active participation,
we modelled a virtual media lab with table, several chairs, and a canvas to build an open
learning and communication environment. Our virtual representation can be found in the
north of the European University Island [Uni09].
The service-based communication with other environments should occur seamlessly. We
use an access model based on the Second Life group concept. Registered members of our
group are allowed to control the virtual and real equipment as trustable avatars. They can
also authorize other avatars for speciﬁc events/lectures. Guest avatars can only consume
content and communicate with each other or the lecturer by text and voice chat.
The real media lab is controlled by a so called Head Up Display (HUD) which appears
when an avatar touches a dedicated 3D object as shown in ﬁgure 5. The HUD dialog
shows the different sources and drains for multimedia signals and the user can assign signal routings. This allows for the selection between different video sources (e.g. camera
or slideshow) for the video stream displayed on the virtual canvas. An Linden Scripting
Language (LSL) script attached to the virtual 3D object sends HTTP requests to a surrogate that bridges between Second Life and the SOA. This intermediate step is required
as Second Life does not support external SOAs. An adaption to a SOA is impossible,
because Second Life is not open source and the server-side software is not accessible for
extensions. Messages from the real media lab are also bridged by the surrogate to allow
processing within Second Life. The HTTP request contains the name of the controlling
avatar, the requested service, the requested service method, and optional parameters. The
received response is handled by an HTTP response handler, implemented in LSL. Possible
reactions on a response are a user notiﬁcation via text chat or changes in object appearance
or behaviour.
This mechanisms allow remote listeners, for instance, to select between different video
sources of the media lab to be shown on the virtual canvas (e.g. video stream of the
lecturer, the audience, or archived recordings). In the other direction, the Second Life
client software shows the virtual content (e.g. audience or virtual 3D objects) to on-site
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Figure 5: A HUD dialog appears when an avatar touches a dedicated 3D object (keyboard)

listeners and the lecturer. More details of the Second Life Integration can be found in
[LRZ+ 08].
The prototypical integration of Second Life closely interweaves the tangibility of real-life
objects with elements in a virtual 3D world. Such an intuitive interaction with the learning
environment exhausts the cognitive capabilities of students to a much larger extent than in
traditional classroom settings, where learners are typically acting in a much more passive
and less individual way.
Several other platforms for virtual worlds exist beside Second Life. Some of them are even
open source as for instance the OpenSimulator [Ope09] and Project Wonderland [Sun09].
Therefor, a mediative surrogate would not be necessary. Unfortunately, these solutions are
in their infancy and not as popular as Second Life. Therefor, Second Life is promising to
be the best accepted platform for now.
Besides the virtual world, we integrated two other platforms into our cross-technology
learning community to proof our concept: The classic eLearning platform Stud.IP as
another (HTTP-based) virtual environment [GZLT08] and individual on-site cellphone
clients for individual cross-environment messaging [ZDLT09].

5

Summary and Further Developments

The service-based linking of face-to-face learning scenarios and different virtual learning
environments described in this article goes far beyond previous approaches that address
the combination of devices and interfaces for learning. Connections between Second Life
and traditional eLearning platforms already exist [KL06], but they are restricted to static
hypertext references or a common database. There are no systematic approaches or standards to combine synchronous and asynchronous learning paradigms for a variety of targeted platforms. A systematic combination of real-life and virtual interaction is promising
a huge beneﬁt for electronic learning, in terms of (not only virtually) tangible E-Learning
interfaces that enrich the experiences of learners – and probably also those of teachers.
The presented system achieves a ﬂexible and systematic coupling of platforms and tools
for face-to-face and virtual teaching and learning. Consequently, it makes use of a serviceoriented architecture (SOA). Therefor, the prototype is easy extendable concerning other
platforms and tools. An intermediate service layer between the different environments
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contains all services that are provided by the speciﬁc platforms. Thus, any environment
is able to consume services available in this layer. For the ﬁrst time, learner and lecturer
can shape the speciﬁc learning and teaching processes in an ad hoc manner beyond predeﬁned phases (Blended Learning) or environments (decoupled face-to-face and virtual
learning). This can be modiﬁed during the lecture, dynamically. In addition, the emerging
independency allows a uniﬁcation of synchronous and asynchronous learning and teaching
scenarios. This can be realized across different educational providers. An interference
of administrative areas of responsibility is not longer required thanks to the transparent
encapsulation of a SOA.
Nevertheless, the prototype can and will be extended at several points. First of all, a more
natural interaction patterns is desirable, e.g. touching media devices (screen, speaker)
instead of keyboard and dialogue. Moreover, a service-based feedback channel from the
virtual learning environment into the face-to-face learning environment does not yet exist.
Although currently not required (clients and browser satisfactorily perform this task) it is
desirable with regards to higher ﬂexibility. A direct integration of SOA mechanisms into
virtual worlds like Second Life would also increase the ﬂexibility of the developed system
just like an extension of virtual environments to further data formats (e.g. HTML and
PDF).
There are additional problems with SOAs. The SOA hype produced a large amount of
different and incompatible technologies. The Web Service technology is used in our prototype. Thus, alternative but also widely distributed technologies are ignored (e.g. Jini
and Bonjour). A mechanism that bridges between separated SOA islands can signiﬁcantly
increase the spectrum of available teaching and learning services [ZDLT08].
Furthermore, one could think of automated avatar movement and gestures in the the virtual
world, generated from capturing the on-site speaker. Finally, interaction between teachers and learners can be designed more intuitionally. This is feasible by a fusion of the
presented approach with principles and technologies of self organization and pervasive
computing [LT08].
From the non-technical view, didactical aspects need further research. The system has
been tested on dedicated events. Until now, an evaluation in regular lectures is pending.
It has to be clariﬁed if such a close contact between face-to-face and virtual learning requires own didactical strategies for the involved types of teaching and learning. Can the
traditional didactics of face-to-face learning be used or do we require novel approaches?
How do learners and lecturers experience the linking? This question will be answered
by comprehensive practical tests with intensive pedagogical supervision in the upcoming
term.
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Abstract: In this paper, the development of a personal mobile Geographic
Information System is described. The system is configured in a client-server
architecture, involving mobile clients and a servicing server. With the use of
Global Positioning System, the locations of a group of mobile clients are identified
and these pieces of information are sent to server for additional services. For
demonstration, the system is used as a real-time location tracking system. It not
only provides the tracking of the users, but also serves as a monitoring system for
issuing emergency call, whenever an abnormal scenerio is identified. These
designs well illustrate how the mobile and Internet technologies can be used to
enhance this kind of applications. The same framework has also been extended for
fleet management to demonstrate its potential applications in logistics industry.

1 Introduction
Geographic Information System is an integration of hardware and software for the access
of spatial data and services. Recently, with the advance development of mobile
communications and Internet Technologies, mobile GIS has been widely explored
[FWZ08,LPH08]. Together with the Global Positon System (GPS), the mobile GIS
forms a powerful tool for real-time positioning and navigations. This kind of data also
serves as a key element for the success of many location-based applications
[Ab97,RM03], such as Intelligent transportation, on-spot tour guide, emergency services
and so on.
In this paper, it is aimed to share our experience in designing a low-cost personal mobile
GIS, which is simple and ease to use. The system can help to manage the serious
accidents frequently happened on hikers and other outdoor sport participants in the
countryside, for which life is lost due to the difficulties of spotting their locations.
Moreover, it helps to identify the location of elderly if necessary.
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The proposed system is formulated in a client-server architecture, providing services for
a maximum of 10 mobile clients with a server. Clients can view and keep track of their
own and the others’ locations on request by their mobile phones, while the same
information is available at the server side or the associated webpage.
The proposed system can be easily extended to other location-related applications and
services, such as a fleet management for a small logistics company as illustrated in this
paper. It is also demonstrated how the available services in Internet (such as
GoogleMaps) can be used to facilitate our design.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Sect. 2, the fundamental technologies
adopted in this system are briefly described. The design and the operations of the
personal GIS are then explained in details in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4, the design is furhter
extended for the application of fleet management. Finally, conclusion remarks are drawn
in Sect. 5.

2 Technological Background
2.1 Global Positioning System
Nowadays, the global positioning system (GPS) has been widely used in our daily life.
In order to locate the longitude and latitude of a terminal, at least 3 satellites’ data is
required. In the case that altitude is needed, four satellites’ data is demanded. Our system
is assumed to be operated under an environment that GPS is well-utilized, and the
National Marine Electronics Association transmission standard, NMEA0183, is adopted
for real-time positioning. NMEA0183 is currently the most common protocol for GPS
receivers in the market. There are six different formats for NEMA data sentences, where
only two, namely the GPGGA and GPRMC sentences, are to be used in our system.
From GPRMC sentence, the UTC time, status, latitude, latitude direction, longitude,
longitude direction, speed (in knot), head direction and date are obtained, while
horizontal dilution of precision, altitude, satellite used are acquired from GPGGA
sentence.
2.2 Bluetooth Communication
Since some mobile units may not include a built-in GPS receiver, our system support the
use of an external connected GPS receiver based on the Bluetooth protocol. Bluetooth is
a wireless communication standard, operating at a public frequency channel with
frequency of 2.4GHz, providing a maximum data rate of 3Mbps at a maximum distance
of 10 meters between the bluetooth devices.
By using the interface of Discovery Listener, mobile module can carry out searching and
querying of Bluetooth devices nearby. It scans all possible Bluetooth devices using the
JSR-82 standard, and by setting “Bluetooth Major Device Classes=7936”, non-GPS
receivers can be filtered out.
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Once a device with class of 7936 (i.e. a GPS receiver), the mobile program inquires for
the Bluetooth address, and establishes connection in the read-only mode with Stream
Connection. Data is then read continuously using Input Stream Reader. It should be
noticed that the baud rate is not necessary to be set up, but the GPS will transmit the
NMEA 0183 sentences in serial with a transmission rate of 4800bps.
2.3 General Packet Radio Service
The General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) introduces packet switching onto a GSM
network. Since it only occupies the network resource when there is a data transmission,
it is more cost effective. In this project, GPRS is used for the communication between a
mobile unit and the server.
2.4 Short Message Service
Short message service (SMS) is now widely used for the communications between
mobiles in text mode, as its cost is much lower than the voice service. A SMS message is
limited to 140 alphanumeric characters. However, it is good enough for using SMS to
send alert message to the designated contact person by the server, once the predefined
abnormal behaviour is identified. For example, a hiker stays in a particular location for a
very long time, which probably implies the occurrence of injury or accident. A GSM
phone is hence constructed by AT commands to send “warming” to a designated phone
number: AT↵ AT+CMGF=1↵ AT+CMGS=“12345678” ↵warming↵ctrl+z↵
2.5 GoogleMaps
GoogleMaps is a free map service provided by Google, for which two kinds of images,
vector map and satellite photos versions, are available. In order to further promote the
service, Google provides a set of API [Go1] that allows users to combine the map
service with their webpage, and so non-commercials users can obtain the map as an
image based on URL parameters sent through a standard HTTP request. For mobile user,
images of 320x240 pixels are downloaded (as shown in Fig. 3). Similar method is also
applied in order to develop the corresponding location tracking website for our system
(See Fig. 6).
Some other useful and informative services are also available in GoogleMaps. For
example, the driving route between two locations and the total distance can be obtained:
var directions = new google.maps.Directions();
directions.load("from: 26 Jordan Road, Kowloon, Hong Kong to: 83 Tat Chee Avenue, Kowloon, Hong
Kong");
google.maps.Event.addListener(directions, "load", function() {
document.body.appendChild(document.createTextNode(directions.getDistance().meters));

The recent developed Google AJAX API further enhances the service by allowing
loading-on-demand service [Go2].
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3 A Design of Personal Mobile GIS
3.1 System Overview
The overall architecture of our system is depicted in Fig. 1. It includes two main parts:
clients having their own mobile phones with GPS devices (external or internal) and a
Desktop Server. The followings describe the basic operations.

Figure 1. The architecture of the personal mobile GIS
Firstly, the client program connects to a Bluetooth GPS receiver or a built-in GPS
module to obtain the real-time location of the user. Based on the map calibration data
and the received GPS data, the program spots the current location of the user by plotting
a dot onto the map image. The refreshment rate is per 5 seconds. At the same time, user
can choose whether he would like to report this information to the desktop server via a
cellular phone data network for tracking purpose. One can also use it as a two-way GPS
mapping device, identifying his own current location.
Once the sever program received the incoming traffic and after data processing, the
sender’s current location will be tracked onto the desktop screen. The server program
also manages any location enquiry and uploads the information to a designated web
server utilizing a GoogleMaps service. People can hence track those mobile phone users
by simply browsing through internet.
A monitoring system has also been developed. If the location of a particular user remains
at the same place for too long (exceeding some designated period of time), the server
will instruct its attached mobile phone to send out an alert SMS by AT commands via
USB connection.
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3.2 Client Program Design
Both the client and server programs are developed with Java for portability. Figure 2
depicts the flow diagram of our design, respectively. To run the client program, a mobile
phone with capabilities in Java CLDC 1.1, MIDlet 2.0 is needed. The developed system
has been tested in Motorola E2, Nokia 6120c and SE K810i.
After starting the program, the user is required to enter his name, the IP and port of the
server and the time interval for reporting position data, as shown in Fig. 3 (a). Once this
data inputted, it is to be saved in the mobile phone and shown automatically next time. If
all the fields are left blank, the program will still continue, but location reporting will be
disabled.
The mobile will then search for the Bluetooth GPS receiver device. If the receiver is on,
the screen will be updated as shown in Fig. 3 (b). With the option selection, user can
now report its location to server depending on the mobile phone system default access
point, such as GPRS or 3G or Wi-Fi by setting iNet On as shown in Fig. 3 (c). Figure 4
(a) depicts the case when internet connection is on (“iNet On” and the time of latest
transmission will be shown at the right-bottom corner).
The user’s location is to be updated onto the map image every 5 seconds as shown in
Fig. 4 (a), by continuously reading GPS data from either an external or a built-in GPS
receiver, till the user turns off the function. At any time, the user can turn on/off both
GPS and location reporting functions.
The locations of the other users registered in the server can also be obtained by entering
into Query mode. Figure 4 (b) shows the list obtained by querying the server about all
the other users, and the location of another user (say May) is then shown as Fig. 4 (c) by
pressing the corresponding number.
3.3 Server Program Design
The flow diagram of the server program is depicted in Fig. 5. It reads the user
configuration file during start-up. If the configuration file is missing or invalid, the
program will prompt the user to input the data again. This information is important for
the tracking purpose, and due to the limitation of pages, only the users need “GPS
mapping” are considered.
Additional utility functions are also developed in the system to allow user for calibrating
their map images and generating the mobile jar-program automatically.
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Figure 2. Flow diagram for the mobile unit
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Figure 3. (a) Login page (b) Starting page (c) Option selection for INet On

Figure 4. Location tracking on mobile phone (a) user’s location (b) query of other users
(c) location of another user

The users’ locations are received by the server when the Internet listening function is
‘On’ (the user also needs to turn on the tracking function at his mobile side). The
processed position information will then be displayed both graphically on the map and in
text. The old reported locations are in blue, while the latest one is in yellow, as depicted
in Fig. 6 (a). The trace of a particular user can be logged in a gpx format, which is XML
based format for position data exchange. The system supports a maximum number of 10
users. The server also manages any location query from a user by replying all the other
users’ location to the requester.
In particular to safeguard the hiker, a special emergency SMS function is implemented.
For example, if the mobility node stays in an area of 100 meter radius over a preset
period, says 30 minutes, the server will send out a SMS to a designated mobile phone
number via the attached GSM phone/modem as an alert.
If a web server is available, the same location information can be uploaded to the web
server via FTP protocol. By the use of Google Maps API [Go1], the current locations of
the users can be monitored on GoogleMaps via the html page from the web server, as
shown in Fig. 6 (b).
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Figure 5. Flow diagram for the server program

Figure 6. Location of users displayed (a) at server side (b) onto GoogleMaps
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4 Extended Applications
The application of our framework can be easily extended for the use in other locationbased services. In this section, it is applied for a car fleet management system, well
suited for a small company.
4.1 Overview
Our design is modified for a low-cost car fleet management system, including three
major parts: the server, the desktop clients and mobile clients. Database is implemented
in the server, in order to deliver job records, drivers’ current positions and so on. The
serve also used as a business logic/GIS server. Desktop client allows operational staff to
manage the job records and generate business reports. Mobile client is located at driver’s
side, reporting current driver’s position to server, acquiring new job from the server and
reporting the job status to the server.

Database

Desktop
internet

Business Logic /
GIS server

Mobile Clients with GPS receiver

Figure 7. The architecture of the mobile GIS for fleet management
4.2 Flow of the Job Management
The operational staff submits a new job to the system with a specified service time.
Jobs are classified into two main types: short-term job (to be served immediately or
hours later) and long-term job (to be served demanded in next day(s)).
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4.2.1

The Short-Term Jobs

The process on short-term jobs is described as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Server submits the pick up point query to Google for the retrieval of its latitude /
longitude. An example of URL enquiry is: http://maps.google.com/maps/geo?q=83
Tat Chee Avenue, Kowloon, Hong Kong&output=csv [Go2].
The result is then compared with the positions of free-status drivers updated by the
mobile clients, and their distances are calculated.
The nearest driver will automatically be selected but this choice needs to be
confirmed by the operational staff (see Fig. 8).
The status of the selected driver status is then updated in the database.
The Mobile Client receives the new job via regular update (see Fig. 9).
The driver can confirm or reject the new order.
If the driver accepts the job, the status of the job will be updated in the database.
Otherwise, the system will suggest another driver to the operational staff. On the
other hand, the operational staff can also assign driver manually.

Figure 8. Interface in Desktop Client
4.2.2

The Long-term Jobs

For long-term jobs, a multiobjective Genetic Algorithm (GA) [YT09] can also be
incorporated. Based on the distances between pick-up points of each job and the depot (it
is also obtained by performing the query to GoogleMaps as discussed in Sect. 2.5),
optimal routing of multiple vehicles can be obtained with the minimization of the total
distance and servicing time. Figure 10 depicts one of the optimal solutions to handle 14
jobs, assuming that there are 4 vehicles in a depot.
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Figure 9. User Interface at Mobile Client: (a) Login page (b) Menu page (b) Job received
at Mobile Client

Figure 10. The routes of the four vehicles obtained with GoogleMaps API
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5 Conclusion
In this paper, two geographic information systems enhanced by mobile communications
and Internet Technology have been presented. The first one is a personal GIS, which
serves as a real-time location tracking system. This can help to monitor the activities of
hikers or outdoor activity participators, and also identify the location of elderly if
necessary. The location of a particular mobile client is obtained by GPS and reported to
the server via the GPRS or 3G. Any abnormal case will trigger an alarm message to a
designated person using SMS. The system has been tested in Motorola E2, Nokia 6120c
and SE K810i. The same concept can easily be extended for the design of a fleet
management system. Based on the GPS information of each driver, an incoming job can
be suitably and automatically assigned to the nearest driver. Moreover, a Genetic
Algorithm can also be included for identifying the optimal routing of vehicles for
multiple jobs. In both cases, it is also demonstrated that the recent developments in
Internet service, in particular the GoogleMaps and its services, can greatly enhance these
kinds of designs, making a low-cost personal GIS possible.
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Abstract: Over the past years, a new kind of understanding and utilization of Internet
services has emerged. People successfully form online communities and contribute
actively. Facebook is one example for such an online social network (OSN) which has
attracted millions of Internet users within a very short time period. In this paper we
follow the idea to expand the virtual world spanned by OSNs into the user’s real world.
To achieve this goal, we apply the mobile agent paradigm as a connector concept to
strengthen the integration of users. As an example for OSNs we rely on Facebook.

1

Introduction

As we have moved further into the virtual world that started with the World Wide Web
in its initial version we are now a couple of years into the Web 2.0 era. In the seamless transition from ”Web 1.0” to Web 2.0 communication and organization have changed
drastically. Today, the Web is the most popular communication channel for accessing and
sharing information. At the beginning, and to some degree even today, the Web was highly
unorganized. The start-up period of Web 1.0 was characterized more by data assembling
than information organization, which followed no general standard. We now see a more
standardized Web enhanced by semantic meta data and network services. Using network
services, the entire media spectrum is becoming available in a standardized fashion and
replaces the browsing of plain Web pages. Network services open a way to retrieve and
combine data items into new media and information aggregates. Online social networks
(OSN) like Facebook [Fac] and MySpace [Incb] are ready to announce network services
as new media. Thus, we see that there is a shift from what could be called vertical to horizontal communication. Even users participating in online social networks are empowered
to announce their own services. Moreover, everyone now has a voice and the possibility to spread news, rumors, photos and links at tremendous speed easily into the public
community sphere.
In this article we used Facebook as the basis for a new kind of OSN extension. The online
social network Facebook enables its users to present themselves in an online proﬁle, accumulate friends and view each other’s proﬁles. Facebook members can also join groups
based on common interests and create their own environment by adding Facebook extensions and sharing them with their friends. The idea of the FacebookAgent application is
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based on the results of the joint research project called MobiSoft that was run by Friedrich
Schiller University Jena (FSU), the agent factory GmbH, and Godyo AG. The project was
funded by the Thuringian Ministry of Economy, Technology and Labor. In MobiSoft we
aimed at different application scenarios of personal assistants (on mobile devices) that
range from information retrieval and control of legacy systems in industry to the support
of human interactions in all places where people come together [EKR+ 08]. Especially
those scenarios focused on the support of human interactions and communities attracted
further research interests. With MobiSoft and our industrial strength research in the ﬁeld
of mobile agents (Tracy), a technological infrastructure for mobile agent based community
applications was established: The Tracy agent system executable on Java-enabled (mobile)
devices, with a set of possible add-on features, and Tracy agents which are able to make
multiple hops between Tracy-enabled networked devices.
The integration of mobile devices into community systems is challenging. Typically the
usage of a mobile device happens at the spur of the moment. Social-mobile applications
must, therefore, be simple to use. Mobile agents are well suited to provide essential support
in this matter, due to their autonomous nature.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Within the next section we discuss the
evolution of online social networks and analyze assistant integration. In section 3 we
highlight FacebookAgent. In section 4 we review the approach and present our related
results. Finally we give a conclusion.

2

Related Work

Online social networks have been the global consumer phenomenon of 2008. Nielsen Online points out, that social network and blogging sites are now the fourth most popular
activity on the internet ahead of personal emails [Com09]. The story is consistent across
the world and dates back to the early days of computer networks. Following the SixDegrees.com experience in 1997, the doyen of social network sites, that allowed its users to
create proﬁles, invite friends, organize groups, and surf other user proﬁles, hundreds of
social networks spurred online [AG06, Gob09]. The growth of popularity is motivated in
an Internet community where people spend their time interacting with others. Like micro
blogs people generate news feeds about their daily lives that cultivate friendships.
In our daily life mobile communications has a most important value. Thereby, mobile
communication devices and applications are primarily designed to increase efﬁciency and
productivity, as well as to manage our fast way of life. However, that growth in popularity
of mobile communications is only half the story. For many people, particularly younger
users, cell phones, smart phones, and other handhelds primarily have a social function
[EP05]. A few small companies are beginning to exploit the growing demand for socialmobile applications and start a new market of mobile social-software services (MSS).
One of the ﬁrst deﬁnition of social-mobile application was given by Lugano (TeliaSonera
Finland) as mobile-social software (MoSoSo), deﬁned as a class of mobile application
whose scope is to support social interaction among interconnected individuals [GL:07].
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We present here only a brief survey of the currently most popular social software services,
which is only a selection of the upcoming boom. For our approach the challenge is the
aspect of facilitating, augmenting, and promoting human social interaction by electronic
personal agents in the daily mobile life.
One of the most popular MSSs applications is dodgeball [Inca], a New York-based socialmobile network with thousands of users across the US. After a registered user enters the
network friends receive a text message indicating the check-in location and time in case
they want to get together. The service will also notify a user if a friend, or friend of
a friend is checking in. In the UK, rummble [Rum] helps mobile users locate nearby
friends, friends of mutual acquaintances, or even strangers with matching preferences. Yet
another is Plazes [gG] a location-aware interaction system that helps mobile users hook up
with friends or other like-minded people anywhere on the globe. With match2blue [mUI]
there is a social-software service under development based only on mobile phones. The
service allows to access proﬁle matchers wherever mobile social network users happen
to be. Users can make contact with other mobile phone users who share similar interests.
Jambo Networks [Net] focuses on widely-used mobile devices like Wi-Fi-enabled laptops,
cell phones, and PDAs to match people within walking distance who have similar interests
and would like to meet face to face. However, in a nutshell we could not ﬁnd any further
support by personal assistants.
Additionally, over the past years, Intel Research Seattle has designed, studied, and built
several social applications like Houston [CESL06, oWS, Smi05], an application designed
to investigate the utility of mobile social-support networks. Houston is oriented towards
physical ﬁtness and weight management, but the general principles apply to many other
areas where friends share experiences and generate mutual support. With Houston, group
members share step counts from their pedometers automatically via mobile phones for
example, ”Joe made it to 10,000 steps today!”. We are already sharing our daily life
experiences with the community, as with twitter, where prominent events like ”There’s
a plane in the Hudson. I’m on the ferry going to pick up the people. Crazy.” are posted.
[Kru09]. Given by a selection of most popular social services, we are in the starting blocks
to use online social networks as living social communities. The number of social networks
is growing fast. These sites account for one in every 11 minutes going online [Com09] and
people spend more and more time online, managing by hand their social communities.
In [EKR+ 08, KBR06] Erfurth and Kern present as an alternative social mobile assistants
as way to manage MSSs. Porkahr et al. endorse this path by proposing ”Agents: Technology for the Mainstream?” [PBL05]. A combination of these two ﬁelds – OSNs and mobile
agents – could not be found in literature and in OSNs we analyzed. There are no facilitating, augmenting, and promoting human social interactions assisted by personal agents.
However, we expect efforts there within the next years.
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3

FacebookAgent

FacebookAgent is a social-mobile application for the OSN Facebook. With FacebookAgent a Facebook member is linked with Facebook via a personalized mobile software
agent. This agent is a virtual substitute for the member and is able to update the member’s
personal data (e. g. current location) autonomously and inform the user on events arising
at the Facebook site. FacebookAgent is also runnable on mobile devices to support mobile
community members. It uses Facebook features and carries them to the user’s device. Additional community features outside of Facebook are also possible (e. g. ﬁnding interesting
people nearby) but not yet implemented.
For our agent-based community experiment we choose Facebook as an OSN due to the
fact that it is very popular, especially with younger people. Facebook, created in 2004,
reports to have more than 175 million active users. The site is used on a very regular base
by its users: The typical user spends about 20 minutes a day on the site, and two-thirds
of users log in at least once a day [Cas06]. After its success among college students,
Facebook launched a high school version in 2005. In the following year, the company
introduced communities for commercial organizations, a feature that was used by 22,000
organizations within the same year [Smi06].
Facebook itself has a number of community features. The Wall is a space on every user’s
proﬁle page that allows friends to post messages and attachments for the user. The Pokes
feature allows users to send a virtual ”poke” to each other (a notiﬁcation that tells a user
that they have been poked). Photos and albums can be uploaded with the Photos feature.
There is also a Status, which informs user’s friends of their whereabouts and actions. The
Wall of a user is visible to other Facebook members who are able to see that user’s proﬁle
(depends also on user’s privacy settings). News Feed on every user’s homepage shows
conﬁgurable information like upcoming events and birthdays related to the user’s friends.
The mentioned Facebook features are, or rather can be, utilized by the FacebookAgent
application. The content is controlled or modiﬁed by agents on behalf of the user.

3.1

Applications integration on the Facebook platform

Facebook offers a sophisticated plug-in system, which gives the opportunity to integrate
your own applications into the platform. This way it is possible to integrate other applications, platforms or services with Facebook and – if the installing user permits this – access
the user’s data and other services from those. Applications can be found using the search
function in Facebook. Alternatively the user can choose from the product directory. Additionally one might recommend an application to friends, when installing, though most
application adds seem to stem from the proﬁle boxes [Smi07].
Facebook’s REST-like interface can be used by multiple client libraries or APIs, that are
usually provided as open source. Ofﬁcial libraries are offered for PHP and JavaScript,
but there are various third party libraries available for Java, C#, Ruby and many more
[Fac08a]. In order to connect to the Facebook Server every application has to be registered
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3.3

Agent System Toolkit

Over the past years, we’ve developed the Agent System Toolkits Tracy as version named
Tracy2SE and Tracy2ME. The latter one naturally beneﬁted from our experiences with the
Tracy2SE version being a lightweight version of the former for mobile devices. Tracy2SE
relies on a micro kernel architecture, compare Figure 3, whereas its predecessor applied a
strict 3-tier design which proved to be far to monolithic in action. On top of the kernel,
a number of plug-ins provide the actual functionality of a Tracy system. For example,
message exchange among agents, agent migration, or several security mechanisms are
realized as plug-ins. As with all plug-ins, the kernel is responsible to control the agent
life cycle and to coordinate interactions among agents and plug-ins. Over the last years,
this highly modular and extensible architecture proved to be useful, as it is very easy to
adapt a base Tracy system to custom needs by simply deﬁning the set of necessary plugins and corresponding agents. One of the main aims of the mentioned MobiSoft Project
[EKR+ 08] was to port Tracy2 to the Java Micro Edition environment to allow for the
usage of agents and agent migration on mobile devices. MobiSoft targeted to host agents
on mobile devices and has enabled agent migration between mobile phones via Bluetooth
and to distant hosts over GPRS, UMTS or Wi-Fi.
Looking at the architecture, Tracy is divided into three major components: the agent layer,
the plug-in layer and the kernel as their foundation. Plug-ins and agents follow speciﬁc
design rules described in [BR05] and [Sch08]. Both Tracy2SE and Tracy2ME provide at
least one agency, which is used by different kinds of agents. In our FacebookAgent application, there are two different agent-types: Multiple mobile Tracy2ME agents, that im-
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plement one function per agent and the corresponding GUI, and one stationary Tracy2SE
agent, that is able to communicate with the ME-agents and use the SocialNetwork plug-in
(see Sec. 3.4) to communicate with Facebook.

3.4

Plug-in System and Communication

For the FacebookAgent application three different Tracy plug-ins have been developed to
couple Facebook with our agents. The main plug-in is SocialNetwork (SNP), which is
designed as a generic social networking solution. It makes use of the platform-speciﬁc
Facebook plug-in (FP) that uses the facebook-java-api (see [Fac08b]) to access Facebook
data and functions. The third plug-in SocialUserProﬁles (SUPP) is used to store information about the user, his connections and the corresponding agent in a user proﬁle. As
Facebook requires user interaction during the login process even when using the API, the
Facebook plug-in acts like a scripted browser to circumvent the manual, that is browser
driven login process. That way, agents can login in a fashion that is transparent for the
user.
The Facebook application Facebook AgentWall (FAW) can be used to conﬁgure the agents
behaviour and represents the system towards other Facebook users. It’s the starting point
of the installation process and communicates with the SocialUserProﬁles and SocialNetwork plug-ins through Web services to store and retrieve conﬁguration data. Additionally
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it spawns a new Tracy2SE agent during the installation, which is needed for the communication with the mobile Tracy2ME agents. It’s implemented as a Java servlet and uses
FBML-containing Java server pages as templates.

4

Assessment of FacebookAgent and Related Endeavors

With the exemplary combination of Facebook and mobile agents we target our research on
a seamless integration of human life and OSNs with a special focus on mobile users. With
other words, mobile agents can be used to expand the virtual world spanned by OSNs into
the user’s real world. Humans which like to be part of an online community do not need
to be online in person. Personalized agents care for their integration. Thinking further,
persons who get in contact ofﬂine can be connected online too by exchanging OSN contact
details, using mobile agents. Agents can also be used to manage personal information
provided in OSNs. In the case where humans belong to different communities, agents may
deploy this information and may care for consistent data on the OSNs.
In another student project we have developed a combination of Second Life and mobile
agents. In such a virtual world characters monitored or controlled by agents can react to
inquiries or forward these to humans. Agents are even able to take over the execution of
simple tasks within the virtual world or/and within the networked OSNs.
For future mobile community applications more non-technical aspects in the social area of
potential users are also relevant e. g.
• Has usability reached an appropriate level for ad hoc mobile device usage?
• Is there a correlation between age and gender of potential users and the acceptance
of mobile application usage?
• Is the usage of mobile devices as a community interface accepted?
Consolidated ﬁndings in this interdisciplinary area are essential for a successful application of future technologies in the mobile sector. The user is the central element in
ubiquitous computing. As part of the MobiSoft project, we made a survey on campus
to investigate the acceptance of personal electronic assistants. We received over 1000 submissions of the online questionary (70% from students, 23% from staff). We asked the
participants to rank the importance of possibly available new services when using software assistants. For 70% of the participants services with software assistants in the library
sector (one application scenario in the project) were rated as important or very important.
In contrast to that, 61% of participants stated that it would be less important or not important at all to have assistants for cafeteria menu information on mobile devices (another
sample scenario).
Social-mobile assistants are generally ranked as at least partially important. The readiness of use is ranked nearly identical for all application areas. Despite of the fact that
the new technology of mobile personal assistants is not yet well known, about 50% of the
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Figure 5: Survey Results: Importance of Selected Mobile Applications

interviewed persons answered that they would perhaps use assistants. Fig. 5 presents the
results of the question to rank the importance of a possible application of mobile software
assistants in selected areas typically found at a university. Apparently the scenario ”learning groups” is a strong community application. About 1/3 of interviewees answered that
this scenario would be very important or at least important. Another third of the population
sees this scenario as partly important.
The aim and the systematic approach of MobiSoft, whereupon this work is based, we introduce in [EKR+ 08]. The results of the questinary helped and motivated us to investigate
the combination of mobile agents and communities in more detail. For sure the questionary is no evaluation for our experiment. However, we did not go into an evaluation
of the FacebookAgent because it is hard, or even unclear, how an evaluation could look
like. For such a community application, only the community can evaluate new features
and accept or discard them. This is similar to applications in the Web 2.0 area which are
often released as beta versions and improved if worthwhile.

5 Conclusion
FacebookAgent is one scenario to investigate the application of mobile agents in the context of community systems. As mentioned above, the MobiSoft project has already established a suitable technological basis in this context and has delivered a ﬁrst experience in
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the community ﬁeld. The experimental prototypes we used focused on the usage of agents
on mobile devices to support mobile and distributed communities. With FacebookAgent
an example for the combination of mobile agents and OSNs is realized. Taking this combination and the results of the MobiSoft project, the usage of OSNs by mobile community
members can reach a new level: With personalized mobile assistants the integration of
OSN community members in every day life is strengthened. Up-to-date information can
be provided within OSNs by electronic assistants autonomously and – vice versa – users
will be well-informed by their assistants.
Since 1998 we have been continuing our strategy in autonomous operating agents. Initial
start-up given by Prof. Rossak we achieved our ﬁrst goal in 2000 and 2003 by releasing
our Agent System Toolkits Tracy. Designed as a ﬂexible system driven by services new
functions are integrated by service plugins[BER00, BMG+ 04a, BMG+ 04b]. Along with
MobiSoft we transformed Tracy into a lightweigh Agent Toolkit running on mobile devices. Henceforth agents are able to operate into the mobile life [EES07]. By now we are
on the cusp of interdisciplinary agent work learning about social workﬂow compositions
(like MSSs, OSNs and domain speciﬁc knowledge) and experiencing with the idea of life
(genetic algorithm) to come closer for autonomous operating agents.
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Abstract: Our society is characterised by individuality, comfort and mobility. It
has been shown in many scientific studies that the mobile phone plays an
important role in our living and working environment. While navigation systems in
cars offer a high level of individuality, comfort and a high degree of integration
with the car electronics, there are no comparable solutions and services available in
public transport. In this paper, it is described that integrated solutions in public
transport can improve the user needs in terms of flexibility and convenience.
Although there are several individual mobile applications for rail information and
ticketing available, an integrated and profile-based solution is hard to find on the
market. We propose an integrative architecture that covers mobile trip planning,
intelligent mobile ticketing and community solutions during the trip. This shows
that our findings can enhance flexibility and comfort in public transport.

1 Motivation
In many situations, passengers feel comfortable when using public transport, but on the
other hand, they feel inflexible and mostly not well informed about the actual trip
information at changing points. It can also be detected that many customers are often
annoyed when using the existing ticketing solutions, e.g. waiting at ticketing machines
or queue at a counter. In most cases they are not so familiar with the complex handling
of existing traditional and mobile ticketing solutions. Apart from the multifunctional
mobile ticketing project Ring&Ride, which is introduced in the next sections, there are
hardly any comparable technical solutions combining intermodal1 mobile ticketing both
for long and short-distance travel.2 Intermodal mobile ticketing solutions can use
location information, e.g. GSM, W-LAN, GPS or NFC, of mobile phones for
reconstructing the route taken and calculating the corresponding fare. During the trip, it
is a unique opportunity in public transport to provide passengers with information and
entertainment/community offers, e.g. music, video, communities, travel guides.
1
2

Using short and long distance public transport on a trip, for example.
The touch&travel project uses near-field communication (NFC) [Ba09].
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A recent study in Germany [Zu05] found that the passengers would like to have better
support concerning how to get to the station and when to change vehicles in public
transport. Other studies [Vi08] pointed out that the market of mobile social communities
will grow steadily until 2012. Almost 25% of mobile subscribers will use mobile social
communities in 2012. The potential for advertising in mobile communities will also offer
a huge opportunity for the operators in the next few years [Vi08]. During the trip, the
passenger is responsive to “kill-time” offers. Typically, location-based services [Sa07;
BI08] can support the passengers with the relevant information services they need in this
situation. Beside the huge relevance of location-based information, personalisation of
services [Fr06] also plays an important role in the mobile environment. A customer’s
information, e.g. saved travel plans, home address, costs aspects and sightseeing, can be
used in an expedient manner for intelligent and integrated services.
Regarding the mobile device market, the prerequisites for an integrated solution are
given. Most applications are implemented as a browser-based or a client-based solution
on a mobile operating system. The market for smart phones3 is growing, especially from
2007 to 2008, the number has risen by 28% [Ca09].
The paper is structured as follows: in section 2, we describe the trip planning scenario.
The location-based mobile ticketing project Ring&Ride is introduced in section 3.
Section 4 illustrates different aspects of infotainment/community in public transport that
demand an open architecture capable to integrate third party services. Such an
architecture is sketched in section 5. Finally, section 6 summarises this paper and gives
an outlook to future work.

2 Trip Planning and Trip Management
In this section, the way a trip can be planned concerning departure and arrival details
will be shown.
Technological developments and increasingly powerful mobile end devices with features
like NFC or GPS can be linked with information systems (e.g. traffic and tourist). This
opens up completely new travel planning possibilities and provides support during an
intermodal trip. The expansion of mobile broadband networks allows for the provision of
information on maps both with static and dynamic content at a high bit rate. The
combination of these technologies and their integration into existing platforms creates
increasingly intelligent services and supports the customer’s satisfaction.
By providing travel details and making the position of the traveller known through
location technologies, e.g. GPS or W-LAN, as well as the current time of departure of
public transport4 and necessary information such as maps and details about the trip can
be shown.

3
4

For previous years see [Ca07].
Dynamic travel data of most transportation companies is available but not integrated in most cases.
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Making possible delays along the way, e.g. traffic jams or detours,5 known, the traveller
gets a reminder when he has to start his trip. While travelling to the station, the current
travel plan is continuously compared with the dynamic traffic data and position of the
user, and information about the current status is provided.6 At the station, the user is
informed about available parking spots and how public transport can be reached.
When getting on public transport, for example a train, the context-specific information
such as navigation within the train, to find the seat reserved, the restaurant, the train crew
or providing the restaurant’s menu and much more, is adapted. In case of delays or
connections, the traveller is informed in a timely manner, and another route may even be
calculated and recommended. If trip replanning is needed, alternative routes are
determined and the relevant information, e.g. dynamic traffic data or maps in stations,
are provided to the passenger’s device as well.7
At changing points, the traveller is guided along the way by in-house localisation and
map navigation to the connecting public transport. Depending on the length of his
stopover, further information, e.g. on museums or restaurants, can be provided as well.
The traveller is then accompanied from the final station to the destination originally
entered.
A high level of usability facilitates the acceptance of a service. Attention should also be
paid to an easy installation on the customer´s device. An example of interactive handling
is Apple’s Appstore for downloading and installing as well as using the iPhone services.
The user must not feel overwhelmed or even bothered due to a flood of information.
Another benefit of adequate user interaction is the possibility of receiving relevant
information either sent by the operator (push mode) or requested actively by the traveller
(pull mode), a choice made by the user himself, depending on the situation, for example
if making a connection becomes critical. Further important aspects are the user interface
and interaction design for easy navigation through the service and clear presentation of
the interface on a restricted display size of existing mobile devices. By integrating
personal data, the trip can be tailored specifically to the traveller’s needs. Preferences
like reserving a window seat, the quickest or most convenient connections or an
interesting entertainment program can be taken into consideration.
Currently, there are a number of applications for trip planning, e.g. Fahrplan (iPhone),
ZugInfo (iPhone), FahrInfo VBB (iPhone), SBB Fahrplan (iPhone),8 DB Railnavigator,9
available on the market. Some of these applications include location features for
determining the position of the traveler, but dynamic traffic data is currently integrated
in an inadequate way.

5

http://www.adac.de/Verkehr/mobiledienste/default.asp or http://mobil.verkehrsinfo.de/
A project at T-Labs was conducted by the University of Bonn which dealt with time management while
traveling to a station. The status was shown as a green, yellow or red light, for example, depicting more than
enough time to reach the station on time, being short of time, and not having enough time at all, respectively.
7
For trip replanning see [MLE07].
8
For applications for the iPhone, see http://www.apple.com/de/iphone/appstore/
9
For DB Railnavigator, see http://www.bahn.de/p/view/buchung/mobil/railnavigator.shtml
6
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Although delays of long distance vehicles (e.g. trains) are considered, dynamic traffic
data for short distance (e.g. trams and underground) is currently missing in the
applications above. Whereas some services use Google Earth to display the current trip,
neither true, dynamic door-to-door navigation, trip replanning, intermodal mobile
ticketing, personalization nor travel guides can be found in any of the services so far. For
the system to plan the trip in its entirety, including trip replanning, it is necessary to have
access to the transportation companies’ dynamic traffic data on all the means of
transportation required for the trip. In order to realize convenient and dynamic, real time
door-to-door navigation in the above-mentioned scenarios, the user’s position has to be
continuously determined. Localisation is also important for status information regarding
delays or time remaining to reach the desired means of transportation, for instance, or for
providing environment-specific travel plans like historical buildings or cultural
institutions.

3 Location-Based Mobile Ticketing
3.1 Ring&Ride overview
An example of a mobile ticketing project which uses location data for ticketing is the
Ring&Ride10 project [Lu08]. In contrast to most other mobile ticketing systems,
Ring&Ride is based on the check-in/check-out concept, i.e. the customer has to take an
action not only at the beginning, but also at the end of the trip. When starting, he dials a
toll-free phone number and receives a ticket (SMS) that is valid for both long distance
(Deutsche Bahn) as well as for short distance travel. At the end of the trip, the passenger
dials the number again to signal that the trip has been finished. The customer’s location
is determined at the starting point and at the destination, but also during the trip at
defined time intervals (cf. fig. 1). Therefore, the mobile phone has to be switched on
during the whole journey to enable the system to record the location information. After
the check-out call, the location data is transferred to a subsystem called “route tracing”,
which has access to infrastructure (public transport networks, i.e. bus and train stations,
as a geo-coded database) and timetable data (schedule) and uses the combination of both
together with the location data collected to determine the customer’s route.
Depending on the positioning accuracy, often not just one, but several possible routes are
found. Results have shown that most of the routes did not differ much; for example, they
all matched the means of transport and lines available and only differed in the start or
end stop, with a corresponding time shift [WS07]. The last steps in the Ring&Ride
process are to calculate the corresponding fare and to send the customer an invoice.

10
The project was supported by the German Federal Ministry for Economics and Technology and carried out
between 2005 and 2008 by Deutsche Telekom AG together with the Technical University Braunschweig, WVI
GmbH, Deutsche Bahn AG and other public transportion companies based in Berlin.
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Figure 1: Location data (GSM) for a trip in Ring&Ride

The Ring&Ride idea has the following advantages: For customers, especially occasional
and new ones, it means fewer restrictions and the possibility to take a trip spontaneously
without any knowledge of tariffs or ticketing machines. Ring&Ride also supports the
idea of intermodal public transport across Germany. For the transport companies, it
would reduce ticket distribution costs (at least in the long run) by using existing
infrastructure.
Two user interfaces were developed: the interactive voice response system (IVR) interface can be used by every type of mobile phone. The Ring&Ride application (for: Java
or Windows Mobile) additionally provides route and pricing information (after the trip).
In Ring&Ride, different location technologies were used and compared. It is examined
how the various location methods provide different qualities of location data during trips
with different kinds of public transport vehicles and at stations. In particular, the quality
of the calculated routes increased significantly using GPS or W-LAN location methods,
even if they were only available for parts of the route. These findings can be helpful to
optimize location methods to support all kinds of travel support use cases.
3.2 Location methods for travel scenarios
The location subsystem of the Ring&Ride system, which is the component responsible
for collecting and integrating location information from different sources, hides the
variety of possible location technologies from the other subsystems and uses the most
suitable method for each situation. All location information is structured in the same
way. A “position” consists of longitude and latitude (the centre of the radio cell), the
accuracy (the radius of the cell) and a timestamp as well as the location technology used.
First, only location data from GSM/UMTS mobile networks, provided by Deutsche
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Telekom’s PPGW11, was used. In the second step, GPS and W-LAN localisation was
added, but GSM was still used as a fallback solution whenever the other location
technologies failed or were temporarily unavailable. The location subsystem was
designed to be flexible and extensible for new location technologies: it would be
possible to add GALILEO and NFC technologies without requiring major changes.
Table 1 shows how the location technologies work in different situations on a trip.
GSM/UMTS, GPS and W-LAN were tested in and around Berlin in Ring&Ride. The
NFC technology is used in the Touch& Travel project by Deutsche Bahn [Ba09].
Distribution of
mobile devices
Location cost
Quality of
location
Location at
stations

GSM/UMTS
Every device

GPS
Only modern devices

Depends on
provider, contract
Cell radiuses vary
from 200 m to
several km
yes

Only for data
transmission
High precision
(distance <50m)
Problems in buildings
and with roofs

Location on
trains

Mostly (some
problems in
tunnels)

Location on
underground
Location on
buses, trams

No12

Big problems in trains
because modern glass
windows obstruct
“view” of satellite
No

Yes

Yes (mostly)

W-LAN
Only modern
devices
Only for data
transmission
Exact position (for
fixed W-LAN
router)
Depends on
existence of WLAN routers

NFC
Still few devices

No (even if WLAN exists on
train, it moves with
train)
Like for trains

No (even if NFC
terminal exists on
train, it moves with
train)
Like for trains

Like for trains

Like for trains

Only for data
transmission
Exact position (for
fixed NFC terminal)
NFC terminals have to
be installed

Table 1: Comparison of different location technologies

3.3 Hybrid positioning
In the Ring&Ride project, we designed and used hybrid positioning strategies, i.e. the
location subsystem uses whatever method is applicable in the situation to get the
customer’s location. We propose the following order to proceed whenever the
application needs location data:
•
•
•

Start with GPS due to high precision. If GPS is not available, try W-LAN.
If neither GPS nor W-LAN works (e.g. on train), use GSM as fallback solution.
NFC requires user interaction and the existence of NFC terminals. In situations
where a customer uses NFC (like checking in for a trip with Touch&Travel),
this location information should be included as well and override any other
information because of its high precision.

11 PPGW is Deutsche Telekom’s permission and privacy gateway, a trusted third party, neutral system
platform which provides interfaces to 4 mobile network operators in Germany for GSM location conforming to
German permission and privacy rules [EK06].
12 Even if people can telephone, the location may be wrong due to usage of repeaters in underground stations.
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4 Infotainment/Community
The situation of public transport travellers offers a unique opportunity to supply them
with information, entertainment or advertisements. During the trip, many travellers are
idle for some time and responsive to ”kill-time“ offers. With travel information at hand,
their situation can be characterised very precisely with respect to time and location.
Furthermore, personal preferences could be obtained through the integration of
community systems such as Facebook. This enables the transportation companies to
provide their customers with specially-tailored infotainment offers.
Both data storage systems and content are already available in established and widelyused systems. DB AG, for example, already offers their customers a personalised system
for travel information. Hence, detailed information about the travel schedule of a
particular customer can be made available.
Many different content storage systems are at hand and are used by mobile stand-alone
applications to retrieve location-specific information. Examples are AroundMe, WikiMe
etc. for the Apple iPhone. Personal preferences that go beyond travel-specific data are
maintained by an increasing number of people through diverse community systems such
as Facebook, Xing, LinkedIn etc. We propose to provide the missing link between these
systems by a RESTful architecture (cf. section 5) that brings the currently available
information together and ease to provide user interfaces for the diverse mobile platforms.
Community support is not limited to use of existing data. On the contrary, we see at least
two interesting forms of meaningful data generation caused by the travel: user generated
travel information and automated presence information. User generated content and user
generated links to existing content can be exploited to provide an increasingly rich and
valuable set of location-specific offers. Geoinformation systems such as Google maps
are already connected to location specific content such as user generated photos or
mixed-media content in wikipedia. There is no big technical barrier to deliver multimedia content about a customer‘s route or destination while she is travelling.
For a growing number of people presence in diverse community system is a daily
necessity. For microbloggers (such as Twitter users) the situation of travelling is
certainly worth to inform friends about it. But also more serious users of community
systems such as Xing are probably interested in updating their status online. An
integrated travel system as we propose it in this paper could support personalised
presence information by automated status updates.

5 Towards an Architecture for Integrated Travel Services
Fig. 2 shows how trip planning, mobile ticketing and third party services as infotainment and community support can be integrated to yield a convenient and coherent
service for travellers. We illustrate a proposed system architecture by focusing on four
use cases: plan trip, replan trip, select infotainment, and participate in community.
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We emphasise two requirements here: (1) both the traffic data service and all involved
third party services must be easily accessible and integrable and (2) diverse mobile client
platforms must be useable for the integrated service set.
State is crucial for trip planning in terms of timeliness of transport and resulting dynamic
expected arrival time.13 The data behind a trip plan changes dynamically during travel,
e.g. a train gets delayed so that a certain connecting train will be missed. With the
common session-based implementations (e.g. of the DB), trip plans are not persisted
server-side. New travel situations can not be detected automatically, but must be
perceived by the customer who manually has to create a new trip plan. Better support on
the client side is difficult to implement (poll) and very special for each client platform.
Hence, we suggest to reify the customer‘s individual trip plan as a server-side resource
as listing 1 exemplifies. We prefer a stateless client server communication for all trip
planning functions to the common session-based connections. The state of the trip plan is
therefore moved from the application to the resources.
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Figure 2: Illustration of trip planning, mobile ticketing and third party services

13

E.g. users can keep each other informed about the status of their trip. As well as providing navigation
information in cars, advanced TomTom navigation systems have a connection to cellular phones and can send
information to TomTom servers when a car has stopped on the highway. Live traffic information (when
multiple messages from the same road have to come within a certain timeframe) will suggest rerouting.
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Our suggested architecture follows the REST14 style [RiR07], i.e. each resource is
addressable by an URI and accessed via the standard http methods GET, POST, PUT
and DELETE. Resources are linked with each other. E.g. the XML sample for a trip plan
resource links to other resources like stations, trains and the user‘s final destination.
In fig. 3 we sketch the suggested resource-oriented architecture. The resources are
presented analogue to UML classes, e.g. /tripplans represents the set of all currently
stored trip plans on the travel management server while /tripplans/{id} represents
an individual trip plan as exemplified in listing 1 (with id = 0815). Each resource can be
accessed by the standard http methods. E.g. calling POST with an appropriate set of
parameters on /tripplans creates a new individual trip plan. Later on during the
travel, this resource might be updated with dynamic traffic data or user triggered
replanning by using the PUT method with appropriate parameters.

Figure 3: Sketch of resource oriented architecture

14

REST means representational state transfer and has evolved to a firm set of characteristics easing webservice interaction.
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Hence, the trip plan is persisted on the <TripPlan>
server and accessible for reading and <User><ID>0815</ID></User>
<Dest><URI>
updating by simply using the resource
bahn.de/tripplans/0815/destination
</URI></Dest>
URI and http methods. All client-server
<NextAction><URI>
bahn.de/tripplans/0815/idletime
communication is atomic and state-less,
</URI></NextAction>
so no session time outs will occur. <Connection>
<From><Station>
Furthermore the direct access to
<Name>Köln Hbf</Name>
<URI>bahn.de/stations/koeln</URI>
resources
provides
a
seamless
</Station>
integration with further information of
<Depart>2009.02.21_05:49</Depart>
</From>
the transport company. The trip plan is
<To><Station>
<Name>Berlin Hbf</Name>
linked with train and station
<URI>bahn.de/stations/berlin</URI>
information and the like as shown in
</Station>
<Arrive>2009.02.21_10:11</Arrive>
listing 1. To increase interoperability,
</To>
<With><Train>
special resources can extend the core
<Name>ICE 853</Name>
set (cf. fig. 3). For example, the time
<URI>bahn.de/trains/ICE853<URI>
</Train></With>
until the traveller needs to take action </Connection>
again, e.g. to disembark, is modelled as </TripPlan>
a resource on its own. Calling GET on
the resource /tripplans/0815/
idletime retrieves the current idle
time of the user. This allows a third
Listing 1: Abridged Trip Plan as XML
party service to search automatically
for movies with a maximum playtime by simply giving the URI to the idletime resource
as search parameter. That could easily be integrated into a html page of the public
transport company.
Resources can be represented in different formats, depending on the clients’ demands.
Hence, the same resources can be used by a web browser (receiving html) and e.g. an
iPhone application (receiving xml). The selection is done using the standard accept meta
data of the http call.

6 Outlook
In this paper, we show that integrated solutions in public transport consisting of trip
planning, location-based mobile ticketing and infotainment/community services can
enhance the customer´s satisfaction. We sketched an architecture how third party
services (e.g. community and infotainment) can be integrated. In order to continue with
these ideas, the proposed architecture needs to be adjusted to existing solutions (e.g.
mobile ticketing). In the future, a prototype that covers trip planning, mobile ticketing
and infotainment as well as community topics will be set up and implemented at
different public transportation companies.
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The integration of real-time information, infrastructure data and actual time table data
will also be a necessary task, considering that “single-sign-on” functionalities (e.g.
several public transportation companies) will enhance the usability and the comfort of
the solution proposed above. Additionally, primary research for customer evaluation and
acceptance tests should be considered in further work. Furthermore, business models
have to be analysed and different end-user devices have to be considered.
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Abstract: Web portals pioneered as one of the earliest adopters of personalization
techniques to help users dealing with the problem of information overload. Nowadays they are extensively used as a single-point of access to the vast amount of resources available on the Web and in enterprise intranets. A number of researchers
have been investigating the possibilities to enable portals to deliver the content in a
highly-personalized manner in order to provide users with a quick and efﬁcient access
to the subset of resources relevant to their information needs. However, in order to
achieve such a personalization effect, the portal needs accurate and up-to-date information about users, especially the information about their interests. In this paper, we
describe a hybrid approach to identifying user interests in Web portals. In our approach, the portal is enabled to “learn” the user interests from the content of visited
pages. In addition, it is empowered to provide users with an open access interface to
their user models to let them explicitly specify their interests and, in case of incorrectly
identiﬁed interests, outvote the portal.

1

Introduction

Web portals emerged in the late 1990s primarily as the gateways to different information
resources available on the Internet. Companies like AOL, Altavista, and Yahoo used them
to guide their user communities through the network. The ﬁrst portals provided users
with Web directories, fulltext search capabilities, and certain communication services like
email and chat. Later, portals gained special attention among enterprises as a platform
to integrate not only the corporate information resources, but also the company’s legacy
systems. Nowadays, a large number of organizations use portals extensively as a complete
e-business solution providing users a single-point of access to the vast amount of company
resources and applications. Furthermore, with the advent of Web 2.0, portals have gained
popularity as the gateways to community-driven resources like wikies, blogs, mashups,
and many others.
However, with the constantly expanding growth of information available through Web
portals, it has become more difﬁcult and time consuming to ﬁnd relevant resources. In
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today’s Web 2.0 this problem has become even more prominent due to the large number
of different users contributing. In case of a portal consisting of several hundred pages with
contributions from different members of a community, traditional hierarchical navigation
is no longer efﬁcient as it is not feasible for the administrator to come up with one optimal
topology that would ﬁt to the navigation patterns of every individual user. Furthermore, it
is unlikely that users will place the content that they contribute according to some plan an
administrator drew up. Thus, the portal industry is facing a challenging research question
- how to make portals adaptive to the information needs of individual users.
A number of researchers have been investigating the possibilities to create individual personalized information spaces, where the user could easily access the subset of resources
that are relevant to his/her information needs [GAP07, CGP07, BKA98]. However, in order to create such a personalized information space, the portal needs to “know” certain
information about the user. Such information is usually stored in a so called user model.
Brusilovsky and Millán deﬁned user model as “a representation of information about an
individual user that is essential for an adaptive system to provide the adaptation effect,
i.e., to behave differently for different users” [BM07]. Depending on the desired adaptation effect, the user model may contain such information as user interests, background,
goals, traits, etc.
In this paper, we describe a hybrid approach to identifying user interests in Web portals.
The goal of our research is to enable the portal to “learn” the user interests from the content of visited pages. In addition, we aimed to provide users with an open access interface
to their user models to let them explicitly specify their interests and, in case of incorrectly
identiﬁed interests, outvote the portal. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 and Section 3 provide details on the user model and domain model respectively.
In Section 4, we elaborate on the approach itself and describe the steps involved in the user
modeling process. In Section 5, we describe the prototypical implementation of our approach and provide results of a preliminary evaluation. Section 6 provides a short overview
of the previous research that has been done in the area of user modeling. Finally, Section
7 concludes the paper and outlines the directions for our future work.

2

User Model

In our approach, the user model logically consists of two parts: a static part and a dynamic
one. The static part contains the time invariant information about users: date of birth,
gender, ﬁrst language, etc. This is the information that users provide explicitly when they
register in the portal. In the dynamic part, we represent the constantly changing user
features, namely user interests.
Basically, we deﬁne user interest as a fact indicating that a given user is interested in a
certain term with a certain degree of interest. Here, the term is a reference to a concept
denoting either a real world object, like company, geographic location, person, etc., or an
abstract notion, like area of science, discipline, technology, etc. The concepts themselves
are stored in the underlying domain model, which is represented as an ontology providing
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machine-processable semantics of the contained entities (see Section 3).
The degree of interest denotes the extent to which the user is interested in a given term.
We distinguish three levels of interest and identify them by the following linguistic variables: interested, partially interested, and not interested. Also we introduce an auxiliary
linguistic variable blocked to mark the terms that were explicitly blocked by the user. This
information could be used by the portal to stop tracking user interest in the given term
as well as by the personalization engine to stop recommending resources about that term.
Section 4.3 explains in detail the methods for determining degree of interest.
Following the research described in [Sch06], we model user interests as time dependent
features. We assume that a user might be interested in a certain term only for a certain
period of time. For instance, a football fan is probably interested in the World Cup mostly
during the time period when the event takes place.
Thus, the interest user model is represented as a collection of tuples (U, T, I, V), where:
• U is the user portal ID
• T is the URI of an instance from the domain model
• I is the linguistic variable indicating the degree of interest
• V is the time period of the interest validity
For instance, the fact denoting an interest of a ﬁctional user Klaus in the World Cup 2010
can be represented as: (klaus, http://www.minerva-portals.de/domain-model.owl#World
Cup2010, interested, (2010-06-01, 2010-07-31)).

3

Domain Model

A domain model is a data model that deﬁnes concepts in a given domain, e.g., chemistry,
medicine, biology, etc. [GPFLC03]. We have chosen the ﬁnance domain for our proofof-concept implementation. Therefore, in our domain model we deﬁne the concepts that
users from the ﬁnancial realm may work with, such concepts as stock, bank, account, etc.
The domain model is represented as an OWL ontology1 (Figure 1), which deﬁnes the domain concepts as ontological classes by specifying their properties and relations to other
classes. E.g., an event Acquisition, denoting the fact of acquiring one company by another
one, is deﬁned as a subconcept of FinancialTransaction and is described by such attributes
as date, acquiree, acquirer, and transationAmount. The ontology is grounded on the Proton Upper Module2 , which deﬁnes upper-level concepts, such as organization, location,
person, etc. Under these concepts, we deﬁne ﬁnance-speciﬁc terms partially reused from
two existing ﬁnance ontologies, namely LSDIS Finance Ontology3 and XBRL Ontology4 .
1 http://www.minerva-portals.de/ﬁnance-domain.owl
2 http://proton.semanticweb.org/

3 http://lsdis.cs.uga.edu/library/resources/
4 http://xbrlontology.com/
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Figure 1: Domain Model

The domain model also contains instances of concepts. E.g., for the concept Company, we
specify such instances as “Microsoft”, “IBM”, “Google”, etc. Class instances are required
to represent speciﬁc user interests in the user model. Inclusion of new instances into the
ontology is performed automatically using the Calais service (see Section 4.1). We harness
the service in order to extract named entities (such as company, industry term, technology,
etc.) from the text of documents accessed by users. The extracted entities that are not
yet present in the domain model are then inserted into the ontology as instances of the
corresponding concepts.

4

Approach

Our approach to identifying user interests involves the following activities. First, the portal collects the terms indicating user interests into the user model by analyzing the content
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of visited pages as well as by allowing users to explicitly enter them through a special
interface. Second, the collected terms are semantically enriched by refering to the corresponding instances in the underlying domain model. Finally, for every collected term, the
portal determines degree of interest either by leveraging the term frequency, or semantic
relation among the terms, or by letting the user specify it explicitly.

4.1

Collecting Terms

In our approach, we distinguish two sources for collecting new terms into the user model.
First, we allow for automatic extraction of terms from the pages visited by the user. Second, we provide the user a possibility to manually enter new terms into his/her user model.
For the automatic extraction of terms, we leverage the Calais Web service5 . Calais is an
unstructured text analysis service, which can receive an HTML or plain text document as
an input and return an annotated document in RDF6 format. More speciﬁcally, the service
performs named entity recognition: it extracts certain general and business-related entities
such as company, location, person, etc. It also supports extraction of certain events and
facts, such as acquisition, bankruptcy, family relation, etc. We developed a special portlet
that analyzes the content of pages visited by the user with the Calais service and uses the
extracted entities to update the domain and user models. For every extracted entity, the
portlet checks if the domain model contains a matching instance. If it does not ﬁnd one,
it inserts a new domain instance using the information about the extracted entity provided
by the service, which includes the entity label, full name, and type. Afterwards, the portlet makes an entry in the user log where it speciﬁes the URI of the domain instance and
the number of occurrences in the document. Finally, the portlet determines the degree of
interest in the term (see Section 4.3) and inserts a new user interest into the user model.
In addition to the automatic extraction of terms, we empower users to manually enter new
terms. We developed a user modeling portlet (see Section 5) where the user can access the
terms stored in the underlying domain model and insert the terms of interest into his/her
user model.

4.2

Determining Semantics of Terms

As mentioned above, the semantics of the existing user interests is represented in the underlying domain model. In case when the user manually inserts a new interest, the portal
already “knows” its semantics because it is an existing domain instance. In the current
implementation of the approach, we allow users to select new interests only out of the
existing domain instances. However, we are currently investigating possibilities to enable
user communities to collaboratively edit the portal domain model by adding new concepts
and instances as well as connecting them through user-deﬁned relations. Thus in the future, we plan to enable users to specify new interests by adding a new ontological instances
5 http://www.opencalais.com/
6 http://www.w3.org/RDF/
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Figure 2: Fuzzy sets representing degree of interest

directly into the domain model.
In case of new terms extracted by the Calais service, the portal needs additional information to determine the semantics. For this purpose, we developed a mapping between
the Calais types and the concepts stored in the domain model. For every Calais type, we
identiﬁed a corresponding domain concept and mapped it to the Calais’ one through the
OWL sameAs property. For instance, domain concept StockIndex is mapped to the Calais
type MarketIndex through the following assertion: http://www.minerva-portals.de/ﬁnancedomain.owl#StockIndex owl:sameAs http://s.opencalais.com/1/type/em/e/MarketIndex. All
new terms coming from the Calais service are inserted into the domain model as instances,
which classes are determined using the mapping. E.g., using the above mentioned mapping, term FTSE 1007 will be inserted as an instance for the domain concept StockIndex.

4.3

Determining Degree of Interest

As described in Section 2, we distinguish three levels of user interest and identify them by
the following linguistic variables: interested, partially interested, and not interested. Every
variable is associated with a fuzzy set, which is deﬁned by the corresponding membership
function [Zad65, Kav04]. The membership functions are based on cumulative weight, a
real number that can take values from 0 to 1, that denotes importance of a certain term
for the user with respect to the other terms. We use this value to deﬁne the membership
functions that represent the degree of user interest; µni , µpi , µi show the degree to which
the user is not interested, partially interested, and interested in the given term (Figure 2).
The cumulative weight is a constantly changing value and can be determined with one of
the following three methods: log-based updates, inference-based updates, and user manual
updates.
7 Financial

Times Stock Exchange Index
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Figure 3: User modeling portlet

Log-based updates are performed automatically by the portal using the user log that stores
occurrences of the terms extracted from visited pages. For every term in the user model,
the portal calculates the term frequency value:
t
TFi,j = ! i,j
k

tk,j

where t is the number of occurrences of termi for userj , and the denominator is the total
number of occurrences of all terms registered for userj . The computed term frequency
value of termi is speciﬁed as the term’s cumulative weight, unless the user has already
manually speciﬁed his/her interest in the term.
Inference-based updates leverage the semantic relations among the instances in the domain model. This is when the portal identiﬁes new interests by propagating interest from
the terms for which the user model already contains information about (e.g. the user has
explicitly speciﬁed interest degree or it has been determined by the portal based on the
term frequency). For instance, if the user model contains a user interest in Berlin and
in the domain model Germany is connected to Berlin through the property hasCapital,
then the inference engine can propagate user interest from the former to the latter. The
taxonomical relations can be leveraged for interest propagation as well: interest can be
propagated from a child concept to its parent and vice versa.
User manual updates are performed by the user explicitly. We developed a user mod-
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eling portlet (displayed in Figure 3) through which the user can access and edit his/her
user model. The user can check the interest status generated by the portal and in case of
incorrectly identiﬁed interest, the user can outvote the portal by manually changing the
status, which will also affect the cumulative weight value. If the user promotes a term (e.g.
from not interested to interested), the cumulative weight of that term will be increased up
to the lowest cumulative weight value in the fuzzy set of “interesting” terms. Whereas,
if the user demotes a terms (e.g. from interested to not interested), the cumulative weight
will be set as the highest cumulative weight in the fuzzy set of “not interesting” terms. In
case the user blocks a term, the cumulative weight of that term will be set to 0.

5

Implementation and Preliminary Evaluation

The approach described above has been prototypically implemented in IBM’s WebSphere
Portal. Figure 4 illustrates the system architecture of the prototype. The portlet application
consists of three portlets. Content portlet provides users with news harvested via RSS
feeds from news websites like BBC and CNN. The pages displayed in the content portlet
are processed with the models update portlet, which sends the content to the Calais service
and based on the extracted entities updates the user and domain models. Finally, the user
model portlet, displayed in Figure 3, allows users to view content of their user models,
add new interests, and change interest status of existing terms. Additionally, the portlet
allows users to reorder the terms within the same interest group using the drag-and-drop
technique.

Figure 4: System architecture

The user model is implemented as a relational database. It stores information about user
interests and logs containing the user browsing history and user model updates. The domain model is implemented as an RDF triple store deployed in the Sesame Framework8 .
Access to the user model and domain model is provided through user modeling service
and domain modeling service respectively. The user modeling service provides such operations as, adding new log entry, performing log-based updates and user manual updates,
and providing user interest list. Whereas, the domain modeling service is used for adding
8 http://www.openrdf.org/
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new domain instances and getting information about the existing instances, such as main
label, aliases, and class.
The prototype has been evaluated with three ﬁctional users representing three countries,
namely, Germany, Russia, and France. Every user used the content portlet to read news
related to the country he or she is representing. The content of visited pages was processed
with the models update portlet, which created three corresponding user models. Table 1
shows the results of experiment.
User
Klaus
Dmitry
Isabelle

News
Topic
Germany
Russia
France

Visited
Pages
381
72
14

Total
Terms
638
226
45

Interested
5
8
28

Interests
Part. Interested
30
59
17

Not Interested
603
159
0

Table 1: Results of experiment

We compared the three generated user models and identiﬁed the following issues. As
the reader can see from Figure 5, the proportion of interests depends on the size of the
model. Here the user model of Klaus, the largest model, contains less than 1% terms that
the user is interested in, whereas in the user model of Isabelle, the smallest model, the
number of terms that the user is interested in exceeds 62%. This happened because the
functions determining the membership of a term in the interest fuzzy sets are based on
the cumulative weight value, which is by default set to the term frequency, the value that
depends on the size of the term set. Therefore, the membership functions must be deﬁned
for every user individually based on the size of the corresponding user model. We are
currently investigating possibilities to make the fuzzy sets ﬂoating and adaptive to the size
and content of the individual user models. We also aim to enable users to manually adjust
the fuzzy sets, by which they can increase or decrease the number of terms in a certain
interest group.

6

Related Work

The user model is an essential component for any system that aims at adapting content
to the users’ speciﬁc needs. A number of proposals have been made to identify and represent knowledge about users [BGT87, Kob01, Fis01]. Crabtree and Soltysiak [CS98]
describe an approach to deriving user interests automatically by monitoring various user
activities, such as reading documents, writing emails, and browsing websites. The resulting user model is represented as a vector of weighted keywords denoting user interests.
In [AHNJ07], Achananuparp et al. describe how the vector user models can be semantically enhanced. They propose using WordNet9 lexical database to establish the semantic
relations between the keywords in the user model.
Ontologies have gained a large interest as a means to semantically represent knowledge
about users. Semantic relations among concepts in the user model allow deriving cer9 http://wordnet.princeton.edu/
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Figure 5: User interest statistics

tain information about users that was not explicitly deﬁned in the model. For instance,
ontological representation of user interests enables propagation of the interest from child
concepts to their parents as well as among similar concepts. In [Sch08], Schmidt describes
ontology-based conceptual models that can be harnessed by learning management systems
in order to provide users with the learning content tailored to the level of their knowledge
as well as their situational needs. In [ZSS07], the authors elaborate an architectural solution that can automatically derive ontological user models based on Web content and user
logs. A similar approach is described by Costa Pereira and Tettamanzi in [PT03].
An important aspect of user modeling is the ability to identify and represent the degree
that the user is interested in a certain concept or possess knowledge on it, which in its
turn can affect the quality of adaptation. In [Kav04], Kavcic describes a novel approach
to representing the degree of user knowledge using fuzzy set theory. John and Mooney
describe a similar approach to represent user interests in [JM01].

7

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we have presented a hybrid approach to identifying user interests in Web
portals. We empowered the portal to harvest user interests in a non-intrusive manner by
analyzing the content of visited pages and extracting semantic entities from them, which
are then used to update the user interest models. Additionally, we have proposed an open
interface to let the users explicitly specify their interests and, in case of incorrectly iden-
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tiﬁed interests, outvote the portal. Our approach has been prototypically implemented in
IBM’s WebSphere Portal.
The information contained in the user model can be used to adapt the portal to user
needs. We have showcased this with a less sophisticated user model in our previous work
[NBKRW08]. In the future, we intend to build on that work to provide truly personalized
portals. We will also extend the user model proposed here by leveraging community interests as well as individual user’s interest. Beyond that, we will focus on evaluation of our
ideas in a real-world setting.
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Web 2.0 as an autopoietic system - implications for
innovative web-interfaces Kathrin Vent
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Abstract: The Web 2.0 can be regarded as an evolutionary process of medial
differentiation. Infinite online communities are emerging and disappearing. It
seems that a race has started in searching for innovative web-interfaces. Already
many helpful technological principles and features are executed by web experts.
Although they give helpful orientation for designing innovative and interactive
web-interfaces, they lack dealing with self-organising systems such as online
communities. Therefore, I promote an extended notion of the web-interface. Such
perspective includes reconsidering the constitutive characteristic of online
communities: the autopoiesis. This is an essential concept of social system theory,
which is new in context of designing innovative web-interfaces. Consequently, the
goal of this paper is not a technological solution, but which will give a new
perspective with implications for technology. One essential consequence is that a
designer or programmer cannot be more than a perturbator and experimentator –
intending to learn more about the social system. Therefore, I propose to generate
knowledge for an innovative and human centred Web 2.0 interface with focus on
qualitative and participatory research. This approach allows generating most
appropriate design interventions with the users of an online community
themselves.
Keyword: communication, media, web 2.0, social systems, autopoiesis,
emergence, extended interface notion, qualitative research

1 Background
1.1 The evolution of Communication Media
Internet in general, and Web 2.0 in particular, are often considered to be revolutionary in
terms of technology-assisted human communication. Although no one will argue the
unprecedented opportunities these technologies provide, a shift of perspective/language
from revolution to evolution, in our opinions, will bring valuable implications for the
web interface design and beyond.
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First of all, since interactive web-services have already existed before, like wikis, blogs
or even emails and chat, it might be more appropriate to describe the innovative
development of the Web as an evolutionary process. Krippendorff highlights that the
evolution of media does not primarily base on technology (Krippendorff, 94) Rather, it
starts with the bigger, perhaps the greatest human “invention” of communication media,
namely, language, scripts and printing. These should also be considered “invented”
media and the evolutionary driver of the differentiation of communication systems.
One might still ask if the Web 2.0 is not a revolution but merely a small step in a slow
evolutionary process, what makes it so popular? The main reason, as well known, is that
it allows multiple ways of communication across physical or cultural boundaries. This
enables already existing communication patterns to appear in a new form–more
distinctive and differentiating. The case of collective intelligence, also known as
emergence can serve as an example. James Surowiecki (2005) pointed out that the
cognitive efforts from a sizable but ordinary group of people, set up arbitrarily, can reach
a higher intelligence level than a small group of experts. The main determiner is the
social emergence, which develops itself through interactive and individual group work.
A suitable analogy of such functioning of social systems is ant colonies. Although a
single ant does not get hierarchic instructions, they are well organized. Decisive for an
ant colony and a web service is that the social system can auto-organise through
participation and collaboration among individuals. However, a group alone is not
sufficient to create collective intelligence; preconditions are technological systems, like
the well-cited Wikis. These technical systems enable a communicative praxis of social
systems, constituted and confirmed by different perspectives and experiences (Willke,
2002).
Therefore, the evolution of the web is better regarded as a self-energising process of
media differentiation, rather than an abrupt revolution.More communication needs
provoke- more media development and more media provokes exponentially more
communication. However, social systems like an online community not only emerge
through communication – but also cease to exist without it. If a new online photo sharing
community having the same design and technology as Flickr could not attract users who
publish photos, the communication on the platform would die. The online community
would vanish like so many other internet start-ups.Even with sophisticated technology, it
is useful to remind that online communities are disappearing as fast and as often as
emerging.
1.2 Problem statement and value
After the first dotcom crisis, it has become clear that technical advancement on Web 2.0application alone was not sufficient to sustain on-line communities or the growth of Web
2.0. (O`Reilly 05). Since then, many have turned attention to innovative web interfaces.
Interfaces of the most successful online communities like eBay, Xing and YouTube are
analysed, discussed and recommended.
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A race seems to have started to develop principles to help and to instruct how to deal
with web technology. For instance, the principle: “End of a software release cycle”
(O`Reilly 05) which suggests that software is not any more offered as a finished product,
but it gets renewed and actualised daily, depending on usage frequency. This principle
might help, but when we look more closely, we realise that the frequency of usages does
not tell us anything about the motivation of the user. Maybe the granted features were
more comprehensible than others were; maybe there were not other feature what could
express better the individual request until now.
Social systems do not emerge primary from technical framework but are the
presupposition for already existing needs in society. Pets.com for example invested
millions euro in an online shop system to sell cat litter; as the product did not stimulate
demand on the market, the company went bankrupt.
It appears, once reached all this technological expertise, to be able to rule over a selfcreated empire (web-platform) with a modern infrastructure (principles). But the
technical basis to build up a platform that is not sufficient. That mainly lies in the fact
that the notion oft the interfaces leaves out a social and human centred designing
components.

2 Social system theory: A new approach for intervention
2.1 A new perspective
Technological features and principles are essential for designing innovative webapplications, but not a condition for an ongoing communication and therefore successes
of a platform. They lack dealing with the self-organising system of online-communities.
Therefore, I propose an extended notion of web-interfaces that includes reconsidering
the constitutive characteristics of an online-community: the autopoiesis.
The notion of the autopoiesis (from Greek: auto - self; poiesis, creation;) describes vivid
systems (GLU) which are characterised by the ability to produce and recreate themselves
through the elements they are consisted of. This is an essential concept of social system
theory. Although this concept is not new but its application in context of designing
innovative and interactive web-interfaces has not been explored. Therefore, this paper
does not aim at a technological solution but gives a new perspective, which has
implications for designing and applying technology, which I consider fundamental. That
view helps to know what the design-intervention is aiming at.
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2.2 The possibility of design-interventions in social systems
The nature of a social system like an online community is to search for a viable
structure. Target control from outside of the social-system cannot be reached, as it is
autopoietic and therefore limited by strong system borders (Luhmann, 1991). It only can
self-organise and re-produce itself – through communication. Once an intervention is
launched into a social system, the designer doesn’t have influence on how it will react.
The social system can only understand and interpret the intervention through itself. “This
avoids the illusion of control (through design) in social systems” (Jonas, 2004). For
example, Facebook is a social system, which constitutes a networking effect of
communication. It is not possible to force to have many users in it and build up an
artificial network.
However, when a designer does not have control over the system, what is the use of
design? Here I follow the discussion of - Jonas (2006) who considers designing as an
evolutionary process of variation, selection and re-stabilisation. The designer does have
indirect influence on the communityby generating variation (new and different
interfaces) although she does not have control over the interpretation and adoption of the
system. “Intervention can only be successful as long as the structural conditions of the
specific system are considered (Jonas 2001)”. The system is structurally connected with
its context (Willke, 2001). Therefore, the contextual components like the stakeholders
should be involved to create variations. Consequently, it is necessary to extend the
notion of the interface (see Figure 1) to include its context. And the stakeholders of the
system is part of the context. This approach allows generating most appropriate
intervention for variations with the user themselves. The designer then takes the role of
an agent and mediator between the artefactual system (web interface) and the context
(stakeholders).

Figure 1: The interface space (white) as the field of intervention (Jonas 04)

As technical development forms and takes part of the interaction of an online
community: designing variations for web-interfaces becomes a great challenge.
Considering the constitutive characteristics of a social system and being aware of what
the design-intervention is aimed at, I suggest following tools for intervention.
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2.3 Methodological approach
The methodological approach is qualitative.. The focus lies in concentrating - - on one
specific, rather than on many research objects, which will be exemplified later in a case
study. It happens inevitably that the researcher regards him- or herself as a part of the
observation. Due to the “interpretative paradigm” (Lamnek, 2005) that social reality can
only be perceived by interpretation.
The qualitative approach serves to perceive and sensitize to a specific system by
observing: regularities, recurrences, noticeable differences, variations and antagonisms.
Irregularities are for instance a sudden different salutation of some new members. The
way the community system confronts this new communication pattern gives important
insights and knowledge about the community itself. As I do not consider the case study
out of a scientific, but out of a design researcher perspective, the focus lies in generating
variations for interventions. Following the ’Jonasian Toolbox’ the innovation primary
starts with projections, where the main questions are not concerned with “how it is”, but
“how it could be - the ideal” (Chow, 2008). Consequently, I propose not only to analyse
but also to generate and to filter intervention for variations with the users (see also 3.2).
In summary, the qualitative research methods help to open up the interface because they
help:
•

to consider and be aware of the specific community segment

•

to inform the design process through active observation and user participation

•

to create and to filter interventions closely between the platform and the users

The qualitative approach enlarges the interface space. It supports to adopt more
efficiently design interventions between the user requirements and the technological
platform – through an iterative process of action and reflection. With the following case,
we will demonstrate and exemplify how the concept of the autopoiesis is considered in a
redesign of an already existing platform of an online-community.

3 Case
3.1 Design Research Network - Problem description
The online-platform “Design Research Network” (see figure: 2) is a young community,
founded in September 2007for contributions of Design Research. The platform was
created to serve the growing number of PhD-Students in Design. Objective of the
redesign was to increase usability. Until then the platform was regarded as rigid and
overloaded with information. Besides, more appropriate technological features were
believed to raise more communication and therefore activate the users.
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Figure 2: DRN before the redesign (http://www.designresearchnetwork.org/drn/node), 10.1.08.
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3.2 Intervention strategy
The strategy was a gradual increase in intervention between active observation and user
participation. It must be reminded that social systems, in contrast to technical systems,
are incalculable. They can change without premonition. As it is a dynamic system,
intervention are always “one shot operation” (Rittel). It is not possible to learn out of
mistakes. Every trial counts. If problems emerge, every one is individual. Consequently,
a qualtiative approach helps to reconsider the autopoietis of a social system. Before
initiating irreversible consequences, it was important to get to know the system as
profoundly as possible, before launching interventions.

Figure 3: Methods used to inform the design intervention
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The first method was Content Analysis. The aim was to observe and describe the online
community without interfering or changing it. That gave the chance to get deeper
insights of its specific characteristics, without judging prematurely. After initial
impression of the community, Participatory Observation was conducted. That comprised
the changing position between scientific observing and participating as a user. The next
step was aimed at evaluating the the perspectives of the users. Therefore, questions were
asked about personal experiences with the platform and their concrete wishes for new
possible designs and interventions. Figure 3 shows the set of methods applied during the
whole design process (see figure 3).
All suggestions were further developed by all participating members and technological
advances, which I have examined in between. At the end, all information was collected,
categorised and represented in a final paper prototyping with a questionnaire of possible
new features. Finally, the most wanted features were illustrated by scenarios. They
allowed anticipate possible futures and give the wished features of the users a
meaningful and desirable context. These last two methods helped to project, filter and
decide for the final implementation phase of the project.
Parallel to the case study I generated knowledge about technological possibilities, for
instance analysing existing features and principles of web-experts, successful online
communities, as well as searching for trends, user behaviour and needs expressed on
online communities. This part of generated knowledge is not part of this paper, as it
mainly refers to the individual learning process due to the specific community.
3.3 Results and reflections
The results of the final online-questionnaire have shown that community members were
particular interested in new interactive tools. Especially those that allowed users to use
the interface without confined to a too rigid content navigation.
Another major interest was a user generated calendar relevant to design events. In this
calendar specific events can be selected that might be relevant for the specific
community. News about design events that are in put by the users. It was recommended
that the calendar would be accessible as a mash up,besides, it could be integrated with
external Blogs, as well as the possibility to receive new information by news-feeds.
The next most preferred tool was page views. That supports the confirming feedback of
other users. Although a user publishes a contribution and others do not comment it, a
great number of page views show an already existing interest of the content. The further
wish, to have more possibilities to connect with each other, for instance through same
interests, or research themes, serves the need to build up a personal social networking
system.
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The last most important need was a personalised login. While some users like to have
access to all features, others only need a few important functions. This function was
combined with the principle of social software (O´Reilly, 2005). Every function was set
up like a software window that can be reduced, removed and faded in. This allows
adopting the information architecture to serve the individual needs of the users. Figure 4
shows the web-platform after redesigning.

Figure 4: Redesign of DRN; with a more flexible interface according to individual user needs &
wishes. (http://www.designresearchnetwork.org/drn/node), 10.1.2008.
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Partly, I was surprised by the chosen features, for example by the calendar for design
events. I had conjectured that the users would vote primary for features which increase
usability, like a toolbar to format text or an information architecture which helps to
categorise and visualise information as proposed by others. The unexpected outcome
made clear that anticipation might lead to inappropriate conclusion. Consequently, it was
important to involve the users’ expertise.
The whole redesign was a learning process between active observation and a user
centred participatory approach. Especially the users helped to understand the specific
emergence of the group and to inform the social centred design. Ideas were constituted
and confirmed by different prospective and experiences.

4 Conclusions
We have learned that the notion of a web-interface as a strong cut between the users and
the community reduces the community to a merely platform for web-technology (cp.
figure 5a). Technological applications, features and principles can only procure with a
high technological platform but not with a social system like an online-community. For
the first step, it seems useful to change the focus on the community and to put it into the
centre (cp. figure 5b). The last and final step visualises, that dealing with communities it
is useful to consider the vivid dynamic and autopoietic characteristic of the community
(cp. figure 5c).

Figure 5: Designing innovative Web 2.0 interfaces leads to dealing with uncertainty of
social systems

The extended notion of the interface made it possible to make aware of the constitutive
characteristics of a social system: the autopoiesis, which can be compared with an
individual collective identity. It is not possible to get direct feedback out of the system or
to interfere with it directly; therefore, we had to take care not to interpret any effect
prematurely. As the community cannot be interfered with interventions directly,
generating variations only seems to make sense by involving the users’ expertise and
commitment.
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After the intensive examination of the platform DRNetwork, the users and the
community I came to the conclusion that a human and social centred web interface is set
up primary by sufficient standards that gives enough structure and suggestions how to
inform and commit communication. Secondly, with an interface that provides enough
space and flexibility to adopt to individual needs and expressions (for example direct
feedback) of the users. Nevertheless, the expert attitude of an “optimal web-interface” is
not reachable. Web-interface can only be appropriate and suitable to a specific user
group.
Consequently, dealing with web 2.0 interfaces, a designer can not be regarded as
imperator of a new empire, but much more as an agent and mediator among others,
interacting and creating design solutions between a steadily changing and evolving
social system and its context. But as the future can’t be predicted, only anticipated by
reactions of the community, the designer (and the solution system) can not be more than
an perturbator and experimentator in search for getting more knowledge about the social
community.
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Abstract: We investigate some well known graph theoretic problems from a game
theoretic point of view. To coloring and matching problems we associate binary payoff
games where the players are the vertices of the graph. Solutions to the graph problems
correspond to action proﬁles of the game, where all players get payoff 1. We show,
that there exist rules for the choice of action in the repeated play of these games, that
converge to the solution of the graph problems. Although the convergence is slow, this
shows, that the problems can be solved with almost no information on the underlying
graph.

1

Introduction

Many classical graph problems, that are well observed for the case, that the underlying
graph is part of the input become much more challenging if the graph is an existing network and there is no global instance to solve the problem. It is the task of the nodes which
are the decision makers to solve the problem, using only information on their neighborhood in the network. Starting with the pioneering work of Linial [Li92] a rich literature of
what can be done and what cannot be done using only such local information emerged in
the ﬁeld of distributed computing. However, to the best of the author’s knowledge there
is no generally accepted deﬁnition of local algorithms. Some authors restrict the knowledge of one agent to some small part of the graph near the vertex corresponding to the
agent[An07], others allow each vertex only to communicate with its immediate neighbors [LOW08, KMW04]. We propose an approach inspired by the paper of Kearns et
al[KSM06] on an experimental study of social network behavior. Their idea is, that the
agents corresponding to the nodes of the network graph have no common goal but each of
them has a selﬁsh incentive and the solution of the graph problem corresponds to a Nash
equilibrium or other suitable solutions of a game that reﬂects these incentives. In their
study the authors investigated the usual vertex coloring problem and the test subjects corresponding to the vertices of the graph got money if they where successful in choosing a
color distinct of the colors chosen in the neighborhood in one round of the game. Recently,
Chaudhuri et al. [CCJ08] theoretically investigated this game. They could show, that if the
number of colors is at least Δ + 2, then with high probability 1 − δ the graph is colored
properly within O(log(n/δ) rounds, where n denotes the number of vertices.
We propose to generalize the idea by investigating for which graph problems it is possible to design such a game, where the players are the vertices of the graph and a solution
of the game is a solution for the graph problem. Moreover, the payoff function for each
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player should depend only on the actions of the neighbors or be at least easily accessible.
Computing pure Nash equilibria of games on graphs can be very hard even if centralized
computation is possible [DT07, ZCT08]. We are interested in wether there exist adaption
rules for the players such that the repeated play converges to a solution of the game. The
information used for the adaption process are only the received payoff and the action of a
player in one round. This deﬁnes a new concept of local computability of graph problems
which reﬂects the possibility of self organization of large networks without global knowledge.
In the present paper we investigate some coloring and matching problems ﬁtting to the
framework. Our results show, that very simple algorithms converge to optimal solutions
of the problem, but it may take a lot of time.

2

Preliminaries

Throughout this paper we consider simple ﬁnite graphs G = (V, E), where V = [n] =
{1, ..., n}. A proper k-coloring of G is a function c : V → [k] such that for all edges
ij ∈ E we have c(i) -= c(j). We identify such a coloring with the n dimensional vector
(c(i))i∈[n] . The smallest number k such that G has a proper k-coloring c is called the
chromatic number χ(G).
Problem 1 (VERTEX COLORING)
Given a graph G and the chromatic number k = χ(G) compute a proper k-coloring c of
G
A well-known extension of this problem is the list coloring problem. Apart from the graph
G we are given a list assignment l : V → 2N , where l(i) ⊆ N denotes the set of admissible
colors for the vertex i ∈ V . A proper l- coloring of G is a function c : V → N with the
property that c(i) ∈ l(i) for all i ∈ V and c(i) -= c(j) for all edges ij ∈ E. G is called
l-colorable if there exists a proper l coloring of G.
Problem 2 (VERTEX LIST COLORING)
Given a graph G and a list assignment l such that G is l colorable compute a proper lcoloring c of G
If l(i) = [k] for all vertices i ∈ V this is equivalent to problem 1.
A matching of G is a subset M ⊆ E of edges with the property, that no two edges of M
have an end vertex in common. M is maximal if all edges outside M have an end vertex in
common with an edge in M . A maximum matching is a maximal matching with maximum
cardinality and a perfect matching is a matching M where every vertex i ∈ V is an end
vertex of an edge in M .
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Problem 3 (PERFECT MATCHING)
Given a graph G containing a perfect matching compute a perfect matching of G.
Note that while deciding whether a given graph is k-colorable is NP-complete [GJ79], a
maximum matching can be found in polynomial time [Ed65].
A ﬁnite game Γ = (N, A, u) consists of
• A set N = {1, ..., n} of players.
• For every player i ∈ N a set Ai of actions and A = A1 × ... × An .
• A payoff function u = (ui )i∈[n] where ui : A → R denotes the payoff function of
player i.
An element ai ∈ Ai is called action and an element a = (a1 , ..., an ) ∈ A is an action
proﬁle. The payoff function associates to every possible action proﬁle a payoff for every
player. Let S be a subset of players. By (a−S , bS ) we denote the action proﬁle, where each
player i ∈ S chooses action bi ∈ Ai and all players i ∈
/ S choose ai ∈ Ai . A (pure) Nash
equilibrium of Γ is an action proﬁle a ∈ A where no player has an intention to deviate, i.e.
∀i ∈ N ∀bi ∈ Ai : ui (a) ≥ ui (a−i , bi )
The games we investigate in this papers have the property that there are only two possible
payoffs 0 and 1. We call such games binary payoff games. We interpret a payoff of 1 as a
win and a payoff of 0 as a loss. An action ai ∈ Ai that ensures a payoff 1 for player i independent of the other player’s actions is called a winning strategy for player i. An action
proﬁle aS for a subset S of players that ensures a payoff of 1 for all players of S regardless
of the actions of N \ S is called cooperative winning strategy (cws) for the players of S. A
subset S of players having a cooperative winning strategy is called potentially successful.
If the game Γ is repeated inﬁnitely often, the players may adapt there choice of action.
Depending on the action of a player and the received payoff in one round of the game
Γ a probabilistic 1-recall learning rule computes a probability distribution on the set of
actions according to which the action for the next round is chosen. If every player uses
such a learning rule, this induces a Markov chain on the set of action proﬁles.
We associate binary payoff games corresponding to the three graph problems stated above.
In every case, the players of the game are the vertices of the graph.
COLORING GAME Γ1 = (N, A, u)
• N =V
• Ai = [k]
• ui (a) = 1 ⇔ ai -= aj for all ij ∈ E
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That means, every player chooses a color and gets payoff 1 if her color is different from
the colors of the neighbors.
This is the game ﬁrst introduced by Kearns et al. in [KSM06]. A proper k-coloring of the
graph corresponds to a Nash equilibrium of the game, since every player gets maximum
payoff. If k ≥ Δ + 1 where Δ is the maximum degree of G the opposite is also true. To
see this, consider a player who receives payoff 0. The neighbors use at most Δ different
colors, so the player can choose at least one different color and receive a payoff 1. This
shows, that in a Nash equilibrium a every player must get payoff 1, which means that a
must be a proper coloring.
In [CCJ08] the authors propose a probabilistic 1-recall learning rule, such that the corresponding Markov chain converges to a proper coloring, given that k ≥ Δ + 2.
If k ≤ Δ Nash equilibria do not coincide with proper colorings in general. If G is for
instance the complete graph on V = [n] with the edge connecting the vertices 1 and 2
missing, the following coloring is a Nash equilibrium: ai = i for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 and
an = n − 1. All players apart from n − 1 and n receive payoff 1, and the last two vertices
cannot increase their payoff since all colors appear in their neighborhoods. Nevertheless
the graph is (n − 1)-colorable. If the graph G is the complete bipartite graph Kr,r the situation is even worse. There are two proper 2-colorings. But almost every coloring is a Nash
equilibrium. As long as both colors appear in both partite sets, every player gets payoff 0
and cannot increase the payoff, since both colors appear in the neighborhood. That means
there are 22r − 4 · 2r + 6 colorings only 2 of which correspond to proper colorings.
On the other hand, an action proﬁle aS for a subset S of players is a cws if and only if
all pairs of adjacent vertices in S are colored differently and all players outside S are in
different components than the vertices of S. Otherwise, a vertex outside S adjacent o a
vertex i ∈ S could choose color ai and player i looses. That means in case G is connected,
the only potentially successful set of players is the set of all vertices.
The game associated with problem 2 is the following:
LIST COLORING GAME Γ2 = (N, A, u)
• N =V
• Ai = l(i)
• ui (a) = 1 ⇔ ai -= aj for all ij ∈ E
Again, every l-coloring of G corresponds to a Nash equilibrium of the game, but the opposite is not true in general. A subset S of players is potentially successful with a cws aS
if every pair (i, j) of adjacent vertices of S is colored differently by aS and for every edge
ij with i ∈ S and j ∈
/ S we have ai ∈
/ l(j). We claim that every such partial coloring aS
can be extended to a proper l-coloring of the whole graph G.
If b ∈ A is any action proﬁle corresponding to a proper l-coloring of G, then (b−S , aS )
is also a proper l-coloring. This is the case because by deﬁnition bi -= bj for all edges ij
with i, j ∈
/ S, ai -= aj for all edges ij with i, j ∈ S and for all edges ij with i ∈ S and
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j∈
/ S we have ai -= bj because ai ∈
/ l(j).
For the perfect matching problem we consider two different games.
FIRST MATCHING GAME Γ3 = (N, A, u)
• N =V
• Ai = N (i) = {j ∈ V | ij ∈ E}
• ui (a) = 1 ⇔ ∃j ∈ N (i) : ai = j ∧ aj = i
For an action proﬁle a we consider the set M (a) = {ij ∈ E | ai = j ∧aj = i}. Obviously
M (a) is a matching for all action proﬁles a ∈ A. An action proﬁle is a Nash equilibrium
of Γ3 if and only if M is a maximal matching, and a set S is potentially successfull, if and
only if there exists a matching M such that S is the set of all end vertices of M .
SECOND MATCHING GAME Γ4 = (N, A, u)
• N =V
• Ai = N (i) = {j ∈ V | ij ∈ E}
• ui (a) = 1 ⇔ ∃j ∈ N (i) : ai = j ∧ aj = i and for k -= j ak -= i
The set M (a) for an action proﬁle is deﬁned as above. Again a is a Nash equilibrium if
and only if M (a) is a maximal matching. However, the only potentially successful sets
of players are all vertices of one component of G or all vertices of the union of some
components of G, given that G has a perfect matching.

3

Results

We propose the following simple trial and error learning rule for a player i the game Γ2 .
1. Choose equiprobably a random color out of l(i) for the action ai in the ﬁrst round
of the game.
2. After round t (t ≥ 1) keep the current color if round t is won, otherwise choose
equiprobably a random color out of l(i) for the next round.
Now consider the Markov chain (Xt )t∈N on the state space A where Xti denotes the color
chosen by i in round t, if all players apply the trial and error rule.
Theorem 1 If all players in the game Γ2 act according to the trial and error rule, with
probability 1 there is a time T after which Xt = c for all t ≥ T , where c is a proper
l-coloring of the graph G.
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Proof. For every proper l-coloring c the set Sc = {c} ⊆ A is an absorbing subset of
the state space of the Markov chain (Xt )t∈N , i.e. once the trajectory of the Markov chain
hits the set, it will never leave it. This is obvious, since every player gets payoff 1 if all
players choose a color according to c. Since the state space is ﬁnite, all we have to show
is, that these are the only minimal absorbing subsets of the space state. Assume there
is a subset S ⊆ A which is minimal absorbing, i.e. any trajectory of the Markov chain
hitting S cannot leave S and S contains no proper subset which is absorbing. Thus, no
action proﬁle in S corresponds to a proper l-coloring. Let c be a proper l-coloring and
a an action proﬁle in S where a maximum number of vertices chooses a color according
to c. Since a is not a proper coloring, there must be an edge ij such that ai = aj . But
then at least one of the two vertices, say i is not colored according to c. Since both players
loose in a with positive probability i changes the color to ci and all other players keep their
colors. That means (a−i , ci ) is in S which contradicts the choice of a. Hence, the only
minimal absorbing subsets of A are singeltons corresponding to proper l-colorings of G
which proves the statement of the theorem.
✷
Since the game Γ1 is a special case of Γ2 the theorem also applies to usual vertex colorings.
For the game Γ4 we consider the the following trial and error rule for a player i:
1. Choose equiprobably a random neighbor out of N (i) for the action ai in the ﬁrst
round of the game.
2. After round t t ≥ 1 keep the current choice if round t is won, otherwise choose
equiprobably a random neighbor out of N (i) for the next round.
We consider the Markov chain (Xt )t∈N on the state space A where Xti denotes the neighbor chosen by i in round t, if all players apply the trial and error rule
Theorem 2 If all players in the game Γ4 on a graph G having a perfect matching M
act according to the trial and error rule, with probability 1 there is a time T after which
Xt = b for all t ≥ T , where the set M (b) = {ij ∈ E | bi = j ∧ bj = i} is a perfect
matching of the graph G.
Proof. For every action proﬁle b where M (b) is a perfect matching the set {b} is absorbing, because all players get payoff 1 and will not change their actions. We argue that
these singletons are the only minimal absorbing subsets of A. Suppose there is a different minimal absorbing subset S, then S cannot contain an action proﬁle b where M (b)
is a perfect matching. For a perfect matching M let b ∈ A be the action proﬁle with
bi = j ⇔ ij ∈ M Let a be an element of S with a maximum number of players i
with ai = bi . Since M (a) is no perfect matching there is an edge ij such that ai = j
and aj -= i. Thus both players get payoff 0 in a and may change their actions in the next
round. For at least one of both players, say i ai -= bi . But then with positive probability
the action proﬁle in the next round is (a−i , bi ) ∈ S which contradicts the choice of S.
Thus, the only minimal absorbing subsets of the state space are singletons corresponding
to perfect matchings, which proves the statement of the theorem.
✷
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Remark
If all players in the game Γ4 on a connected graph G without a perfect matching M act
according to the trial and error rule, with probability 1 the play of no player will converge
to a constant play.
Theorem 3 If all players in the game Γ3 on a graph G without isolated vertices act according to the trial and error rule, with probability 1 there is a subset S of players and a
time T after which XtS = bS for all t ≥ T , where the set M (b) = {ij ∈ E | bi = j ∧ bj =
i} is a maximal matching of the graph G and S is the set of all end vertices of M (b).
The proof of Theorem 3 is similar to that of Theorem 2 and is omitted here.

4

Concluding Remarks

The results of the paper show that graph problems can be solved using learning algorithms
in suitable binary payoff games. Morover, the information on the structure of the graph,
needed by the players of the game is very little. In fact, they need nothing more than
the own payoff and therefore do not even have to be able to observe the actions of the
neighbors directly. On the other hand, convergence needs a lot of time. But since the
coloring problems are NP-complete, efﬁcient algorithms were not to be expected. The
results seem to indicate, that the simple trial and error rules lead to convergence to a
desirable outcomes like Nash equilibria or cooperative winning strategies in any binary
payoff game. That this is not the case was shown by an example of Hart and Mas-Colell
(Theorem 1 in [HM06]).
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Abstract: Massively Multiplayer Online Games (MMOGs) gradually become one of
the most popular internet applications. Traditional client-server architecture is widely
used in MMOGs’ deployment, but its scalability and maintenance are limited mostly
by servers. Peer-to-Peer (P2P) architecture, which attempts to make use of computer
resources from the computers in the network, is considered to be a candidate infrastructure for MMOGs. In this paper, we investigate some related work and propose
an algorithm to split overlay network for P2P-based MMOGs. We show the beneﬁt
of splitting the overlay network in reducing lookup latency of game objects through
experiments and analytical analysis.

1 Introduction
Massively Multiplayer Online Games (MMOGs) are growing rapidly with the development of computing power and network. They provide gaming environment for hundreds
of thousands of players around the world. A number of MMOGs, such as [wow04], have
great commercial success and attract more and more attention in related research ﬁelds.
Client-server architecture is widely employed in the current MMOG implementations.
Players can access the game world by connecting to the centralized servers using their
own computers. The more players one server holds, the more revenue it may generate for
game vendors who maintain the servers. However, the connected players will consume the
bandwidth and computing power in the server. Therefore, clusters of servers are usually
used to manage game play to make MMOGs scalable. But the increase in the number of
players may require more servers to be added into the clusters.
Peer-to-Peer (P2P) architecture is a new distributed computer architecture designed for
sharing computer resources. It has been employed in different types of applications, such
as instant messaging applications, distributed computing and ﬁle sharing. Without the
necessity of a centralized server or an authority, resources distributed in this architecture
can be accessed by joined peers. Because it is designed to be self-organized and has good
characteristics in scalability and robustness, peer-to-peer architecture is emerging to be a
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suitable architecture for distributed applications, including MMOGs.
There are hundreds of thousands of items or objects in the virtual world of MMOGs. Those
objects can be accessed simultaneously by players. Two major problems in MMOG are
how to inform a player the objects or players nearby in the virtual environment and how to
keep game objects’ states consistent among players. In client-server architecture, servers
are usually employed to collect the states of all game objects and inform the players the
updated game states. However, in a P2P infrastructure, players’ computers serve as peers
in the overlay network and the game objects are created and maintained by these peers.
During game-play, the players need to raise queries ﬁrst to obtain the game states near
its position in the virtual world. The experience of the players can be improved with less
network latency in game objects’ lookup. Therefore, the main objective of this paper is to
reduce the lookup latency in a P2P overlay network for MMOGs.
We will present the existing related work in Section 2 and propose a split algorithm in
Section 3. After that, we will demonstrate the beneﬁt of reducing lookup latency through
both experiments and analytical analysis in Section 4. We will discuss more issues in
Section 5 and conclude the paper in Section 6.

2 Related Work
P2P overlay network structures can be categorized into unstructured and structured ones
according to their content placement. In unstructured peer-to-peer overlay network, content can be put anywhere and the queries can be implemented through some mechanisms (e.g., ﬂooding); whereas, the overlay is controlled delicately in structured network
where contents are placed at some speciﬁed locations and the queries can be routed efﬁciently through distributed routing tables.
A common idea of using P2P network in online games is to make the whole big game
world partitioned into multiple regions which are then assigned to peers. B. Knutson et al.
proposed their MMOG architecture named SimMud [KLXH04] which was implemented
on a general structured P2P overlay named Pastry [RD01] and a scalable application level
multicast infrastructure (i.e., Scribe [RKCD01]). Game world is divided into several ﬁxed
rectangle regions, where players in the same region communicate with each other in a
multicast group managed by Scribe. All peers and the game regions are mapped to uniformly distributed IDs in a 128-bits name space in Pastry. The peer, who has the closest
ID to a game region ID, is chosen to be coordinator for that game region. Coordinators are
not only responsible for message gathering and synchronization, which are related to the
events happened in the game region, but also act as the root of a multicast tree for message
delivery. Players in different regions must communicate with the help of the coordinators.
As it supports a d-dimensional virtual space for data location, the structured P2P network
CAN [RFH+ 01] provides a straightforward way to map the partitioned game region onto
servers [RWF+ 07] or supernodes [RMO08] which are selected from peers. Game states
are managed by the server or supernode according to their locations in the game world,
and every server or supernode only needs to know the 2d direct neighbors. With the func-
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tionality (e.g., message routing, topology updating) of CAN, the regions can be merged or
split dynamically. Moreover, The replication of the game states in neighbors can help in
node failure recovery as well as improving of lookup performance when the player needs
the information from the adjacent game regions.
Colyseus [BPS06] is a distributed architecture for multiplayer games and a modiﬁed Quake
II is supported. It was implemented on a range-queriable structured overlay, called Mercury [BRS02]. Mercury creates a route hub for each attribute (e.g., different dimensions)
in the application schema. Meanwhile, it organizes peers in a circular overlay while keeping adjacent peers responsible for a contiguous range of keys. Instead of region-based
partitioning of game world, area of interest (AOI) ﬁltering is implemented directly in this
range-queriable overlay. Moreover, object location metadata and queries are likely to exhibit spatial locality, and thus can be mapped directly onto the overlay. This allows the
players to circumvent routing paths and get the needed objects by caching recent routes.
In the traditional DHT (Distributed Hash Table) protocols such as Chord [SMLN+ 03],
CAN [RFH+ 01] and Pastry [RD01], each peer in the network is assigned a unique identiﬁer and is responsible for a certain part of key space equally. The query of keys are routed
closer to the peer whose identiﬁer most closely matches the key. Some hops may incur
large network delay because peers may route the messages to a far-located peer in the
underlying network. In order to overcome this problem, the topology aware lookup protocols (e.g., [RGRK04]) were proposed by considering the proximity of peers. However,
the extra storage and communications are required to create the secondary lookup overlay
with peers that are located closely according to the physical topology.
Some researchers focused on reducing the number of lookup hops through a large index of
peers. Li et al proposed a DHT protocol called Accordion [LSMK05] in which the routing
table size can be adjusted according to the rate of churn and network size. It can achieve
O(1) lookup latency when bandwidth is plentiful and churn is low, and O(logN ) lookup
latency in high churn environment and the available bandwidth is low.
Parallel lookup [LSM+ 05] and replication of lookup key [DLS+ 04] are two common but
important methods to improve lookup performance for DHTs, especially under churn. In a
parallel lookup, multiple lookups are initialized simultaneously by the originator. Together
with iterative routing, multiple copies of query messages are sent out in each hops of
parallel lookup. The whole lookup process can continue without being blocked even when
some stale peers are met, so lookup retry can be avoided. In addition to improve the lookup
performance, key replication can also handle the problems caused by churn. By copying
the data keys to other peers, the lookup can still get the result even though the peer which is
responsible for the data key leaves the system. Most of the current research is concentrated
on the methods to choose the suitable peers to put a replica of the data key.

3 Our Approach
We follow the approach of DHT in MMOGs. We observe that players’ cooperation is
very popular in modern massively multiplayer online role playing games (e.g. a team of
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players ﬁght together to kill a monster in the game world). Therefore, in our approach,
we concentrate on players’ actions with game objects rather than obtaining information
of a small area in the game world, and this motivates us to use the DHT to query game
objects directly rather than game regions. As these game objects can be designed in the
stage of game developing, we make an assumption that each object has a unique identiﬁer
and player are aware of the corresponding identiﬁers of certain objects which it wants to
get. When playing the online games, players must know who are currently modifying
the state of the object they are interested in and where they can get the object’s current
state. The peers which can provide the information about objects are named suppliers
in our approach. One important issue in online games is that the object’s state should be
maintained consistantly among a group of players. This is guaranteed by the game object’s
supplier. The supplier receives the modiﬁcation from the players and then disseminates the
latest game object’s states to the players.
Rather than discussing the game objects management in DHT, we focus on a DHT split
algorithm to improve the lookup of game objects. Through DHT split, the original DHT
will be divided into several DHTs and the average number of lookup hops can be reduced
as the query messages will be routed within a group of peers. Moreover, the network
latency of game object’s lookup can be improved further if the geographical locations of
peers are taken into account in determining peer groups.

4 Split Chord Ring
The DHT based on Chord [SMLN+ 03] is employed in several P2P applications, so we
take Chord ring under low churn as the example to demonstrate our DHT split algorithm
in this paper. Each peer in Chord is assigned a unique identiﬁer using hash function. All
peers have one direct successor and predecessor. They form an identiﬁer circle, named
Chord ring. Each peer has a key space ranging from its predecessor’s identiﬁer to its own.
The peer whose key space covers the hash value of key should respond to the query for
such a key.
%(
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Figure 1: Chord rings
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Table 1: Deﬁnition of variables for node n,
using m-bit identiﬁers
Notation
Deﬁnition
f inger[k]
ﬁrst node on circle that succeeds (n + 2k−1 )mod 2m , 1 ≤
k≤m
successor
the next node on the identiﬁer
circle; f inger[1].node
predecessor the previous node on the identiﬁer circle
neighbor
one node in the other ring

Table 2: Deﬁnition of neighbors and split
level in node n
Notation
Deﬁnition
neighbor[i] the neighbor in i split
level
current split level;
times of split

As it is shown in Figure 1, the circle represents the original Chord ring and the rest two
lines represent the connection of two new rings after split. Peer n2 whose direct successor
in the original ring is n3 will take n5 as its new successor after ring split. The identiﬁer of
Key 1 is covered by n6’s key space in the original Chord ring. After ring split, n6 and n7
can respond to the query of Key 1.
4.1 Single Split
The original Chord ring can be split into two small rings. In order to avoid two isolated
rings, peer in the newly split Chord ring will take one peer in the other ring as its neighbor.
The neighbor for each peer will be decided during the ring split. We follow the notations
in Chord and add one neighbor for each peer in Table 1.
Algorithm 1 presents the procedure of splitting Chord ring. It begins with the procedure
to determine whether one peer and its successor will belong to different Chord rings after split. Checking is done according to some general properties, e.g., the geographical
locations of peers. The neighbor and successor in each peer must be updated during ring
split. If peer n ﬁnds that its successor will belong to a different ring, it will become its
successor’s neighbor and ask its successor to ﬁnd a new successor for it. If n.successor
and n.successor’s successor are in the same ring, they will become peers in the new ring
(both of them have the same neighbor n). Otherwise, n.successor returns its successor as
the new successor of n. The ﬁnger table entries will be updated periodically using the
original procedure in Chord.
4.2 Multiple Split and Forwarding Messages
The original Chord ring can be split for several times. One ring will be split into two each
time. The split level of a ring is used to represent how many times the split operation has
been performed when the ring is generated from the original one. Two new Chord rings
will have the same split level after each ring split. The original Chord ring is in split level
0, and the level will be increased by one from the former ring after splitting. Each peer
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will now maintain a list of neighbors, in addition to keep track of its level (See Table 2).
After each ring splitting, peers in the ring will increase its split level ﬁrst and add one more
neighbor to the neighbor list. To keep track of the split level and to add new neighbors to
the neighbor list, the send message procedure in Algorithm 1 is modiﬁed (see Algorithm
2).
With neighbors in different levels, we can forward a message in different rings wisely and
avoid ﬂooding the P2P network. There is a corresponding level for each message. When
a message is generated, it is sent to every neighbor in the neighbor list. The level of the
message is set according to the level of its neighbor in the list. We describe the message
forwarding in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 1 Pseudocode of splitting a Chord ring
Procedure: n.split()
inSameR = check in same ring(n, successor)
if ! inSameR then
successor.remove predecessor()
successor.send message(NEIGHBOR, n)
end if
Procedure: n.send message(msg id, n! )
inSameR = check in same ring(n, successor)
if msg id is NEIGHBOR then { neighbor = n!
if inSameR then
successor.send message(NEIGHBOR, n! )
else
n! .send message(SUCCESSOR, successor)
end if }
else if msg id is SUCCESSOR then
successor = n! ; n! .notif y(n)
end if
Procedure: n.notify(n! )
if predecessor is nil or n! ∈ (predecessor, n) then
predecessor = n!
end if

Procedure: n.remove predecessor()
if predecessor is not nil then
predecessor = nil
end if
Procedure: n.ﬁx ﬁngers()
next = next + 1
if next > m then next = 1
end if
f inger[next] = f ind successor(n+
2next−1 )
Procedure: n.ﬁnd successor(id)
if id ∈ (n, successor] then
return successor
else
return
successor.f ind successor(id)
end if

Algorithm 2 Pseudocode of adding new neighbor
Procedure: n.send message(msg id, n! )
inSameR = check in same ring(n, successor); level = level + 1
if msg id is NEIGHBOR then { neighbor[level] = n!
if inSameR then successor.send message(NEIGHBOR, n! )
else n! .send message(SUCCESSOR, successor)
end if }
else if msg id is SUCCESSOR then successor = n! ; n! .notif y(n)
end if
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Algorithm 3 Pseudocode of forwarding messages in rings
Procedure: n.send to neighbors(message)
for i ≤ level do
if message.level < i then message.level = i; neighbor[i].send to neighbors(message)
end if
end for

5 Analysis and Experiments
In this section, we evaluate the network latency of lookup after we split a Chord ring
according to the peers’ geographical locations. Whether two peers belong to the same
ring or not can be decided by using landmarks approach [ZZZ+ 04]. We assume that the
function check in same ring in Algorithms 1 and 2 is deﬁned and the network latency of
the peers in the same group is less than the latency of peers in different peer groups. A
key-value pair which is held by one peer in the original Chord ring can be copied to the
peers in the other rings after split according to the key’s popularity in different peer groups.
Here we consider two simple polices:
• Without replication: After ring split, the key-value pair is still in the same peer as
in the original ring.
• With replication: There is one copy of the key-value pair in a peer for each ring.
Therefore, peers can get the query result from a peer in the same group.

5.1 Performance Analysis
We ﬁrst consider the difference of total number of hops after and before ring split without
the mechanism of replication. Suppose that a ring (r) is split into two rings r1 and r2 with
m1 and m2 peers respectively. For the queries raised by peers in ring r, the total number
of hops changed, δ1 , can be calculated by:
Haf ter =

m21
log2 m2
m2
log2 m1
log2 m1 + m1 ∗ m2 ∗ (1 +
) + 2 log2 m2 + m2 ∗ m1 ∗ (1 +
)
2
2
2
2

(1)

(m1 + m2 )2
log2 (m1 + m2)
2

(2)

Hbef ore =

δ1 = Haf ter − Hbef ore

(3)

Haf ter represents the total number of hops after the ring r is split. After r is split into two,
a peer in either ring r1 or r2 can start key lookup. The destination peer which responds to
the query could belong to any one of these two rings. Four terms in equation (1) represent
four different combinations of originator-destination pairs. If the originator and destination
peers are in the same ring (e.g., ring r1 ), the number of hops is (log2 m1 )/2 according to
the result in [SMLN+ 03]. But, if they belong to different rings (e.g., the originator in ring
r1 and the destination in ring r2 ), the number of hops in each lookup should include one
hop through the neighbor link and the number of hops to route the query in the other ring.
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Assume that there are n peers that are not in ring r. If they raise a key lookup for the
key located in a peer in ring r, the difference in the total number of hops, δ2 , is calculated
as follows. There are two possibilities to get the key for the peer outside ring r – if its
neighbor and the destination peer are in the same ring (e.g., ring r1 ), only (log2 m1 )/2
hops is needed; else one extra hop is included to forward the query to the ring where
the destination peer belongs (i.e., ring r2 in this case) in addition to the number of hops
required to route the query in ring r2 . Therefore, the total number of hops can be calculated
by:
n ∗ m1 ∗ (

m1
log2 m1
m2
log2 m1
)∗(
) ∗ (1 +
) + n ∗ m1 ∗ (
)
m1 + m2
2
m1 + m2
2

This can be simpliﬁed as:
n ∗ m1 ∗ (

log2 m1
m2
∗ 1) + n ∗ m1 ∗
m1 + m2
2

The same reasoning can also be applied when the neighbor is in ring r2 . Hence, we have:
!
Haf
ter = n ∗ m1 ∗ (

m2
n ∗ m1
n ∗ m2
m1
∗ 1) +
∗ 1) +
log2 m1 + n ∗ m2 ∗ (
log2 m2 (4)
m1 + m2
2
m1 + m2
2
!
Hbef
ore =

n ∗ (m1 + m2 )
log2 (m1 + m2 )
2

!
!
δ2 = Haf
ter − Hbef ore

(5)
(6)

So, from equations (3) and (6), the total number of hops changed by ring r’s split is:
δH = δ1 + δ2

(7)

When a peer in the n peers that are not in ring r tries to ﬁnd a key located in one of
these peers, the number of hops of these queries will not be affected by the ring split. The
number of hops of queries is also not considered in the above analysis when a peer in r
tries to ﬁnd a key located in a peer that are not in ring r.
Then, we analyze the improvement of network latency for key lookups after ring split.
Assuming that L1 and L2 stand for the average network latency for each pair of peers in
rings r1 and r2 respectively, we can get the average network latency of r as
Lavg =

m21 ∗ L1 + m22 ∗ L2 + 2 ∗ m1 ∗ m2 ∗ Lo
(m1 + m2 )2

(8)

Where Lo represents the average network latency of the neighbor links.
Following the similar analysis above, we add the network latency to equations (1), (2), (4)
and (5). So, the change of lookup latency, δL , can be calculated as follows:
Laf ter =

m21 L1
L2 log2 m2
m2 L 2
L1 log2 m1
log2 m1 + m1 ∗ m2 ∗ (Lo +
)+ 2
log2 m2 + m2 ∗ m1 ∗ (Lo +
)
2
2
2
2
Lbef ore =

L!af ter = n ∗ m1 ∗ (

(m1 + m2 )2 ∗ Lavg
log2 (m1 + m2)
2

m2 ∗ L o
n ∗ m1 ∗ L 1
m1 ∗ L o
n ∗ m2 ∗ L 2
)+
log2 m1 + n ∗ m2 ∗ (
)+
log2 m2
m1 + m2
2
m1 + m2
2
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L!bef ore =

n ∗ (m1 + m2 ) ∗ Lavg
log2 (m1 + m2 )
2

δL = Laf ter − Lbef ore + L!af ter − L!bef ore

(9)

We also analyze the number of hops and lookup delay changed after ring split when replication mechanism is used. Since keys are replicated, in this case a query can always be
answered by a peer in the same ring. In the following analysis, only queries raised from
peers in ring r are considered. When a peer in a ring raises a key lookup, the corresponding
average number of hops is (log2 mi )/2 where mi is the number of peers in the new Chord
ring. The difference of the total number of lookup hops after and before ring r’s split, δH ,
can be calculated using equation (10), where m1 and m2 are the number of peers in rings
r1 and r2 respectively after split and m is the number of peers in the original ring (i.e.,
m = m1 + m2 ).
δH =

m1 ∗ m
m2 ∗ m
(m1 + m2 ) ∗ m
log2 m1 +
log2 m2 −
log2 (m1 + m2 )
2
2
2

(10)

We follow the deﬁnition of the average network latency in equation (8) and get the change
of the lookup latency after and before ring split as follows:
δL =

m1 ∗ m ∗ L 1
m2 ∗ m ∗ L 2
(m1 + m2 ) ∗ m ∗ Lavg
log2 m1 +
log2 m2 −
log2 (m1 + m2 )
2
2
2

(11)

5.2 Simulation
We ﬁrst build a small game world with 200 game objects. The underlying network topology with 300 nodes is generated by BRITE [MLMB01] using Waxman model. The size of
main plane is set to 1000 and the propagation delay between two direct-connected nodes
is less than 5 time units. The shortest route between any two nodes is calculated using
Dijkstra’s algorithm. 300 players are mapped randomly to the nodes in the network topology. All players move randomly and perform 600 times of game object lookups in the
following scenarios:
Scenario 0: the original Chord ring with 300 peers before split
Scenario 1: two Chord rings with 50 and 250 peers after split from the original one
Scenario 2: three rings with 50, 104 and 146 peers after the ring with 250 peers is split
The network latency for object lookup is collected and the distribution is shown in Figure 2. 68% lookup are less than 35 time units in scenario 1, and 74% lookup are less than
35 time units in scenario 2 without object replication. But there are only 52% of them
before split. With the object replication, 85% and 97.5% lookup which are less than 35
time units can be identiﬁed in scenario 1 and scenario 2 respectively.
We use BRITE again to generate a larger topology using the same setting. 9947 players
are mapped randomly to the nodes in the network topology and these nodes form a Chord
ring. Then the original Chord ring is gradually split into 2, 4, 7, 8 and 10 rings and the
peers in each ring are determined by their geographical locations. After each split, we
move those 9947 players randomly to query an object out of 15,000 objects in the game
world. The average number of hops (Hi ) and the network latency (Li ) for 12000 times
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Figure 2: The distribution of lookup latency without/with replication

of game object lookups are recorded. In order to check whether the lookup performance
is improved when the peer geographical location is considered, we normalize the results
with the following functions where Horiginal and Loriginal stand for the average number
of hops and lookup latency in the original Chord ring respectively:
E hop = Hi /Horiginal

E latency = Li /Loriginal

We also evaluate the number of hops and lookup latency according to our analysis, and
compare the result to the experiments. The number of hops and lookup latency after splitting several times comparing to the numbers in the original Chord ring is calculated by
(12), where δH and δL are deﬁned in equations (7) & (9) and (10) & (11). In order to
simplify the computation, we suppose that L is the average latency between peers in the
same ring (so both L1 and L2 are equal to L), and Lo = c ∗ L (c > 1.0) is the average
latency between neighbors in the different rings. There are m peers in the original ring
with the average network delay among peers is Lchord.
F hop = 1 +

Σ δH
(m2 ∗ log2 m)/2

F latency = 1 +

Σ δL
(m2 ∗ Lchord ∗ log2 m)/2

(12)

The comparison of our experimental result and analytical result is shown in Figure 3 with
c = 1.015. As shown in the ﬁgure, the experimental and analytical results are very close
to each other. The average number of hops and the lookup latency is reduced gradually. So
we can use the analytical formulas to analyze the performance of large P2P networks or to
analyze performance under various network conditions. For example, the result of the network latency improvement with different values of c is shown in Figure 4. It demonstrates
that the bigger the difference of the network latency between and within peer groups, the
more signiﬁcant improvement the ring splitting can achieve.
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Figure 4: The latency improvement with different value of c

6 Conclusions
In this paper, we presented an approach to make use of structured P2P network for massively multiplayer online games. Chord is applied to locate the game objects maintained
by the suppliers. We also proposed an algorithm to split Chord to achieve better lookup
performance. We applied the algorithm to reduce lookup network latency by grouping
peers that are geographically close to each other. Our evaluations in both analytical and
experimental aspects demonstrate the beneﬁt of splitting.
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Abstract: This paper introduces an adaptive routing approach based on buffer
status and distance in a mesh overlay network: Thermal Field is used for
considering buffer stage and distance is applied to select routing policy. The path
selection process considers the Thermal Field as a metaphor for the buffer usage
based on probability in order to avoid message loss by overloaded peers or delay
because of big queues, otherwise routing by the shortest way. In addition, the
probability of Thermal Field consideration relies on leftover distance to the target
instead of using a global constant. The experiment results substantiated our
approach using the adaptive probability of routing mechanism works effectively.

1 Introduction
The boom of the internet applications today requires better support for Quality of
Service (QoS). Unfortunately, there are many factors from both, human and technical
side, causing low internet performance. The problems still exist, such as packet-drop
when sent to peers with overloaded buffers, packet-delay when residing in large queues
or using indirect routes, and packets expired. The goals of QoS routing are usually not
only to select the best path for sending information from source to destination effectively
but also to provide efficient network utilization. Many algorithms [Ab07], [XG07] have
been developed in this research area. Some of them are computing optimal routes
considering two- or more constrains, especially bandwidth and hop-count, but only a few
that concerned buffer space.
In addition to the efficiency of the algorithm, the routing performance also relies on the
network-architecture. The modern internet structure emerges, e.g. in Peer-to-Peer (P2P)
networks organized in virtual community overlay-network working on the basic protocol
level [Lu04]. The structured overlay networks use Distributed Hash Tables (DHT) to
identify a relationship among nodes and files for routing control. Such a structure finds
data potentially, but does not support complex lookup requests. Also it affects when any
nodes leave without notification. Whereas, the unstructured types organize peers in a
random graph or hierarchical, and use flooding or random search on the graph to find the
desired content. Each peer queries its own content locally so it supports complex queries.
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A grid architecture is interesting because of Kleinberg’s work [Kl00]. He has introduced
a decentralized algorithm in grids with added long-range links and proofed it was able to
forward messages from any source node to target within finite delivery time.
Moreover, Berg et. al. [BSU09] have shown cartesian coordinate system is possible to
generate in grid on top of the large-scale decentralized network.
Those are our motivations to introduce an adaptive algorithm for a 2-dimenstional
coordinate space overlay on unstructured P2P networks using thermal field to deal with
buffer stages. High temperature means high buffer utilization. The optimal path emerges
from the low isotherms. In the first stage of research [LU09], the constant probabilities
set up globally were introduced. The results of simulation demonstrated Thermal
algorithm that can work efficiently for considering buffer status. One global value,
however, cannot fit to all communication network conditions, especially when analyzing
the remaining distance. Though, the adaptive probability ideas are introduced in this
paper. The packet will be forwarded by fastest policy or adaptive policy based on a
probability formula which is the function of remaining distance from current location to
target node. The closer packets move to the target, the more packets use the direct path.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses classical routing algorithms on
meshes and thermal field algorithms used for searching in P2P networks. Section 3
introduces an adaptive probability of our routing strategy using the thermal field
approach. Section 4 describes the simulation environment P2PNetSim, respective the
results and discussions. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper and gives an outlook for
future research.

2 Related Work
2.1 Classical Routing on Mesh Networks
Mesh topologies have been used in many areas of communication networks. The mesh
network is reliable and offers redundancy of the connection.
The mesh scheme is applicable to packet/circuit switching in both wireless networks
[LW04], [RR91] and wired networks [CL92], [JVM95], vehicle problems and software
interaction. The routing algorithm generally is the process to define paths for sending
data from a node to another through the network traffic. The goals of routing algorithm
are providing fastest or shortest path, preventing deadlocks, ensuring low latency,
balancing network utilization, and fault tolerance. There are some typical routing
algorithms in mesh-connected topologies [Me04].
1. A deterministic method is called “XY routing algorithm”. Packets route along X
direction and change to Y direction when reaching the Y value of the target.
2. The partial adaptive algorithms, “West-First”, “North-Last”, and “NegativeFirst”. Packets route with deterministic algorithms in specific conditions; otherwise,
packets route by using a function that reacts immediately on network traffic.
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Routing by these classical methods, there are multiple paths having same hop count. The
source node wants to send information to the target node. Then the best path depends on
which algorithm is selected. The chance to find low QoS relies on the path selection
function. If the selected route has many overloaded peers, then delay time increases or
the packet loss occurs.
2.2 Thermal Algorithms
The Thermal Field approach has been introduced by Unger and Wulff [UW04]. It is used
for searching nodes in P2P networks that keep the desired data. The special information
can be a very frequently accessed data or recently update information. The temperature
implies the intensity of the activities or changes of specific information in the node in the
web community. Further, when a high temperature point occurs in the community, its
heat spreads around. The spreading temperature decreases by distance between heat
source and measurement point, also by distribution time; the same effects can be
observed in the part of human body. Finally, a point becomes colder if there is no heat
fed in.
The thermal approach can be applied to a P2P environment when the assumption is made
that members of the community cooperate with each others, and all peers contribute for
community results. Whenever there is a message sent among members of the
community, it means the heat is transported from source to neighbor. However, there is a
difference from nature that the virtual community is able to memorize temperatures from
latest access of each neighbor. Consequently, when a message requests for a special
information, it can be transferred to the “hottest” neighbor that is kept in memory.
Section 2 presented some existing routing algorithms on mesh- or grid-like networks.
The approaches work effectively; however, their performance should be better if more
constraints are considered. Further, original thermal field approach is described for
searching specific information in P2P networks. The next section explains how the
thermal field algorithm works to find routes and how the functions make the policy
selection process flexible.

3 Algorithms
Our approach considers buffer stages to find optimal paths. The thermal field is used for
communicating buffer information over the network. So that, every node has to keep its
neighbors’ temperatures and ID. The lower temperatures represent more available
resources to handle new data. However, the main routing goal usually is to find the
fastest way. Then the balance of direct way and adaptive way must be defined properly.
Hence, the suitable probability leads to global resource utilization and the optimal path.
Based on a grid structure, our approach uses the euclidean distance for measuring the
length between nodes. In the route decision process, the distance of original to target
node, the length of current to target peer, and the distances of neighbors to target
location are measured.
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By these results, the shortest path can be measured, and the relative distance among
interested locations can be calculated.
3.1 Measuring the Temperature
In our algorithm, the temperature $ represents the buffer usage of a peer that is the level
of messages waiting to forward. At a current node c, the temperature $c is calculated at
every simulation time. The value of $c is between 0 and 1: 0 denotes an empty buffer and
1 a full buffer.
Messages in Buffer
,
0 ≤ $c ≤ 1
Buffer size
The latest buffer status is important to make a correct decision; hence, it is designed to
attach the temperature value to all data packets sent through the community and in the
corresponding acknowledgement packets. The packets and the acknowledgements work
as a median of the temperature. They pass temperatures from one to another node until
they reach their target or expire.

$c =

Every current node c has a set of neighbors N(c) where messages can be forwarded to
and i is a number of neighbor, then Ni " N(c), 1≤ i ≤4. There are three possibilities to
update a neighbors’ temperature, $ (Ni) on node c. Let βi be the number of packets and μi
be the number of acknowledgments which sent from neighbor Ni to current node.
1. If node c receives a packet or an acknowledgment from neighbor Ni , the old
temperature is replaced with the new temperature.

$ (Ni) = $i ,

if βi>0 and μi>0

2. If there is no message sent from neighbor Np , the new temperature caused by the
spread of source node then decreases exponentially, whereby t is the routing time.

$ (Ni) = $ (Ni) % e-&t,

if βi=0 and μi=0

3. The new temperature is zero when no message arrives and no heat remains.

$ (Ni) = 0,

if βi=0, μi=0, and $ (Ni)=0

Our algorithm selects the routing policy by the probability of using thermal field. At the
starting point of ongoing research, the probabilities used for selecting the fastest path or
adaptive paths were defined as global parameters, as presented in [LU09]. The seven
predefined probabilities are tested in the P2PNetSim simulator. All constant probabilities
showed the effective results of the algorithm, however, neither of them fully fits all
communication network conditions. For example, when the node wants to forward the
packet which is close to its target, the low buffer path might be maintained for a long
routing time instead of forwarded directly the remaining steps with a little more delay.
Hence, the high buffer route with the fewer intermediate nodes has higher potential for
routing a packet than low buffer paths with longer routing times. Usually there is no
need to use route policies equally, so the shortest routing policy is predominant over
thermal approach in these conditions. Therefore, an adaptive probability for flexible
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routing is necessary for considering distances. Next topic, we introduce five adaptive
possibilities which are initiated by tuning the results from one experiment to another.
3.2 Adaptive probability for route selection
The path selection step is related to a probability for using temperature data, Pθ . Each
node randomly selects a low-buffer route according to Pθ, otherwise selects a direct
route. If Pθ is high, that means more chances to select a low buffer route, then it leads to
long a routing time. On the other hand, a small Pθ, raises the high chance to select a
direct route, and comes up with message loss due to overloaded nodes along the shortest
way. Though, the optimal route and load balanced network are a result of a best
probability.
The adaptive probability formulas (AP$) are both linear and exponential functions of
relative remaining distance ! during the routing time t. When a source node s sends a
packet to destination node φ, the distance between original peer and a target peer is ds2φ.
At a current node c that is going to decide for a path to forward message to, the distance
between current node and target node is dc2φ.
!(t) =

Distance_from_current_to_target (t)
Distance_from_source_to_target (t)

=

dc2φ
ds2φ

The Adaptive Probability1 (APθ1): The APθ1 formula is a linear function. The
probability of using thermal field is on interval [0, 1] by the value of remaining distance,
!. But the probability is always equal to 1 when the current node is farer from target
than the original node. The graph of probability is presented in Fig. 1(a).
Probability of APθ1 =

!,

dc2φ ≤ ds2φ

1,
dc2φ > ds2φ
Other adaptive formulas are exponential distribution functions which the rate parameter
(&) is equal to 1 in this paper.
The Adaptive Probability2 (APθ2): The APθ2 is converted from a linear function to an
exponential function. The range of probability is [0, 1], shown in Fig. 1(a), similar to
APθ1 but increases exponentially when the current node is on the path between source
and target peer.
Probability of APθ2 (!;&) =

e -&( 1 +

1
!(t)

)

The Adaptive Probability 3 (APθ3): The APθ3 is the exponential probability density
function (pdf) of inverse remaining distance. The probability of using thermal is on
interval [0, e (-1)] when decision node is located between source and target node. On the
other hand, when indirect route is selected, the probability of using thermal field is
higher according to the farer distance.
Probability of APθ3 (!;&) =

e

(

-&
!(t)

)
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The Adaptive Probability4 (APθ4): The APθ4 formula is an exponential cumulative
distribution function (cdf). The probability of using Thermal field is on interval [0, 1).
This adaptive idea means when decision node is closer the target, the probability of
using thermal field is higher.
Probability of APθ4 (!;&) = 1 – e (-& % ! )
The Adaptive Probability5 (APθ5): The APθ5 idea is a combination of the formulas for
direct and indirect paths. When decision node is closer to the target than the original
node; the probability of thermal field decreases. Also, if decision node is farer away
from the target than the source, the probability of using temperature decreases.
Probability of

APθ5

e -&( 1 +

(!;&) =

1- e

Probability

)

-&

( !(t) )

,

dc2φ ≤ ds2φ

,

dc2φ > ds2φ

Probability
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Fig. 1: The graph of adaptive probability functions when & = 1

This section presented the details of the adaptive probability idea for routing with the
thermal field approach to consider buffer stages. Next in Section 4, we present some
experimental results of adaptive probability functions compare with predefined
probability parameters that we introduced in [LU09].

4 Experimental consideration
4.1 Environment Setting
The simulation tool – The experiment was simulated using P2PnetSim a network
simulation environment [Co06]. The tool is powerful and flexible in simulating,
modeling and analyzing any kind of networks, not only computer networks but also
social networks, RFID-processing and spreading of ineffectual diseases. It is able to
manage more than one million nodes. Peers can be configured collectively and
individually using XML files for simulation setup. Peer-Behavior is implemented in the
Java programming language.
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The network – In our experiments, the network is organized into a grid structure with
10,000 nodes in two dimensions (100x100). The coordinates of a node within the grid
form its node ID. The grid is overlaid on a virtual IPv4 network. Peers are connected in
four directions to each other: left, right, up, and down. The buffer sizes and outgoing
bandwidths are limited for most of the peers. Both buffer sizes and bandwidth values are
assigned randomly follow the Pareto distribution. There are two types of packets, data
packets and acknowledgements. The acknowledgment is prioritized. Otherwise, the
system handles the packets First-In-First-Out.
The traffic pattern – To generate traffic, the simulation defines different throughputs
for nodes in terms of buffer sizes and outgoing bandwidths. In the trial, the 50 source
nodes are randomly selected sending messages to four target nodes. They generate a
message every 3rd simulation step until simulation-time has reached 300.
The performance metric – In order to evaluate algorithm performances, the following
metrics are measured:
•
•
•
•
•

number of messages loss
number of messages arrive their targets
routing time that counts from launching the original node to reaching the target
node. That time includes moving steps and waiting times in the traffic nodes.
delay time that summarizes from waiting times because of high queues since
launched from original node until reaching the garget.
number of nodes that have the buffer usage more than 70%. Our assumption, this
level is the starting point that cause overloaded buffer situation.

4.2. Results and Discussion
The experiments reported in this section compare seven global parameter probabilities:
Fix-P0.1, Fix-P0.3, Fix-P0.4, Fix-P0.5, Fix-P0.6, Fix-P0.7, and Fix-P0.9 from simulation
results in [LU09], and five adaptive probability functions which have been described
previously. In experiments, a message is generated and forwarded every three simulation
steps by 50 source nodes that sent to specific four target locations. The source peers
stopped sending at simulation time 300.
The message is forwarded through the network until one of these cases happens: the
message reaches its target, the time-to-life of the message reaches zero, or the message is
deleted by an overloaded buffer. The exponential rate parameter (&) is equal to 1.
Fig. 2 shows the comparison of the ratio with three key performance metrics: messages
arrive their target, messages lose due to overload buffers, and messages expire before
they have found their targets. The APθ5 shows the best result among the adaptive ones,
88% reached target and 12% lost. However, a fixed probability of 0.6 presents better
results which is 100% reach their targets and no message lose and expire. In contrast,
APθ1 and APθ2 are inefficient to reach the target. About 40% of all messages reach the
goal, but others lose and expire. By the way, Fix-P0.9 is the worst, only 6% of the
messages are able to reach their target, and 93% expire.
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Our assertion is with too high probability (e.g. Fix-P0.9) and too low probability (e.g.
Fix-P.0.1, APθ1, APθ2) are ineffective, the optimal route can be found by balancing both
policies (e.g. Fix-P0.5, APθ4).
Message Arrived
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Message Expired
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80%
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82%
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0%

Fix P0.6

Probability Functions

Fig. 2: The comparison of ratio message arrived target, message lost, and message expired

Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 analyze the number of messages reached their targets during simulation
time. Both results of Fix-P0.9 show very low routing time and delay time because the
number of messages could reach their targets in 6%. Fig. 3 presents the average of
routing time compared to the average of shortest paths. Although the APθ5 performs
effective by reaching their target with high success; it surprisingly has very high routing
time, 200 times compared to the shortest route which is caused by long routes from
buffer usage consideration. The APθ3 shows the best routing time among adaptive
probabilities.
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Fix P0.6

Fix P0.7

Fix P0.9

Fig. 3: The average of routing time compare to average of shortest path

Fig. 4 presents the average of delay time which summarized from waiting time due to
high buffer queue. Almost adaptive probabilities have low delay time, and lower than all
constant probabilities, except APθ3 which similar to Fix-P0.5. Especially APθ5 has the
lowest delay time, further it has a high number of messages reaching their target.
The next diagram, Fig. 5, presents the amount of high buffer usage nodes in the
community when the fraction of buffer usage is over 70%. The adaptive probability
demonstrated remarkably results. The APθ5 shows excellent; there is no node has higher
level of buffer queue than 70%, and the buffers of three nodes are filled to 70% only. In
contrast, APθ1 and APθ2 have many high buffer usage nodes; furthermore, they are higher
than all constant probabilities.
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Fig. 4: The average of delay time
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Fig. 5: The summary of number of high buffer usage nodes (70%up)

From these simulation results, it is clear that there is no probability that shows
outstanding in every simulation scenarios and all performance metrics. A constant
probability of 0.6 is the best according to the number of message reaching their target
but it takes high routing time and high delay time. The number of messages reaching
their target with constant probability of 0.5 is worse but routing time and delay time is
better compared to the simulation with probability of 0.6. The results of adaptive
probabilities perform better than global constant probabilities in balanced resource
utilization. The APθ5 shows good results; no high buffer usage node and low waiting
time, however it takes very long routing time. The APθ4 has similar behavior to the fixed
probabilities of 0.4 and 0.5 but the adaptive one has lower delay time.
In Fig. 6, the buffer utilization status of the community (100x100) is captured for
presenting the algorithm’s performance. The sequence of picture is read from left to
right. The application froze the buffer usage status at the simulation time-steps 150, 300,
450, 600, 750 and 900. The 50 source nodes are randomly distributed in the network.
The four target locations are close to each other in the right-down corner. The density of
the color presents buffer level of node. The higher buffer usage levels are shown as
darker colors. The probability of APθ1 decreases when the current node is closed to the
target but its probability is always 1 when the current node is in an indirect route. In Fig.
6(a), messages are distributed over the network when simulation started. After that,
messages between source and target could reach their target, but when messages are
forwarded more indirect way then many grey spots on the top-left of the picture are
shown.
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Time:
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600
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900

(a) Adaptive probability function APθ1

(b) Adaptive probability function APθ3

(c) Adaptive probability function APθ5
Fig. 6: The buffer status diagrams of a community 10,000 peers in 2-dimensions (100x100)

In contrast, the APθ3 probability range is lower. Then almost messages are forwarded
with shortest policy. They could reach their target quickly. Hence, diagrams at time 150
and 300 on Fig. 6(b) have dark grey lines that represent high congestion nodes, and from
time 450, there is no message left. Lastly, the APθ5 which has two functions in different
criteria. The diagram, Fig. 6(c) has no dark grey nodes but there are many light grey
nodes spreading over the network. It confirms the simulation result of APθ5 that has no
high buffer usage.

5 Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper we introduced the adaptive probabilities using thermal field approach
considering relative remaining distance. The experiments run with a powerful simulation
tool, P2PNetSim. The test results proof that the thermal field algorithm enabled to find
an appropriate path, and react to high buffer usage situations. But with differences
performance among probabilities of using thermal field algorithm can be understood on
the basis of the different degree of adaptively which the different flexibility respond to
distance changing in time.
In future work, more constraints, such as bandwidth will be considered for improving
quality of service routing. In addition, multi-criteria have concurrently to be considered
to provide more efficient global routing optimization. Finally, the enhancement of
routing algorithms will be studied by learning process.
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Abstract: In this paper we introduce a version of the Spree expert ﬁnding framework [BAA+ 07] tailored for enterprises. Whereas expert ﬁnding services have been
very successful on the Web, enterprise level solutions are still scarce. This comes as
a surprise, as the process of ﬁnding the right person (to ask) among colleagues requires a considerable percentage of most employees’ time yielding a high potential
for optimization. The core of Spree is an expert ﬁnding algorithm that automatically
maps questions to the most qualiﬁed experts using a domain-speciﬁc topic taxonomy
as intermediate. Apart from the framework itself, we describe the challenges and
design decisions that have to be taken into consideration when implementing expert
ﬁnding solutions in enterprises. These include the selection of an appropriate domain
taxonomy, the motivation of employees to share their knowledge and privacy related
concerns.

1

Motivation

The classical Internet provides information in the form of documents. Users searching for
information can either directly access these documents or use search engines to identify
the most relevant ones for a given query. However, documents contain only a fraction of
the entire knowledge. In some cases, instead of ﬁnding a document, the user might want to
ﬁnd the right person to ask. Whereas the need for expert ﬁnding solutions has originated
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Figure 2: The question and blog process ﬂows.

tures improve classiﬁcation quality compared to ﬂat approaches (e.g. [KS97], [DC00]).
The current implementation of the matching logic does not support typed categories, such
as categories for locations in contrast to skill categories, or the assignment of additional
category attributes. However, in future versions of Spree, we plan to integrate these concepts well known from ontologies in order to allow for a more complex knowledge design.
In this paper, we will therefore not distinguish between the words taxonomy and ontology.
Experts are informed whenever a new question within their knowledge domain appears
and can answer a question in real-time using the provided chat or email functionality. Additionally, users of Spree are encouraged to create blog entries about topics they consider
interesting for other community members. These entries together with all questions and
answers can be searched and rated by the community increasing the effectiveness of the
framework over time. Figure 2 depicts the knowledge generation process.
This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes the Spree framework and its core
components. We then outline the challenges related to the design of an enterprise knowledge taxonomy and present the ontology editor tool that helps during the taxonomy construction process. Section 4 presents the expert ﬁnding algorithm, the core functionality
of the Spree framework. We then discuss the challenges we met during the development
of Spree and conclude with an outlook on possible future improvements.

2

The Spree framework

For the development of Spree, a modular approach was chosen. This modularity allows
the reuse of components, such that e.g. the expert ﬁnding functionality can be integrated
into other possibly existing solutions. The Spree framework consists of six functional
components: User Management, Ontology Management, Request Management, Matching,
Communication and Community. We describe the Spree components and their interaction
on the example of the ask process which includes the classiﬁcation of questions as well as
the expert ﬁnding and communication (Figure 3).
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Figure 3: Active components within the ask process ﬂow.

The central component within the ask process is the Request Management that manages the
entire life cycle of a question including the creation of the corresponding request objects
and its forwarding to the most appropriate experts. The component also handles user
actions referring to requests, such as view, delete or close actions.
In order to ﬁnd the best matching experts, the request has to be classiﬁed (step 1). Both
the classiﬁcation and the subsequent expert matching are handled by the Matching component. This component performs a language-dependent analysis of the request’s textual
representation and classiﬁes the request to ontology nodes. The resulting classiﬁcation is
then presented to the user who can modify it if required. For the expert matching process,
the matching component also interacts with the Ontology Management that provides the
current ontology and ontology related functionalities, as well as with the User Management where user expertise proﬁles, user preferences and previously received ratings are
stored.
The resulting expert list is then presented to the questioner who can add or remove experts.
This modiﬁcation step may be required in cases where the questioner already knows about
potential expert candidates or wants to exclude certain experts from the process. The
Request Management then forwards the request to the selected experts (step 4). If an
expert is currently on-line, he will be informed in real-time about the incoming question.
However, experts do not always have to be logged in but may also be informed about
new requests via email if speciﬁed in their user preferences. The Request Management
then triggers the initialization of a conversation between questioners and experts via the
Communication component (step 5). Experts can reply to a request by sending an email
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that will be forwarded to the questioner or, in the majority of cases, by joining a chat
started for each request.
After a conversation has been ﬁnished, the consumer can rate it (step 6a) and all participants are asked to summarize the conversation in a blog entry (step 7) that may be found by
potential future questioners. All rating and blog functionality is handled by the Community component. In addition to conversations, also blogs (step 8a) can be rated. An expert
can thus improve his score by providing quality answers or by writing blog entries and
augmenting the Spree knowledge base. The Community component is also responsible for
updating the expertise proﬁles based on received ratings (steps 6b, 8b). Furthermore, the
community component provides all functionality for presenting system statistics, e.g. high
score lists or an overview about the most popular topics. The statistical data is designed to
motivate community members to share their knowledge.

3

Taxonomy design

Designing a descriptive taxonomy is crucial for the success of the expert ﬁnding solution. Design decisions do not only include the speciﬁcation of relevant categories and
their arrangement into a hierarchical structure, but also require thoughts on the type of
classiﬁcation a later classiﬁer should return and on the optimal taxonomy size.
For the category selection, it is crucial to deﬁne what expertise domains are essential.
Here, expertise may be seen from a skill perspective where employees are considered experts based on their knowledge about technologies, products, business partners or markets.
However, in some cases the taxonomy may simple reﬂect an enterprise’s internal structure
considering users as experts if they are responsible for a certain task or domain. The Spree
approach allows unifying the skill perspective and a more structural view into a single
taxonomy. This is made possible by the fact that Spree uses a multi-class classiﬁer that
categorizes texts to multiple branches of the taxonomy.
The selection of an optimal taxonomy size is also crucial. Even though the granularity of
a large-scale taxonomy may cover all topics relevant for a given domain, the size of such
a taxonomy remains a considerable obstacle both for classiﬁcation and usability. On the
other hand, small taxonomies are easier to design, result in better usability, but may not
provide enough granularity to fully describe a domain. The number of categories should
generally increase with the number of experts in the system. To solve this problem, Spree
includes an ontology editor tool for the manual tailoring of taxonomies during run-time.
An automated approach to the problem of taxonomy tailoring is described in [WUH+ 08].
Using the ontology editor, each topic node can be deﬁned by a name and a set of meta-data,
such as a description and a set of characteristic keywords. To each category, the editor can
then assign documents that he considers descriptive. These documents are converted to
plain text and analyzed based on natural language processing tools (see section 4.1). In a
next step, the ontology editor creates an n-gram frequency statistic that will later be used
to train the Spree text classiﬁer. The editor also supports the modiﬁcation of the taxonomy
structure itself by adding new or removing existing categories. Furthermore, it is possible
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Figure 4: Screenshot of the Spree Ontology Editor shows the topic hierarchy (on the left side), the
meta data and the visualization of the term statistic for the selected node.

to move categories or entire branches for more complex structural changes. Taxonomies
designed with the ontology editor can be exported to a new Spree instance or to a ﬁle
archive. The tool also allows making changes to the taxonomy of a running system which
may be a requirement for dynamic domains.
The ontology editor interface is shown in ﬁgure 4. An enhancement planned for the near
future is the automated suggestion of subcategories for topics, e.g. by using a cluster
algorithm such as the one described in [Bis06] to group the documents assigned to a topic.

4

Finding the right experts

One of the core functionalities of the Spree framework is its matching algorithm. This
algorithm classiﬁes a given question to the topics of a predeﬁned taxonomy and identiﬁes
the most qualiﬁed experts based on their expert proﬁles within the same ontology. Once
the taxonomy has been designed and relevant documents and keywords have been assigned
using the ontology editor, the Spree text classiﬁer is trained. This classiﬁer allows us
to map a given question or document to the most relevant categories. Based on these
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Figure 5: The Spree expert matching process that calculates the similarity of questions and experts
using an ontology as intermediate.

categories, we can then identify the most qualiﬁed experts.
Figure 5 gives an overview of the Spree expert matching process which we will describe
in detail in the consequent sections.

4.1

Text processing

The text processing task for the transformation of documents and questions is subdivided
into multiple steps. First, a text parser splits the text input into tokens. The sorted token list
is then used to extract the text n-grams where the parameter n can be set in the system parameters. Next, all n-grams that consist of stop words are removed from the n-gram set as
they transport little information. The remaining n-grams are stemmed using the snowball
stemming algorithm4 and aggregated to n-gram histograms that are considered the internal representation of an input text. The text processing algorithm is applied identically to
documents assigned to categories in the ontology editor as well as to user questions. The
current implementation of the algorithm supports German and English texts.
4 http://snowball.tartarus.org/
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4.2

Text classiﬁcation

The ontology editor assigns keywords and descriptive documents to each node of the ontology. These keywords and documents are transformed to n-gram distributions during the
text processing step such that each topic node can be represented by a characteristic n-gram
distribution (vector). As the provision of sufﬁcient training documents and keywords may
require a very high manual effort, it is also possible to learn characteristic n-gram patterns
by using external sources such as Intranet or Internet search engines [WAB+ 07]. However, this automatic retrieval process may not produce satisfying results in domain speciﬁc
scenarios with their own vocabulary.
The Spree framework is designed to support a variety of classiﬁer types. The selection of
a classiﬁer type may depend on the number of available training material or the required
classiﬁcation speed. By default Spree will use a Naı̈ve Bayes text classiﬁer. For each
node, this classiﬁer estimates the likelihood that the corresponding n-gram distribution
generated the n-gram sequence observed in the input text. The m most likely nodes are
then considered valid classiﬁcations where m is a system parameter. Classiﬁcations are
always complete in the sense that if a category is assigned to a given text also all parent
categories are considered valid classiﬁcations. Classiﬁcations, therefore, always appear as
subtree of the taxonomy.

4.3

Expert matching

The Spree expert matching algorithm identiﬁes experts to a given question based on the
ontology tree T whose Nodes N = n1 , . . . , nN correspond to the different knowledge
areas. Apart from the structural assumption, the Spree system remains independent of the
nature and content of the ontology considered in any implementation. The fundamental
idea of the matching algorithm is to represent experts and user questions as serialized
vectors of nodes v(T ) ∈ S(T ) where S(T ) ⊂ RN is the ontology space. The values of
v(T) are set to 0 or 1. Once all registered experts e1 , ..., eE and an incoming question q
have been mapped to subtrees, it is possible to compute the similarity between an expert
and the question by calculating the weighted dot product
score(q, ei ) = v(q)W v(ei )
where W represents a weight matrix that allows us to incorporate further contextual information about the topics of the underlying ontology. A question is then forwarded to the
experts with the highest score.
A detailed description of the Spree matching algorithm is given in [BAA+ 07].
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5

Discussion of practical experiences

Whenever a new application or tool is introduced in a large enterprise, several aspects have
to be taken into consideration. Most time consuming, at least in Germany, is getting the
agreement of the workers’ council, as any handling of personal data requires its agreement. To convince all involved parties, clear concepts are needed from the very beginning
covering the following items:
• Data protection concept to fulﬁll legal issues
• System security concept to meet basic IT requirements
• Operational concept to run the application
• Business plan to convince the upper management
• User guidelines to ﬁnally reach the people
Community tools on the Web work because of the voluntary contribution of their users. For
enterprises, people have to see the advantages of their participation, too. As known from
the e-learning and knowledge domain, even though incentives are often under discussion,
but public scores that help to motivate users and increase trust in most public scenarios
are often rejected as devil’s work. The advantages and disadvantages of expert scores
have to be evaluated for each possible domain separately and then communicated to the
management. Despite these incentives, general software quality requirements are essential
for success. Especially usability aspects are of crucial importance. Users have to easily
understand the application’s scope and functionality. This requires the application design
to follow the design guidelines also found in existing applications as well as a possible
integration into existing solutions. Compliance requirements generally include:
• Compliance with the standard IT workplace: hardware, software versions, security
and browser settings, user execution rights, etc.
• Compliance with the IT production platform: virtual servers, database environments, data protection guidelines, etc.
• Compliance with the enterprise user administration: LDAP authentication, singlesign-on, password guidelines, etc.
• Compliance with corporate design: (Web-)design guidelines, possible integration
into existing portals, etc.
User satisfaction also depends on the quality of answers and time for receiving a response.
The quality of the expert proﬁles and the underlying matching algorithm is therefore crucial. Also, to overcome the well-known cold start problem of community tools, it is necessary to motivate a sufﬁcient participation rate especially in the early phase.
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Spree can be seen as a ﬂexible process overlay, not as a replacement. Therefore, interest
conﬂicts can occur, giving the management the feeling that working time is stolen. However, the savings are much bigger by avoiding double work, and the staff satisfaction index
will increase. Keep always in mind, the knowledge of people is the most valuable thing a
company has.

6

Outlook

There exist a variety of possible directions for further improvements of the Spree enterprise
solution:
Automatic proﬁle creation: There exist many sources for the automatic creation of employee expertise proﬁles. One very promising source are the documents an employee has
created or worked with. The topics of these documents could be used to estimate an initial
expertise proﬁle. This idea is especially appealing as enterprises generally possess a central ﬁle storage system. For an example on automatic expert ﬁnding based on documents
see [SHFA07].
Dynamic proﬁle updates: If a user successfully answers questions in areas not listed in
his expert proﬁle, he should be asked to update his proﬁle. The same should happen if he
has authored documents related to other topics.
Learning classiﬁer: Users give feedback when they accept or modify a proposed classiﬁcation during the ask process or the creation of a blog entry. This feedback is a valuable
source for a continuous improvement of the classiﬁcation accuracy.
Visualizing the enterprise knowledge graph: Tools that help to visualize the knowledge
structure and diffusion processes within an enterprise provide an invaluable source for
management decisions. The right visualization may also guide users during the process
of expert(-ise) ﬁnding, as done e.g by the SkillMap tool5 , and emphasize areas where an
enterprise lacks domain knowledge or skills. The community version of Spree already
provided a visualization tool, the Spreegraph6 , for browsing the social and knowledge
graph. For future work, we plan to extend this existing solution toward the Enterprise 2.0
scenarios.
Limit effects of malicious behavior: Wherever users can rate other users, there exists an
incentive to cheat. The effect of cheating should be reduced, e.g. by allowing users to rate
other experts only once.
Integration with existing Document Management Solutions: To allow questions and
discussions about certain documents, there should be a tight binding between Spree and
existing document management solutions (DMS).
5 http://ioe-skillmap.hu-berlin.de/

6 http://www.askspree.de/static/ﬂash/SpreeMainComponent.html
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Abstract: Wikipedia is currently the largest encyclopedia publicly available on the
Web. In addition to keyword search and subject browsing, users may quickly
access articles by following hyperlinks embedded within each article. The main
drawback of this method is that some links to related articles could be missing
from the current article. Also, a related article could not be inserted as a hyperlink
if there is no term describing it within the current article. In this paper, we propose
an approach for recommending related articles based on the Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (LDA) algorithm. By applying the LDA on the anchor texts from each
article, a set of diverse topics could be generated. An article can be represented as
a probability distribution over this topic set. Two articles with similar topic
distributions are considered conceptually related. We performed an experiment on
the Wikipedia Selection for Schools which is a collection of 4,625 selected articles
from the Wikipedia. Based on some initial evaluation, our proposed method could
generate a set of recommended articles which are more relevant than the linked
articles given on the test articles.
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1 Introduction
Wikipedia is a well-known free-content encyclopedia written collaboratively by
volunteers and sponsored by the non-profit Wikipedia Foundation1.The aim of the
project is to develop a free encyclopedia for many different languages. At present, there
are over 2,400,000 articles available in English and many in other languages. The full
volume of Wikipedia contents, however, contains some articles which are unsuitable for
children. In May 2007, the SOS Children's Villages, the world's largest orphan charity,
launched the Wikipedia Selection for Schools2. The collection contains 4,625 selected
articles based on the UK National Curriculum and similar curricula elsewhere in the
world. All articles in the collection have been cleaned up and checked for suitability for
children.
The content of Wikipedia for Schools can be navigated by browsing on a pictorial
subject index or a title word index of all topics. Table 1 lists the first-level subject
categories available from the collection. Organizing articles into the subject category set
provides users a convenient way to access the articles on the same subject. Each article
contains many hypertext links to other articles which are related to the current article.
However, the links which were assigned by the authors of the article cannot fully cover
all related articles. One of the reasons is due to the fact that there is no term describing
related articles within the current article.
Table 1: The subject categories under the Wikipedia Selection for Schools.
Category

Articles

Category

Articles

Art

74

Business Studies

88

Citizenship

224

Countries

220

Design and Technology

250

Everyday life

380

Geography

650

History

400

IT

64

Language and literature

196

Mathematics

45

Music

140

People

680

Religion

146

Science

1068

1

Wikipedia. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/WikiPedia

2

Wikipedia Selection for Schools. http://schools-wikipedia.org
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Some previous works have identified this problem as the missing link problem and also
proposed some methods for automatically generating links to related articles. J. Voss
[Vo05] presented an analysis of Wikipedia snapshot on March 2005. The study showed
that Wikipedia links form a scale-free network and the distribution of in-degree and outdegree of Wikipedia pages follows a power law. S. Fissaha Adafre and M. de Rijke
[FR05] presented an automated approach in finding related pages by exploring potential
links in a wiki page. They proposed a method of discovering missing links in Wikipedia
pages via a clustering approach.The clustering process is performed by grouping
topically related pages using LTRank and then performing identification of link
candidates by matching the anchor texts. Cosley et al. [Co07] presented SuggestBot,
software that performs intelligent task routing (matching people with tasks) in
Wikipedia. SuggestBot uses broadly applicable strategies of text analysis, collaborative
filtering, and hyperlink following to recommend tasks.
In this paper, we propose a method for recommending related articles in Wikipedia
based on the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) algorithm. We adopt the dot product
computation for calculating the similarity between two topic distributions which
represent two different articles. Using the proposed approach, we can find the relation
between two articles and use this relation to recommend links for each article. The rest
of paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the topic-based mode for
article recommendation. Section 3 presents experiments and discussion. Finally, we
conclude our work and put forward the directions of our future work in Section 4.

2 The Topic-Based Model for Article Recommendation
There have been many studies on discovering latent topics from text collections [SG06].
Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) uses singular value decomposition (SVD) to map highdimensional term-by-document matrix to a lower dimensional representation called
latent semantic space [De90]. However, SVD is actually designed for normallydistributed data. Such a distribution is inappropriate for count data which is what a termby-document matrix consists of. LSA has been applied to a wide variety of learning
tasks, such as search and retrieval [De90] and classification [Bi08]. Although LSA have
achieved important success but LSA have some drawbacks such as overfitting and
inappropriate generative semantics [BNJ03].
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Due to the drawbacks of the LSA, the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) has been
introduced as a generative probabilistic model for a set of documents [BNJ03]. The basic
idea behind this approach is that documents are represented as random mixtures over
latent topics. Each topic is represented by a probability distribution over the terms. Each
article is represented by a probability distribution over the topics. LDA has also been
applied for identification of topics in a number of different areas. For example, LDA has
been used to find scientific topics from abstracts of papers published in the proceedings
of the national academy of sciences [GS04]. McCallum et al. [MC05] proposed an LDAbased approach to extract topics from social networks and applied it to a collection of
250,000 Enron emails. Newman et al. (2006) applied LDA to derive 400 topics such as
Basketball, Harry Potter and Holidays from a corpus of 330,000 New York Times news
articles and represent each news article as a mixture of these topics [Ne06].
Haruechaiyasak and Damrongrat [HD08] applied the LDA algorithm for recommending
related articles in Wikipedia Selection for Schools, however, without providing any
comparative evaluation.

Figure 1: The Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) model

Generally, an LDA model can be represented as a probabilistic graphical model as
shown in Figure 2 [BNJ03]. There are three levels to the LDA representation. The
variables α and β are the corpus-level parameters, which are assumed to be sampled
during the process of generating a corpus. α is the parameter of the uniform Dirichlet
prior on the per-document topic distributions. β is the parameter of the uniform
Dirichlet prior on the per-topic word distribution. θ is a document-level variable,
sampled once per document. Finally, the variables z and w are word-level variables and
are sampled once for each word in each document. The variable N is the number of word
tokens in a document and variable M is the number of documents.
The LDA model [BNJ03] introduces a set of K latent variables, called topics. Each word
in the document is assumed to be generated by one of the topics. The generative process
for each document w can be described as follows:
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1. Choose θ ~ Dir (α ) : Choose a latent topics mixture vector θ from the
Dirichlet distribution.
2.

For each word wn ∈ w

(a) Choose a topic z n ~ Multinomial (θ ) : Choose a latent topic z n from the
multinomial distribution.

(

)

(b) Choose a word wn from p wn|z n, β , a multinomial probability
conditioned on the topic z n .

In this paper, we focus on the Wikipedia Selection for schools for evaluating our
proposed recommendation algorithm. Our proposed approach based on the topic model
for recommending related articles and discovering missing links consists of three main
processes as shown in Figure 2.

.
Figure 2: The proposed topic-based model via LDA algorithm for article
recommendation.

1. Extract anchor-text links from all 4,625 Wikipedia Selection for School
articles and store anchor texts in the database.
2. Prepare article titles and anchor texts from previous process as the input to
generate the topic mode based on the LDA algorithm. The output from this
step is the topic probability for each article.
3. The article similarity is computed by using the dot product between two topic
probability vectors. The scores from the dot-product calculation are used to
rank the top-10 articles that are related to the current article.
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The process for recommending related articles can be explained in details as follows.
The input data for the LDA algorithm consists of a document corpus. In this paper, we
present each article with the title and anchor texts. The corpus is a set of m denoted by
D = {d 0 ,..., d m−1 }. Each document is a set of n topics denoted by d i = {t 0 ,..., t n −1 }.

{

}

Finally, each topic is a set of distribution over p words denoted by ti = w0 ,..., w p −1 .
To recommend related articles, we calculate the similarity between a given article and all
other articles and select the ones with the highest similarity values. Given two articles
j
j
i
i
represented as the topic distribution vectors, d i = t 0 ,..., t n −1 and d j = t 0 ,..., t n −1 , the

{

dot product can be calculated as follows.

}

{

}

n −1

d i .d j = ∑ d i d j = t1i t1j + t 2i t 2j + ... + t ni t nj
i =0

3 Experiments and Discussion
The Wikipedia Selection for Schools is available from the SOS Children's Villages Web
site3. We used the LDA algorithm provided by the linguistic analysis tool called
LingPipe4 to run our experiments. LingPipe is a suite of Java tools designed to perform
linguistic analysis on natural language data. The tools are fast and robust enough to be
used in a customer-facing commercial system. LingPipe's flexibility and included source
make it appropriate for research use. LingPipe tools include a statistical named-entity
detector, text classification and clustering. In this experiment, we apply the LDA
algorithm provided under the LingPipe API and set the number of topics equal to 50 and
the number of epochs to 2,000.

3

SOS Children's Villages Web site. http://www.soschildrensvillages.org.uk/charity-news/wikipedia-forschools.htm
4
LingPipe. http://alias-i.com/lingpipe
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Figure 3: Examples of topics generated by using the LDA algorithm.

Figure 3 shows some examples of topics generated by the LDA algorithm. Each table
lists the top-10 terms ranked by the probabilistic values. It can be observed that the LDA
could conceptually cluster highly similar terms into the same topics. For example, the
terms art, gallery and painting are assigned into the same topic of 32. On the other hand,
the topic 24 contains the terms related to the basic scientific elements and topic 27
contains the terms related to sports.
We applied the article recommendation approach described in the previous section on a
sample set of articles. Figure 4 shows the comparison of the links within the article and
the links from recommendation. The bold text shows recommended article links that not
found in the article link made by human authors.
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Figure 4: Examples of article recommendation based on the topic-model approach.
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The accuracy of the proposed recommendation approach is evaluated by the human
assessor. The five assessors receive the article title, the linked articles and the
recommended articles by our Topic-Based model. The assessor assigned the scores for
each linked articles (LINK) and recommended articles (REC). The score is on the scale
of 1 to 5. The average scores are shown in Table 2.
Table 2: Evaluation results between the linked articles (LINK) and the recommended
articles (REC)
Article
Bill Clinton
Trigonometry
Mona Lisa
Television
Dinosaur
Cancer
Average

Score
LINK
2.275
2.375
2.4
2.125
2.7
2.075
2.325

REC
3.675
3.725
3.8
3.125
4.475
3.475
3.7125

The result shows that the scores from the recommended articles is higher than the scores
from linked articles. This is especially true when the articles are about the definition of
something and many articles are the class or specific type of that article, e.g., there are
many dinosaur type articles that related to dinosaur definition article.

4 Conclusion and future works
Wikipedia is a well-known free-content encyclopedia. The content of Wikipedia can be
navigated by browsing on a pictorial subject index or a title word index of all topics.
Organizing articles into the subject category set provides users a convenient way to
access the articles on the same subject. Each article contains many hypertext links to
other articles which are related to the current article. However, the links which were
assigned by the authors of the article cannot fully cover all related articles. One of the
reasons is due to the fact that there is no term describing related articles within the
current article. In this paper, we proposed a topic-model based method for
recommending related articles in Wikipedia Selection for Schools. The topic model is
generated by using the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) algorithm. The experimental
results showed that the proposed method could help discover additional related articles,
some of which are not listed as hyperlinks within a given article. The proposed
recommend articles improve relevance score by 59.68%.
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Our future works include the construction of an evaluation corpus. A set of random
articles will be selected and all related articles will be judged by human experts. The
corpus is useful in performing the empirical analysis of adjusting the LDA parameters.
In this paper, we constructed the LDA model from textual information within the given
articles. In our next work, we will extend the LDA model by including the neighboring
information surrounding the current article. The neighboring information is, for example,
the anchor texts of links into the current article. Using the neighboring information could
provide richer and more coverage of information used to describe the current article.
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Abstract: Audiovisual data have gained an enormous and ever-growing popularity in
the world wide web. Also a growing number of educational content such as, e.g., lecture recordings or audiovisual learning material can be found recently. But, pinpoint
and exhaustive retrieval of audiovisual e-learning content in the web is rather difﬁcult
as well as automated metadata interchange and integration. We demonstrate a use-case
of metadata integration for audiovisual learning resources by complementing web pages of a video lecture portal with semantic RDFa annotations giving way to automated
access and universal retrievability.

1

Introduction

Audiovisual data has become the predominant medium of the 20th century and the amount
of video data available in the World Wide Web (WWW) is ever-growing day-to-day. Video portals and video search engines enable users to randomly access audiovisual data
according to their demands and personal preferences. Among entertainment, news, or documentaries there is also a growing number of educational content available in the WWW.
Numerous universities and institutions for higher education are publishing video recordings of lectures and seminars via streaming and podcasts, and some have become rather
popular, such as, e.g., MIT open courseware or tele-TASK. The tele-TASK system offers
an entire lifecycle infrastructure for lecture recording, archival, and retrieval.
But, for the ordinary user, retrieval and access to those lecture recordings, is not always
trivial. First, one has to know, where to ﬁnd educational content. If one is looking for a
speciﬁc lecture from MIT, then MIT’s web site certainly is a good starting point. Without
preferring a speciﬁc educational institution, video portal’s or video search engines are the
next best choice. But, neither special interest video portals nor video search engines provide exhaustive information about the universe of available lecture recordings and potential
interrelationships, because metadata exchange formats for web based audiovisual learning
resources are not utilized consistently. Furthermore, to be available for search engines,
metadata have to be included into the web pages directly.
Of course there exist metadata standards for documentation and e-learning content. Most
prominent are Dublin Core (DC) metadata for bibliographical data and Learning Object
Metadata (LOM) as well as the Sharable Content Object Reference Model (SCORM) for
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the description of learning resources. Even though there are several ways for integrating
one of these XML-based metadata directly into web pages, individual practice often inhibits real data integration of heterogeneous audiovisual learning resources.
In this paper, we show how to use RDF-based semantic descriptions of DC and LOM, and
how to integrate this metadata directly into (X)HTML web pages via RDFa. There exist
simple XSLT transformations for extracting plain RDF metadata from RDFa-enriched web
pages. We show, how to integrate e-learning related metadata schemata with microformats
and other RDF-based metadata (e.g., FOAF, DBPedia, etc. ) to enable data integration
over heterogeneous schemata. Thus, giving way for the development of new mashup applications and linking own audiovisual content to the Semantic Web’s Linked Open Data
cloud.
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 gives a short overview about metadata schemata for bibliographical and audiovisual resources in the e-learning context or semantic
metadata. Section 3 introduces the tele-TASK video portal and lecture recording infrastructure, while Section 4 provides implementational details about RDFa integration of
several metadata schemata into the tele-TASK web site and explains several examples on
how to use RDFa-based semantic metadata for e-learning resources. Section 5 provides a
short summary and outlook on future work.

2
2.1

Metadata Standards and Semantics
Metadata

Metadata are data about data, i.e. structured data describing the characteristics of information bearing entities. Metadata can be used for identiﬁcation, retrieval, evaluation, and
administration of the data they describe. In particular there is an emphasis today on automated metadata processing with the purpose of identiﬁcation and retrieval, as e.g. being
applied in web search engines [Dur85]. Usually, metadata are categorized by their degree
of inherent structure [DSS93]. On the lower end, there are unstructured metadata such as,
free text annotations or tags. Structured metadata follow a distinguished data schema. In
addition, categories can be arranged by using taxonomic relationships for generalization
and specialization. More complex metadata structures comprise relationships, dependencies, constraints, and rules that can be expressed with the help of ontologies. For efﬁcient
identiﬁcation and retrieval, we have to follow a common, standardized metadata schema.

2.2

Metadata for Documentation, Bibliography, and e-learning

For the purpose of documentation and bibliography as well as for e-learning, several metadata schemata have been developed. Well-established for bibliography is the so called Dublin Core metadata standard, while for e-learning esp. Learning Object Metadata (LOM)
has become popular.
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Dublin Core The Dublic Core (DC) metadata standard was developed for the description
of text-based information objects. It consists of 15 core elements that are intended for the
compilation of bibliographical data [Wei97]. In addition, DCMI metadata terms recommend additional ﬁelds (element reﬁnements), which allow for a more detailed description
or categorization according to the user’s preferences. DC summarizes metadata for technical and content-based description of authors, related persons, intellectual property rights,
as well as relationships among the described resources and life cycle information. Although intended to describe text-based resources, DC can be used to describe audiovisual
objects such as, e.g., lecture recordings [HA99].
LOM Learning Object Metadata (LOM) is an open IEEE metadata standard for the description of learning objects [HD02]. The LOM metadata schema has been designed to
support the reusability of learning objects, to aid discoverability, and to facilitate their interoperability, usually in the context of online learning management systems. It enables
the description of entities related to the learning process such as, e.g., type of object, author, owner, terms of distribution, format, and pedagogical attributes, such as teaching or
interaction style.

2.3

Semantic Metadata

The Semantic Web is an evolving extension of the World Wide Web (WWW) in which
the meaning of information and services on the web is well deﬁned [BLHL01]. Thereby,
it will be possible for the web to understand and satisfy the requests of people and machines to use the web content. Key technology of the Semantic Web are semantic metadata
(ontologies) representing commonly shared conceptualizations being speciﬁed with standardized, formalized languages [Gru93]. The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C)1 has
already standardized a set of knowledge representation languages of different semantic
expressivity being arranged in a hierarchically layered model.
Resource Description Framework (RDF) und RDF Schema (RDFS) RDF and RDFS
are simple knowledge representations for the deﬁnition of individual objects and their
relationships as well as classes and their interrelationship among each other can be deﬁned
[LS99]. Individuals and concepts are identiﬁed via Uniform Resource Identiﬁer (URI).
RDF data consists out of simple triples (a,b,c), where a represents some individual,
b stands for a property of a, and c gives a distinct value to property b. Individuals are
concrete realizations (instances) of concepts (classes). Concepts can be derived from more
general concepts with the help of RDF Schema (RDFS) via generalization, specialization,
or class extension. In that way, relationships among classes can be deﬁned, also if they are
not part of the given metadata schema [BG04].
Web Ontology Language (OWL) Semantic expressivity of RDF and RDFS is rather limited, as, e.g., there is no possibility to generalize statements for a group of individuals, or
the deﬁnition of logical attributes and constraints. The Web Ontology Language OWL is
the W3C standard for the speciﬁcation of ontologies based on description logics [MvH04].
1 http://w3c.org/
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<div xmlns:dc="http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/"
about="http://www.tele-task.de/view/3931">
<span property="dc:title">Semantic Web</span>
<span property="dc:date">2008-10-23</span>
</div>
@prefix dc:<http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/> .
<http://www.tele-task.de/view/3931> dc:title "Semantic Web" .
<http://www.tele-task.de/view/3931> dc:date "2008-10-23" .

Fig. 1: Example for RDFa and corresponding RDF extract (in RDF turtle syntax)

OWL comes in three different variants, OWL Lite, OWL DL, and OWL Full, according to
its semantic expressivity, which is also related to its computational complexity. In addition
to RDF(S) class and relationship deﬁnitions, OWL adds different class constructors, class
and property constraints as well as (restricted) universal and existential quantiﬁcation.

2.4

Online Integration and Interoperability

While the metadata schemata that have been described in the previous sections are structured data, web pages are semi-structured (X)HTML-encoded information resources. (X)HTML
only provides information about document structure and not about the document’s textual content. Also, (X)HTML cannot be extended to include other metadata. Nevertheless,
there are different ways to incorporate additional metadata into (X)HTML-encoded documents. We will focus on microformats and RDFa:
Microformats Microformats deﬁne a speciﬁc markup format for semantic annotation of
(X)HTML documents [Dub05]. Microformat annotations are encoded within (X)HTML
tag attributes and can easily be extracted from web documents. Thus, applications are able
to gather some information about the meaning of web page’s content (such as contact information, geographic coordinates, calendar events, and the like) for subsequent processing.
Microformat semantic is deﬁned by common agreement and not by formal deﬁnition.
RDFa Similar to microformats, RDFa (RDF in (X)HTML attributes) utilizes unused
(X)HTML attributes to include RDF metadata into simple web pages [adi08]. RDFa uses
attributes from (X)HTML’s meta and link elements, and generalizes them so that they can
be used for all (X)HTML syntax elements (cf. Fig. 1).
While microformats are always ﬁxed to a special topic (calendar, geographic data, address
data, etc.), RDFa annotations can make use of any RDF ontology and thus, it is much
more ﬂexible and allows to annotate (X)HTML markup with semantics. A simple mapping
is deﬁned with GRDDL (Gleaning Resource Descriptions from Dialects of Languages)
[W3C07] and XSLT (Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformations) [Kay07] so that
plain RDF may be extracted.
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3

Video lecturing with tele-TASK

This chapter introduces the tele-TASK system and its components, i.e. the tele-TASK recording system and the tele-TASK web portal.

3.1

The tele-TASK Recording and Distribution System

The tele-TASK2 recording system [SM02] is a sophisticated technology for the creation
and transmission of advanced video presentations via the internet. This state-of-the-art
solution is outstanding for its simplicity and dependability. In addition to high-quality video and audio of the lecturer the system delivers a synchronous video feed of the lecturer’s
computer screen without installing any additional software on the lecturer’s computer. This
ability is singular and separates tele-TASK from any competitive lecture recording devices. With the help of the tele-TASK technology users worldwide can access to teaching
courses and presentations using live streams or archived recordings. The presentations are
available via internet and can be downloaded on portable devices [WLM07] such as, e.g.,
PDA, mobile video players, 3G mobile phones, or lean-back consumer electronics also.
The tele-TASK content is published via several distribution channels. The main distribution platform is the tele-TASK web portal (Fig. 2) for the publication of lecture and event
recordings at the „Hasso Plattner Institute for Systems Engineering“ (HPI). In addition,
podcasts of tele-TASK recordings can also be accessed via iTunes U3 . Recorded teleTASK lectures are available in various formats such as, e.g., RealMedia, Flash Video, and
MP4. The portal offers different post-processing steps for cutting, synchronization, and
media conversion. Currently the tele-TASK database comprises more than 2.200 lecture
recordings and 2.600 podcasts from 500+ different speakers. All tele-TASK content can
be accessed and downloaded for free.
Since 2009 tele-TASK lectures are part of the popular Apple iTunes U repository, which
is part of the iTunes Store. But, as being part of the educational section of iTunes, teleTASK content is freely available. The HPI’s tele-TASK pool on iTunes U is one out of four
selected german elite education centers distributing their learning materials on iTunes U4 .
The iTunes store can only be used via the proprietary Apple iTunes client software. The
main drawback of iTunes U lies in its strictly proprietary nature, preventing worldwide
searchability and data integration.

3.2

Restrictions of the tele-TASK Portal

Audiovisual lecture recordings in terms of streaming media are receiving an ever-growing
popularity among learners. One of the reasons for it’s popularity is that the learner might
2 (TeleTeaching

Anywhere Solution Kit)

3 http://itunes.hpi.uni-potsdam.de

4 HPI

iTunes U portal page: http://deimos3.apple.com/WebObjects/Core.woa/Browse/hpi-de-public
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Fig. 2: Reference of a video lecture within the tele-TASK web portal

access and learn the video lecture everywhere at anytime, independent from the live event.
Therefore, the retrievability of lecture recordings has become most decisive. Even though
tele-TASK provides search formulas with automated online completion, it is difﬁcult for
the user to specify the accurate search terms. In particular, the integration of additional
external data resources such as, e.g., calendar, address books, or others, to increase the
retrievability is not possible. One way to achieve better search results and simplify the
retrieval process is to provide semantic metadata to enable a ﬂexible and dynamic data integration. Moreover the integration of semantic metadata enables the automatic connection
e-learning resources worldwide.

4

Integrating tele-Task into the Semantic Web

This chapter addresses the implementation of semantic metadata for the tele-TASK web
portal via RDFa annotations and linking to the Semantic Web.

4.1

Standardized Metadata for tele-TASK Data and RDFa Integration

The core data element of the tele-TASK database is the video recording of a single lecture
event. Lectures can be combined into groups of lectures or lecture series. A lecture series
comprises all single lectures of a distinct topic within the time frame of a semester. Likewise, a single lecture may be sectioned into several chapters, which are utilized for the
production of podcast contributions.
Metadata for lectures, such as, e.g., title, abstract, language, date, duration, lecturer name(s), etc., are complemented by lecture series metadata such as, e.g., keywords, series
type, place, institution, etc. All tele-TASK metadata can be mapped to standardized XMLbased metadata schemata such as DC and LOM (cf. Section 2). To be publicly available
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<div id="canvasleft" about="/lectures/view/3933/" typeof=
"lom:LearningObject">
<h1 property="dc:title dcterms:title" xml:lang="de">
Universelle Vokabularien mit XML (german)</h1>
<span property="lom:keyword" content="computer,informatics,semantic web"/>
<span property="dcterms:extent" datatype="lom:Duration">01:32:35</span>
<a href="/people/15/" property="dc:creator">Dr. Harald Sack</a>
<table id="lectureabstracttable" rel="rdf:Bag" resource="#podcast-list">
<tr about="... SEW_2008_11_06_part_0_podcast.mp4">
<td property="dcterms:title" xml:lang="de">
Die Vision des Semantic Web</td>
<td>
<span rel="dcterms:hasPart"
resource="... SEW_2008_11_06_part_0_podcast.mp4"/>
<span rel="dcterms:isPartOf" resource="/lectures/view/3933/"/>
<span property="dc:format dcterms:format" datatype="dcterms:IMT"
content="video/mp4"/> ...
</td> ...
</tr>
</table> </div>

Fig. 3: Dublin Core and LOM as Part of the (X)HTML Web Page

on the WWW these metadata schemata must be integrated into (X)HTML encoded web
pages. One way to achieve this is to store metadata as a separate XML-ﬁle being linked by
the original web page. But, this approach prohibits proper assignment of single metadata to
their corresponding representatives in the (X)HTML ﬁle. Therefore, we decided to include metadata directly into the (X)HTML document via tag attributes and already available
text information of the (X)HTML document. DC and LOM metadata schemata are already
available as RDF encoded metadata [NPB03] and can be directly included into (X)HTML
documents via RDFa. For further processing, RDF syntax can be extracted automatically
via XSLT or by using applications such as, e.g., W3C RDF extractor5 .
By including DC and LOM RDF Schema deﬁnitions via namespaces into the (X)HTML
document, these metadata schemata can be utilized with RDFa annotations. One way to
supply data values can be achieved by integrating the already displayed textual content of
the (X)HTML web page into the RDFa annotation. RDF tripels represent assertions about
resources (identiﬁed via URI) in the same way as simple natural language statements consisting of subject (resource a), predicate (relationship or property b) and an object value
(literal or resource c). Via RDFa annotation subject a and property b can be embedded
as attributes within an (X)HTML-tag that envelopes a text value, the object value c, i.e.
<div about="a" property="b">c</div>. If a RDF triple is about to contain
data values that are not displayed in the (X)HTML web page, the content-attribute can
be used to hold the data, i.e. <div about="a" property="b" content="c"/>.
Fig. 3 shows a typical example of a tele-TASK (X)HTML web page with embedded RDFa
annotation displaying metadata about video lectures.
5 http://www.w3.org/2007/08/pyRdfa/extract
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PREFIX foaf:<http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/>
SELECT ?title ?lecture
WHERE {
?lecture dc:title ?title FILTER regex(str(?title), "rdf", "i").
}

Fig. 4: SPARQL example query to search all lectures that contain the string »rdf« in the title

Fig. 5: Sesame server web portal displaying the result of the query in Fig. 4

4.2

Using RDFa Annotation for Information Integration in the Semantic Web

By providing semantic metadata via RDF/RDFa annotation the tele-TASK data can be
combined and complemented with a large variety external data sources. On the one hand,
autonomous software agents, search engines, or applications can link their own resources
with tele-TASK data by using a SPARQL endpoint, while on the other hand, tele-TASK
data also can be connected and augmented with external semantic data being matched with
tele-TASK metadata.
n addition to the RDFa annotation being included within the tele-TASK (X)HTML web
pages, we decided to store RDF data also in the RDF triple store database Sesame6 . Sesame
is an open source RDF database with support for RDF Schema inferencing and querying
providing also a SPARQL endpoint. A SPARQL endpoint enables users (human as well
as applications) to query a RDF knowledge base via the SPARQL language. A SPARQL
endpoint typically returns query results in various machine-processable formats. Fig. 4
shows a simple example query in SPARQL and Fig. 5 show the result being displayed in
the Sesame web user interface.
By providing a SPARQL endpoint and by deploying RDF-based Dublin Core and LOM
metadata, tele-TASK video resources are linked to the semantic web, i.e. they provide a
meaningful interface that can be accessed by human users as well as by software applica6 http://www.openrdf.org/
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<html xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml" ...
xmlns:vcard="http://www.w3.org/2006/vcard/ns#"
xmlns:foaf="http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/" ...>
<span datatype="" resource="#hpi-vcard-adr">
<span property="vcard:street-address" content="Prof.-Dr.-Helmert-Str. 2-3"/>
<span property="vcard:postal-code" content="14482"/>
<span property="vcard:locality" content="Potsdam"/>
</span>
<span typeof="vcard:VCard foaf:Person" resource="#author-entity">
<span property="vcard:fn foaf:name" content="Harald Sack"/>
<span rel="vcard:url foaf:homepage" href="/meinel/sack/"/>
<span rel="foaf:weblog" href="http://moresemantic.blogspot.com/"/>
<span rel="foaf:depiction" href="/uploads/pics/harald_min.jpg"/>
<span rel="rdfs:seeAlso" href="/meinel/sack/foaf.rdf"/>
</span>

Fig. 6: Personal information with vCard and FOAF

tions. Applications can automatically search for authors, titles, or media formats, and can
evaluate additional metadata provided for each video lecture or video lecture series, such
as, e.g., keywords, duration, date, etc. Authors, as being persons, can also be described
with the help of alternative metadata schemata for personal and address information, such
as vCard7 or FOAF 8 . FOAF deﬁnes a set of terms for letting users describe persons, their
activities and their relations to other people and objects [BM07]. Anyone can use FOAF to
describe himself or herself. In difference to other social networking services, FOAF allows
groups of people to describe social networks without the need for a centralized database.
FOAF is one of the largest projects on the Semantic Web which has an estimated 2–5
million users. vCard is an electronic format for the consistently exchange of business information. vCard elements can be freely reused, as e.g., within different LOM-attributes as
being shown in ﬁg. ﬁg:vCard, which gives an example of vCard and FOAF data integration
via RDFa annotation.

5

Summary and Outlook

We have shown a use-case of semantic data Integration via RDFa by complementing the
tele-TASK web portal with semantic metadata that is already available within the ordinary
tele-TASK database by deploying Dublin Core and LOM metadata schemata for RDFa
data integration. As a next step, the SPARQL endpoint being described in the previous
section will also be opened up for the public. This enables tele-TASK to link with the
worldwide semantic web. Up to now, only the video data being provided by the tele-TASK
web portal are described via standard metadata schemata. But, to be able to access the
meaning of its content, domain ontologies must be deployed to annotate also the video
content. A ﬁrst step will be the mapping of already existing keywords that describe the
video data’s content to concepts, classes, and instances of the global wikipedia encyclo7 http://www.w3.org/TR/vcard-rdf
8 Friend

of a Friend (FOAF) project homepage, http://www.foaf-project.org/
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pedia, in particular to it’s semantic counterpart, the DBPedia9 . This would be the ﬁrst step
for tele-TASK to participate in the Linked Open Data (LOD) community10 .
Furthermore, if tele-Task entities can be mapped to LOD entities such as, e.g. DBPedia
entities, numerous additional information stemming from the popular online encyclopedia
’Wikipedia’11 can be used to complement and to enrich tele-Task data on the tele-Task
portal site as well as for iTunes U. E.G., information about famous speakers and presenters,
who are also present at wikipedia, can be extracted in an automated way and presented on
the tele-Task website for that speaker.
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